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Basketball Board wins the development
prize in 1998's YEDA
The winners of the 1998 Young Electronic Designer Awards
received their presentations from His Royal Highness the
Duke of York on 29th June at a celebration dinner in
Manchester, attended by 200 guests.
The Awards, now in their 13th year, are intended to
recognise (and encourage) young designers working with
modern technology. Contestants must think through and
design a solution to an everyday problem they have identified,
and build a working prototype.
Prizewinning projects this year include a small, low-cost
fridge alarm that warns if the door is left open, a black box
flight recorded for model aircraft and an electronic location
device that can be fitted to maritime lifejackets.
The winners are:
The Duke of York's Award for the most imaginative concept:
Richard Paget of Bolton School: a model aircraft flight data
recorder ("black box").

The Cable and Wireless Prize for the most
commercially viable project:
Joint: Edith Butterfield of St. Margaret's Senior School,
Midhurst: a fridge alarm; Andrew MacLachlan of King Edwards
School, Birmingham: a portable basketball scoreboard.

The lEE Award for the best new entrant to VEDA:
Tom Maxwell -Wood, Zoe Spenser, Ashley Buck and Alex
Dodkin of The Blue School, Wells, Somerset: A maritime
rescue aid (location finder).
Senior category (18-25 years): First: Andrew MacLachlan,
King Edwards School (see above). Second: Chris Tanner,
Kingswood School, Bath: an intruder -activated light switching
system. Third: Owen Dannatt, Bancroft's School, Woodford
Green. Essex: a swimming pool timing clock. Highly
commended: Anthony Dearden, St. Anselm's College.
Birkenhead: a guitar learning aid. Leon Hughes, Brunel
University: a vertigo surveillance system. Shaun O'Mahony,
Leeds Grammar School: a robotic lighting effect device. Martin
Peek, Brunel University: a pacer pro rally navigation aid.

Intermediate category (15-17 years): First: Richard Paget,
Bolton School (see above). Second: Edith Butterfield, St.
Margaret's Senior School (see above). Third: Tom Maxwell Wood, Zoe Spenser, Ashley Buck and Alex Dodkin of The
Blue School (see above). Highly Commended: Lars
Blackmore, Sevenoaks School: an atheletes' track timer;
Michael Leslie, Kingussie High School: a CD storage device;
John Wyllie, David Kelnar, Ramsay Waller and Johathan
Scott, Merchiston Castle School, Edinburgh: Hamlet, a
computerised theatre lighting system.

Junior category (under 15 years): First: Martin Rosinski,
Coates Endowed Middle School, Ponteland, Northumberland:
a side wind warning device for lorries. Second: James
Keigher and Richard Levien, Radley College, Oxfordshire: a
karaoke machine. Highly commended: Welby McRoberts,
Merchiston Castle School, Edinburgh: an electronic maze;
Alastair Lynch, Merchiston Castle School, Edinburgh: a
remote phone ringer; Valerie Diederichs and Lucy Palariet,
Godolphin & Latymer School, London: a bus stop indicator.
For more information about YEDA's annual awards, contact
The Yeda Trust, 60 Lower St., Pulborough, W. Sussex RH2O
2BW. Tel 01798 874767 Fax 01798 873550 Email
postmaster@yeda.compulink.co.uk
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Hitachi H8.3644F low power
microcontroller with onboard flash

compiler, flash programming software and HDI Windos
source level debugger. The H8/3644F is available either in a
64 pin SDIP or a QFP package.

Hitachi's new H8/3644F is a new, low cost 8 -bit microcontroller
with an impressive speed/power ratio. At 10MHz the device
can carry out a 16 -bit add in 400ns, while consuming only
5mA. For the lowest power consumption, it can run at 32kHz,
requiring only 10uA. At such low current consumption, a pair of
AA cells should last almost for their shelf -life.
The H8/3644F contains 32k of on -board flash memory,
permitting in -circuit programming. The chi also includes 1k of
static ram, a 16 -bit timer (with four input capture and two
output compare registers), three 8 -bit timers, a watchdog
timer, an eight -channel 8 -bit a to d converter, 53 I/O pins, a
UART and a synchronous serial port.
To optimise the power versus speed equation, the
processor can control its own clock speed using the
programmable clock presecaler.
The EVB3644F evaluation kit includes an evaluation board
with a socketed H8/3644F running at 10MHz, a flash
programming board, and a Windows flash memory
programming interface. Software tools include a GNU C

For more information contact Vince Pitt, Hitachi Europe
Ltd., Whitebrook Park, Lower Cookham Rd., Maidenhead,
Bertsk SL6 8YA. Tel 01628 585163 Fax 01628 585160.

Card -size hard drive set to increase the
capacity of notebook computers
IBM has released the world's highest capacity hard disk
for notebook computers. The 2.5 -inch (12.5mm) Travelstar
6GT holds 6.4 gigabytes, which is around three times as
much information as the average notebook hard drive
currently contains.
The 6GT is the first notebook computer to come onto
the market with IBM's Giant Magnetoresistive (GMR) head.
The storage space of more than 4 billion bits per square
inch outstrips the previous record (also held by IBM) by
more than a billion bits per square inch. The GMR head is
small enough to fit on the tip of a pencil and has achieved
more than 11 billion bits per square inch in lab tests.
The technology allows a higher density of data to be
stored on a smaller disk. Disks of this type can hold larger
programs and graphics images and other data important
to business users, web designers and other data -intensive
applications.
The Travelstar 6GT, true to its name, has been
ruggedised for everyday mobile use and also comes in a
5.4 gigabyte model.
Dell Computer Corporation as well as IBM itself are
planning to use the drive in the Inspiron, Latitude and
ThinkPad notebooks this year.
For more information about the Travelstar drives,
contact 01795 568525 or IBM's mass storage website
www.ibm.com/storage
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Maplin joins the RSGB

European Space Talk Continues

Maplin Electronics has signed up as a member of the
Radio Society of Great Britain. The RSGB and Maplin
believe that membership will allow "closer links to be
forged" between the popular component supplier and
the UK representative of licensed Radio Amateurs. "The
RSGB and Maplin will be working together to provide
more information to customers about amateur radio and
the equipment needed, with the aim of broadening the
hobby," said an RSGB spokeswoman.
Customers at Maplin shops can pick up free, specially
prepared RSGB information packs.

The European Community and the European Space
Agency (ESA) have approved a joint initiative to work
together more closely to develop Europe's space
programmes.
The resolution calls for the European Community
and the Director General of ESA to involve each other
more closely in defining action plans, particularly for
satellite telecomms, Earth observation and navigation
systems.
At a party in Brussels to celebrate to mark the 25th
anniversary of the European Space Conference, UK
Space Minister John Battle and Belgian Space Minister
Yvan Ylieff announced the resolution.
Mr. Battle said: "I am delighted that the UK has
played a key role in securing agreement to this
resolution, which has the active support of all member
states of both bodies." ESA's ruling Council is holding
a two-day meeting in Brussels to coincide with the
above celebration, during which it will also discuss
ways of reducing the ESA's overhead costs.

For more information and store locations,
concact Maplin on 01702 554002.

Cuthhertsou Laird Group
Instruments and Test Equipment
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In the 18 -Channel Remote Control System (Eli Issue 9 19981
the 18 -key encoder transmitter IC, IC1 BL9148, is also 58.00

Test and Measurement catalogue
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Pressure - Airflow.

The new 56 -page CL (Cuthbertson Laird Group) test
and measurement catalogue from Professional
Instrument Distributors (PID) contains a wide crosssection of test equipment including insulation,
continuity, RCD, loop and earth testers. analysers,
monitors, recorders, loggers and power supplies in the
Energy and Power section, digital and analogue
multimeters with a DMM selection chart, temperature,
humidity and velocity, light and sound, voltage
detection, tachometers and stoboscopes, gas
detection and analysis, test leads and tool kits in the
Safety and Environmental sections, cable and fault
location, HV testers, test and oil test sets, signal
sources, oscilloscopes and time and frequency meters
among many others in the general electrical and
electronic section.

The colour catalogue is available free from
Quiswood Ltd., 01756 799737 or from PIC, 3
Brackenley Court, Embsay, North Yorks BD23 6PX.

OVERSEAS READERS
To call UK telephone numbers, replace the initial 0 with your local overseas access code plus the digits 44.
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Three new USB microcontroller
families from Cypress Semiconductor
Cypress Semiconductor has added three microchip families
to its line of Universal Serial Bus (USB) microcontollers. The
devices are designed for standalone USB hub applications,
hubs integrated into keyboards and monitors, and individual
peripherals such as modems.
The Cypress microcontroller line was developed
specifically for USB applications, rather than using generalpurpose architecture with functions not needed by the USB.
The devices integrate various technologies, including SRAM,
eprom and a high-performance RISC processor.
The CY7C66xxx family is designed for USB keyuboards
with integrated hubs. Hubs increase the number of
peripherals that can be attached to a PC by splitting one line
into many. A USB keyboard/hub connects directly into one of
the PC's USB ports, and then provides four other ports
through which further peripherals can be connected. The
CY7C66xxx devices can also offer up to 8KB or eprom and
up to 39 general-purpose I/Os.
The CY7C65xxx family is designed for standalone hub
applications, and hubs integrated into monitors. They provide
7- and 4 -port hubs, an l2C interface for external
communications, and up to 22 general-purpose I/Os.
The CY7C64xxx family addresses high-speed peripheral
applications such as USB modems, providing up to 36
general purpose I/Os, I2C capability and up to 8KB of eprom.
The Cypress USB microcontrollers contain a built-in
watchdog timer that needs no external timer circuitry. They
offer internal clock doubling from a 6 -MHz crystal to insure
low electromagnetic interference. They also have a zero power "instant on" capability to reduce power consumption
by 70 percent while providing full asynchronous response.
Cypress's high-speed USB Developer's Kit costs M10

Compact LCD panel meter from Vann
Draper
Vann Draper Electronics' PM -128 3.5 -digit LCD panel
meter is a compact high performance module suitable for
applications from prototyping to production runs. The
circuit of the meter is based on a surface mount 7106 is
using dual slope integration. The high contrast display
includes annunciators for over range, decimal point (with
selectable decimal point position) and polarity, with
accuracy better than .05 percent with a reading rate up to
x3 per second.
The meter measures 68 x 44mm with 13mm character
height and includes a removable front panel bezel and full
instructions.

For more information contact Vann Draper
Electronics Tel 0116 2771400.

with debug, USB source code, reference designs and
documentation.

For more information contact Paul Mayes, Cypress
Semiconductor (UK) Ltd., Gate House, Fretherne Road,
Welwyn Garden City, Herts AL8 6NS. Tel 01707 338888
Fax 01707 338811 Web www.cypress.com

Year 2000 BIOS Fix
Amencan Megatrends Inc. have developed a hardware card to
ensure that the PC BIOS is not adversely affected by the
potential Year 2000 change -of -date problem. The Year 2000
Enabler changes the system BIOS code so that the BIOS will
read the time and date correctly. According to AMI, The Year
2000 BIOS Enabler card works on any major system BIOS.
The card is designed to occupy a spare slot and integrate
seamlessly into the boot -up sequence once installed.
AMI also warn that correcting the BIOS will not address
any Y2000 problems relating to software, peripherals and
other parts of the computer system, which must be
addressed individually.
The one-off price for the card is £57.95, including the
Y2000 test diskette

For further information in the UK phone 01293 882288
Fax 01293 886550. A catalogue is also available.
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Schools solar systems get lift-off
In a damp, cloudy British July this year, Energy minister
John Battle activated the first of 100 solar panel systems
due to be installed in UK schools and colleges. The
photovoltaic cell systems are being installed under the
Governments Foresight Scholar programme, designed to
promote scientific and technical research and
development. A further 16 schools have been cleared to fit
solar systems.
The initial installation at the Cardinal Hinsley school in
Willesden, West London, is a canopy of cells intended to
provide enough energy to power a suite of computers in
the school's science building. The package also includes a

Version 2.20 of Ivex WinBoard released
with extras

computer and information, giving access to the Internet
and acting as the centre of a network. The schools taking
part in the scheme will be demonstration sites for
photovoltaic (PV) technology as well as teaching.
John Battle told the school: "The Government is
considering how to meet 10 percent of electricity needs
from renewable sources by 2010, which will be a four to
five -fold increase on the current level. I have been
impressed by the enthusiasm of the students I have seen
here today for all aspects of sustainable energy, guided
and supported by staff."
He added: "May the sun shine on all of you." - Just in
time for the summer vacations.

modules (Part Reference) on a board file; a Hotkey to go off grid quickly when routing; a hotkey to reset the origin
bookmark; the option to turn off auto -pan to prevent automatic
scrolling; the ability to disable the netlist compile. The reference
manual and users guide has been revised.
The unlimited pin capacity version of WinBoard is still only
£395. Registered customers can purchase a new WinBoard
version 2.20 for the update price of £35.
Free demo versions of Ivex WinDraft and WinBoard can be
downloaded from The PC Solution Website at
www.thepcsol.demon.co.uk. These demos are fully functional
programs limited to an 100 -pin capacity, and can be used as a
viewer to view any size of design. Both programs run on
Windows 95/98 and NT.

The PC solution has released CAD package WinBoard 2.20.
replacing V2.1. The new version, according to The PC Solution,
includes many refinements and useful features, including the
ability to launch the Specctra autorouter without having to
leave WinBoard. A new version of the Specctra Interface
automatically installs with WinBoard 2.20.
A second addition is the ability to launch Ivex View directly
from WinBoard 2.20 and open Gerber files from inside
WinBoard to view all selected objects before outputting.
A further useful addition is an electrical design rule check
(EDRC) which allows the designer to check for violations of the
net properties such as net isolation (spacing). The EDRC will
For more information contact The PC Solution, 2a
check each net according to netlist stored values specific to
High
Road, Leyton, London E15 2BP. Tel 0181 926 1161
that net, whereas typical mechanical design rule checking
Fax
0818
926 1160. Email info@thepcsol.demon.co.uk.
(MDRC) only checks global spacing violations.
EDRC properties are required for the proper
At 12
WinBoard [Bawd C IVEXPROJ1kTST 2 EIRDJ
operation of the circuit. MDRC properties are
...,11121(
Window
help
litilities
Took
cAM
DRC
Place
Edit
II* File
required for the manufacturing process. Different
board makers apply different tolerances according
to what they are capable of achieving, so that
MDRC rules will change from manufacturer to
manufacturer. The WinBoard PCB layout program
already includes over 60 advanced MDRC checks
to ensure the board has been laid out to foundry
specifications.
WinBoard's Real -Time DRC will now display the
reason why an object cannot be placed in a location
if a violation has occurred. Real -Time DRC can be
run while routing the board, allowing designers to fix
violations as they happen; alternatively Real -Time
DCR can be turned off and the violation check
carried out after layout.
Some of the further additions to WinBoard 2.20
include the ability of generate Drill symbols
corresponding to drill holes on the board; re -number
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£150
Beckman 9020 - 20MHz - Dual Channel
£250
Cossor 3102 60MHz Dual Channel
from
£125
Gould OS 245A/250/255/300/3000/3351/4000
from £200
Hewlett Packard 180A/180C/181A/182C
from £350
Hewlett Packard 1740A, 1741A. 1744A, 100MHz dual ch
£2995
Hewlett Packard 541000 - 1GHz Digitizing
£650
Hewlett Packard 54200A - 50MHz Digitizing
_.£1500
Hewlett Packard 54201A - 300MHz Digitizing
.0350
Hitachi V650F - 60MHz Dual Channel
front £125
Hitachi V152FN302BN302FN353FN55013/V850F
£650
Intron 2020 - 20MHz Digital Storage (NEW)
from £125
lwatsu SS 5710/SS 5702 - 20MHz
£475
Kikusul COS 6100 - 100MHz. 5 Channel, 12 Trace
£350
Kikusul 5100 - 100MHz - Dual Channel
£650
Meguro MSO 1270A - 20MHz Digital Storage (NEW)
£550
Nlcolet 310 - LF D.S.O. with twin Disc Drive
Nicolet 3091 - L.F. D.S.O.
£2250
Lecroy 9450A - 300MHz/400 Ms/s D.S.O. 2 ch
Philips PM 3211/PIA 3212/PM 3214/PM 3217/PM 3234/PM 3240/PM 3243/PM 3244/PM 3261/
front £125
PM 3262/PM 3263/PM 3540
.£1750
Philips PM 3295A - 400MHz Dual Channel
£1500
Philips PM 3335 - 50 MHz20Ms/s D.S.O. 2 Ch
£450
Philips PM 3055 -50 MHz DUAL Timebase
£250
Tektronix 434 - 25MHz -2 Channel Analogue Storage
£400
Tektronix 454 - 150MHz -2 Channel
£750
Tektronix 468 - 100MHz D.S.O
C425
Tektronix 2213 - 60MHz Dual Channel
£1500
Tektronix 2221 - 60MHz Digital Storage 2 Channel
£450
Tektronix 2215 - 60MHz Dual trace
£600
Tektronix 2235 - 100MHz Dual trace
0750
Tektronix 2335 - Dual trace 100MHz (portable)
£450
Tektronix 2225 - 50MHz dual ch
£3750
Tektronix 2440 - 300 MHz./500 Ms/s D.S.O. 2 Ch
£350
Tektronix 455 - 50MHz Dual Channel
from £350
Tektronix 464/466 - 100MHz An storage
from £350
Tektronix 485/4858 - 100MHz dual ch
from £475
Tektronix 475/475A - 200MHz/250MHz Dual Channel
£900
Tektronix 485 - 350MHz -2 channel
from £250
Tektronix 5403 - 60MHz -2 or 4 Channel
from
£300
Tektronix 7313. 7603, 7613, 7623, 7639, 100MHz 4 ch
from £650
Tektronix 7704 - 250MHz 4 ch
from £850
Tektronix 7904 - 500MHz
£125
Trio CS -1022 - 20MHz - Dual Channel
Other scopes available too
.

SPECIAL OFFER
HITACHI V212 - 20MHZ DUAL TRACE
HITACHI V222 - 20 MHZ DUAL TRACE r ALTERNATE MAGNIFY

£180

1200

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
£7250
Advantest 41338 - 10KHz - 20GHz (60GHz with external mixers) r Ext. Keyboard
£4950
Advantest 4131 B - 10KHz - 3.501-1z
£2950
Ando AC8211 - Spectrum Analyser 1.7GHz
£4750
Anrltsu MS610B - 10KHz - 2GHz - (Mint)
£3096 + £4995
Anritsu MS341A MS3401 B - (10Hz £2500
Anritsu MS62B - 10KHz - 1700MHz
£1500
Avcom PSA65 S - 1000MHz - portable
£995
Hewlett Packard 3580A - 5Hz-50KHz
£3750
Hewlett Packard 1827 with 8559A (10MHz - 21GHz)
£1000
Hewlett Packard 35601A - Spectrum Analyser tote
£7500
Hewlett Packard 3562A Dual Channel Dynamic Sig. Analyser
£7500
Hewlett Packard 3562A Dual Channel Dynamic Sig. Analyser
£3250£2750
Hewlett Packard 853A r 8558B - 0.1 to 1500MHz
Hewlett Packard 1827 r 855819 - 01 to 1500MHz
£2000
Hewlett Packard 8754A - Network Analyser 4-1300MHZ
f4995
Hewlett Packard 8591A - 9KHz - 1.8GHz
£7000
Hewlett Packard 8594E - 9KHz -2 9GHz
£2000
Hewlett Packard 3582A - 0.02Hz - 25.6KHz (dual ch.)
£4995
Hewlett Packard 3585A -20Hz - 40MHz
£2950
Hewlett Packard 8754A (opt. H26) - 4MHz - 2.601Hz
£3E992505
IFR 7750 10KHz - 1GHz
Marconi 2370 - 110MHz
c£11500250
Marconi 2371 - 30KHz - 2000MHz
Meguro NASA 4901 - 1-300GHz (AS NEW)
£1995
Meguro MSA 4912 - 1-1GHz (AS NEW)
£1500
Polrad 641-1 - 10MHz - 18GHz
£1800
Rohde & Schwarz - SWOB 5 Polyskop 0.1 - 1300fAHz
£2500
Takeda Rlken 4132 - 1 OGHz Spectrum Analyser
C2000
Tektronix 71.18 with mainframe (1.5-60GHz with external mixers)
£4950
Tektronix 495P - 100Hz - 1.8GHz programmable

MISCELLANEOUS
Adret 740A - 100KHz - 1120MHz Synthesised Signal Generator
ANRITSU ME 4828 DFI3 Transmission Analyser
Danbridge JP30A - 30KV Insulation Tester
AnrIteu MG642A Pulse Pattern Generator
Dranetz 626 - ACIDC - Multifunction Analyser
EIP 331 - Frequency counter 18GHz
EIP 545 - Frequency counter 18GHz
EIP 545A - Frequency counter 18GHz
EIP 575 - Frequency counter 18GHz
Farnell AP70.30 Power Supply (0-70v/30A) Auto Ra
Earner! TSV-70 MKII Power Supply (70V - 5A or 35V - 1
Farnell DSG-1 Synthesised Signal Generator
Farnell ESG-1000 Synthesised Signal Generator 1GHz (as new)
Flume 5100A -Calibrator
Guildline 9152 - T12 Battery Standard Cell
Hewlett Packard 331A - Distortion Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3338C - Synthesised Signal Generator (10Hz - 21Mitz)
Hewlett Packard 3437A System voltmeter
Hewlett Packard 3458A Digital voltmeter
Hewlett Packard 3438A Digital multimeter
Hewlett Packard 3488A - SwitcfVControl Unit
Hewlett Packard 35600A Dual Ch. Dynamic Signal Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3711A/3712A/37918/3793B Microwave Link Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3325A - 21MHz Synthesiser/Function Gen
Hewlett Packard 3488A - HP - 1B Switch control unit (various Plug -ins available)
Hewlett Packard 3455A 64 Digit WMeter (Autocal)
Hewlett Packard 3478A - Multimeter (5' Digit) r HP - 1B
Hewlett Packard 3588A - Selective Level Meter
Hewlett Packard 3776A - PCM Terminal Test Set
Hewlett Packard 3779A/3779C - Primary Mux Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3784A - Digital Transmission Analyser
Hewlett Packard 37900D - Signalling Test Set (No 7 and ISDN)
Hewlett Packard 4262A - Digital LCR Meter
Hewlett Packard 4275A - LCR Meter (Multi -Frequency)
Hewlett Packard 4338A - Millionmeter (As New)

Hewlett Packard 4342A'0' Meter

C800

£3000
£1500
C1500

£850
£700
£1500
£1600
C1750
£750
£250
£125
£1650
£2500
£550
£300

11000
£350
£850
C200

£650
£3750
£2250
£1500
£650
£750
£550
£1000
£1500

from £600
..£4995
£6000
E1935500

ma,

horn £750
Hewlett Packard 435A or B Power Meter (with 8481/0484A)
£4500
Hewlett Packard 4279A - 1MHz C -V Meter
£1500
Hewlett Packard 4948A - (TIMS) Transmission impairment Li/Set
C
Hewlett Packard 4972A - Lan Protocol Analyser
Hewlett Packard 5420A Digital Signal Analyser
Hewlett Packard 5335A - 200MHz High Performance Systems Counter
£250
Hewlett Packard 5314/1 - (NEW) 100MHz Universal Counter
£500
Hewlett Packard 5316A - Universal Counter (IEEE)
£1750
Hewlett Packard 5183 - Waveform Recorder
£250
Hewlett Packard 5238A Frequency Counter 100MHz
£450
Hewlett Packard 5370A - 100MHz Universal Timer/Counter
£650
Hewlett Packard 5384A - 225 MHz Frequency Counter
Hewlett Packard 5385A Frequency Counter - 1GHz - (HPIB) with OPTS 001/003/004/005 £995
£200
Hewlett Packard 6253A Power Supply 20V - 3A Twin
£200
Hewlett Packard 6255A Power supply 40V - 1.5A Twin
£220
Hewlett Packard 62668 Power Supply 40V - 5A
£225
Hewlett Packard 62718 Power supply 60V - 3A
50
Hewlett Packard 6622A - Power Supply, Dual 0/P
£1750016
Hewlett Packard 6623A - Power Supply, Triple 0/P
11250
Hewlett Packard 6652A - Power Supply (0- 20V, 0 - 25A)
e400
Hewlett Packard 62648 - Power Supply (0 - 20V, 0 - 25A)
£250
Hewlett Packard 7475A -6 Pen Plotter
£450
Hewlett Packard 7550A - 8 Pen Plotter A3/A4

-

HEWLETT PACKARD 6261B
Power Supply 20V -50A £450 Discount for Quantities
£4250
Hewlett Packard 83555A - Millimeter - Wave source Module 33-50GHz .
Hewlett Packard 8015A - 50MHz Pulse Generator
£350
Hewlett Packard 8405A -Vector Voltmeter
£1650
Hewlett Packard 8165A - 50MHz Programmable Signal Source
£2650
Hewlett Packard 83508 - Sweep Oscillator Mainframe (various Plug -Ins available) extra
£1250
Hewlett Packard 8152A - Optical Average Power Meter
£1100
Hewlett Packard 8158B - Optical Attenuator (OPTS 002 + 011)
£1500
Hewlett Packard 8180A - Data Generator
£1500
Hewlett Packard 8182A - Data Analyser
£2500
Hewlett Packard 835013 - Sweep Oscillator Mainframe (various plug -In options available)
£3500
Hewlett Packard 83554A - Wave Source Module 26.5 to 40GHz
from
£250
Hewlett Packard 86200 Sweep oscillator mainframe
£2000
Hewlett Packard 8656A - Synthesised Signal Generator (990MHz)
£2950
Hewlett Packard 8656B - Synthesised Signal Generator
£375
Hewlett Packard 8750A Storage normalises
£1500
Hewlett Packard 8756A - Scalar Network Analyser
£2250
Hewlett Packard 8757A - Scalar Network Analyser
£2600
Hewlett Packard 8903A - Audio Analyser (20Hz - 100KHZ)
C2000
Hewlett Packard 8903E - Distortion Analyser (Mint)
£2000
Hewlett Packard 8958A - Cellular Radio Interface
£3400
Hewlett Packard 8901A - Modulation Analyser
£6000
Hewlett Packard 8920A - FVF Comms Test Set
£9995
Hewlett Packard 8922b - GSM Radio Comfits Test Set
£250
Hewlett Packard P382A Variable Attenuator
£650
Hewlett Packard 1630D - Logic Analyser (43 Channels
£400:0lt
16530A/18531A - Logic Analyser
Hewlett Packard 16500A - Fitted *Oh 16510A/1651
Hewlett Packard 11729B - Carrier Noise Test Set
£995
Krohn-Hite 2200 LimLog Sweep Generator
£250
Krohn -Hite 4024A Oscillator
£350
Krohn -Hite 5200 Sweep, Function Generator
£250
Krohn-Hlte 6500 Phase Meter
Leader 3216 - Signal Generator (100KHz - 140KH'z) AM/FM/CW with built-in FM stereo
modulator (mint)

Marconi 2019 - 80KHz - 1040MHz Synthesised S' . Gen
Marconi 2019A - 80KHz - 1040MHz - Synthesised Signal Generator
Marconi 2022A - 10KHz - 1GHz AM/FM Signal Generator
Marconi 2041 - 110KHz - 2.7GHz) Low Noise
Marconi 2305 - Modulation Meter
Marconi 2610 - True RMS Voltmeter
Marconi 2871 Data Comms Analyser

£995
£1450
£1600
£2000
£7500
£1995
£850

f1000

Marconi
2955 -- Radio Comms Test Set£3000
from £950
Marconi 6960 - Power Meter & Sensor
Philips PM 5167MHz function gen
Philips 5190 L.F. Synthesiser (G.P.I.B)
Philips 5193 Synthesised Function Generator
Philips 5518 Synthesised Function Generator
Philips PM5519 TV Pattern Generator
Philips PM5716 - 50MHz Pulse Generator
Philips PM6652 - 1.5GHz Programmable High Resolution Timer/Counter
Philips PM6673 120MHz High Resolution Universal Counter
Prema 4000 -6 'r Digit Muthmeter (NEW)
Race 1992 1 3GHz Frequency Counter
Race Dana 9081/9082 Synth sig. gen. 520MHz
Race Dana 9084 Synth. sig. gen. 104MHz
Race Dana 9303 R/F Level Meter & Head
Race Dana 9917 UHF frequency meter 560MHz
Race Dana 9302A B/F muttivoltmeter (new version)
Race Dana 9082 Synthesised am/tm sig gen (520MHz)
Race 9301A True RMS R/F Multivoltmeter
Race 6111/6151 - GSM Radio Comms Test Set
Rohde & Schwarz LFM2 - 60MHz Group Delay Sweep Gen
Rohde & Schwarz Scud Radio Code Test Set
Rohde & Schwarz CMS 54 Radio Comms Monitor
Rohde & Schwarz CMTA 94 GSM Radio Comms Analyser
Schaffner NSG 203A Line Voltage Variation Simulator
Schaffner NSG 222A Interference Simulator
Schaffner NSG 223 Interference Generator
Schaffner WSG 431 Electrostatic Discharge Simulator
Schlumberger 4031 - 1GHz Radio Comms Test Set
Schlumberger 2720 1250MHz Frequency Counter
Schlumberger 70607065/7075 Multimeters
Schlumberger Stabllock 4040 Radio Comms Test Set
Solartron 1250 - Freq. Response Analyser
Stanford Research DS 340 - 15MHz Synthesised Function (NEW) and arbitrary
waveform generator
Syatron Donner 6030 - Microwave Frequency Counter (26.5GHz)
Telequlpment CT71 Curve Tracer
Tektronix TM5003 AFG 5101 Arbitrary Function Gen.
Tektronix 1240 Logic Analyser
Tektronix DAS9100 - Series Logic Analyser
Tektronix - Plug -ins - many available such as SC504, SW503, SG502,
PG508. FG504. FG503. TG501. TR503 ... many more

Tektronix AMR*. TfA501 « P8302 - Current Probe Amplifier
Tektronix PG506 TG501 SG503 + TM503 - Oscilloscope Calibrator
Tektronix AA5001 & TM5006 INF - Programmable Distortion Analyser
Tektronix 577 - Curve Tracer
Time 9811 Programmable Resistance
Time 9814 Voltage Calibrator
Toellner 7720 - Programmable 10MHz Function Gen (AS NEW)
Valhalla Scientific - 2724 Programmable Resistance Standard
Wendel & Goltermann PFJ-8 - Error/Jitter Test Set
Wendel & Goltermann PCM4
Wendel & Goltermann PCM4 (+ options)
Wayne Kerr 4225 - LCR Bridge
Wayne Kerr 6425 - Precision Component Analyser
Wayne Kerr 8905 - Precision LCR Meter
Synthetised Function Generator
Wavetek 171
Wavetek 1728 Programmable Sig Source (0.0001HZ - 13MHz)
Wavetek 184 Sweep Generator - 5MHz
Wavetek 3010 - 1-1GHz Signal Generator
Wittron 6409 RF Analysers (1MHz - 2GHz)
Wiltron 6620S - Programmable Sweep Generator (3.6 - 6.5GMz)

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT
ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED WITH 30 DAYS GUARANTEE.
PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE
ORDERING - CARRIAGE & VAT TO BE ADDED
TO ALL GOODS

. £400
£800
£1500
£1500
£350
£525
£900
£430
£450
£800
from £500
£450
£650
£175
£375
£500
£300
A
£1600£P0

£300
E£67250500

£950
£850
££182505°

£4995
£500
£350

")1 1 350
£2500
£1200
02500
£250
£1500
£500
£500

£P0A
£995
£1995
£1995
£1150
£400
£550
£700
£P.O.A.£1250

£11000
£9950
£600
£275
£850
£250
EP.E20.5A0.

£1250
£POA
£650

Data on the

ikirwaves

Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) radio is gathering in the wings, waiting to burst
on the scene. Historically, it may be a step forward for radio broadcasting,
especially for those with car radios, but data by radio has been developing for
years to build up to this point.
Mike Bedford
he date - 12th December 1901. The place Signal Hill, Newfoundland, Canada. History was
about to be made. Present at this site
overlooking the Atlantic Ocean was Gugielmo
Marconi, and stretching out above him was 400
feet of wire held aloft by a massive kite. As the pre -arranged
time approached, Marconi turned on his receiving equipment
and listened intently. Then, through the noise of the static,
the letter "S" in Morse Code could be heard - faint and
distorted but quite clearly. That signal had originated over
2,000 miles away in Poldhu, Cornwall, Great Britain, and the
world received the news in awe - this was the first time a
wireless signal had been transmitted across the Atlantic.
The date - 27th September 1995. The place - the radio
theatre, Broadcasting House, London, Great Britain. Another
bit of radio history was about to be made. Present on this
occasion was Liz Forgan, then Managing Director of
Network Radio at the BBC. The event was the official launch
of Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB), making the UK - and
Sweden, whose service was launched on the same day - the
first countries in the world to have a digital radio service.
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If the second event was not quite so momentous as the
first, it was still a milestone in the history of radio

transmission, and the two events are more intimately
connected than first impressions might suggest. The
world's first radio transmissions used Morse Code, the
world's first code for data transmission. With the launch of
DAB, radio transmission comes full circle. Instead of the
familiar analogue amplitude or frequency modulated
carrier, DAB transmits data. Certainly, much of that data is
used to reconstitute an audio signal in the receiver, but the
basic material being transmitted is essentially the same as
it was in Marconi's day: strings of data.
1998 was expected to be the year of DAB in the UK,
and may be yet. Despite the launch in 1995, it will only be
accessible to the majority of the UK in 1998. Without a
doubt, DAB is going to be heavily hyped: the BBC have
started advertising it on their TV channels.
So although this article has been prompted by the
launch of DAB, it will cover the subject of data
transmission by radio much more broadly. Although data
radio should be seen as a progression, this is not a
historical feature - virtually all the techniques descirbed
here are in use today.
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A multimedia DAB demonstration by the BBC. This is not to say
that the BBC will be broadcasting pages like these - but it is
technically possible with the right eauioment to receive the data
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Figure 1: the Morse code alphabet, showing the relative symbol lengths
This compares favourably with the length of ascii text, once
start and stop bits have been added.
The Morse character set is. much more limited than ascii (no
lower case characters, no accented characters, limited
punctuation and so on), but Morse was designed to be
transmitted by hand and (normally) read aurally. Had it not
been necessary to make the code user friendly and relatively
insensitive to poor sending, it could have been made much
more efficient: for instance, dashes need only have been twice
as long as dots. Later on, we'll look at bandwidth
considerations. For now, remember that Morse is about the
most efficient in this respect. The catch is - as we'll see - that
this is a direct consequence of it being just about the slowest
form of communication imaginable.
And what of Morse today? Certainly it is still used by radio
amateurs, and the proven ability to transmit and receive Morse
is still an international requirement for obtaining an amateur
radio licence for the short-wave bands. In professional
communications, Morse is still used for ship -to -shore
communication in some counties, although it was phased out
in the UK at the beginning of this year.

Morse Code
If you're not a radio amateur - and quite possibly if you are Morse Code probably conjures up an archaic image of a
Telegraph operator in a Wells Fargo office by a railroad in the
Nevada desert late last century. And although the use of Morse
Code seems to be in terminal decline, it hasn't yet been totally
ousted. Furthermore, Morse Code can introduce a number of
concepts which we shall build on as we look at more
advanced methods of data transmission.
The one thing that everyone remembers about Morse Code
is that it signals each letter as a combination of short and long
signals, often called dots and dashes in recognition of the
notation used to write the code down. Originally, Morse was
used for transmitting signals by telegraph - that is, by wire but in radio transmission, dots and dashes are signalled by the
presence of a carrier (the "mark" state), and the gaps by the
absence of a carrier (the "space" state). This most basic
modulation method of data transmission is usually called on -off
keying.

I have included figure 1 because we can learn some
interesting facts about it just by taking a look at the information
presented. First of all, dots are a single time unit, and dashes
are three time units. Dots and dashes within a letter are
separated by a single time unit space, and letters are
terminated by a three -unit space. Clearly different letters and
figures are of different lengths. The letter E, at four units long
(including the following three -unit space) is the shortest, and of
the letters, J, Q and Y are the longest at 16 units. The Morse
symbols were chosen very deliberately. You probably know that
E is the most common letter in the English language.
accounting for around 10 percent of all letters, but you may not
have known that J is the least frequent at significantly less than
1 percent. Q and Y are not particularly common, either. This
system of assigning short codes to common letters may mean
that some rare letters have very long codes, but it is a good
way of improving transmission efficiency. In fact, this is the
technique used in Huffman encoding, one of the first methods
devised for compressing ascii computer data. In Morse, taking
into account the frequency of the various letters, the average
length of Morse characters in plain English text is about 8 bits.

The radio teleprinter
If we exclude Morse which - although it is occasionally
transmitted and received by computer - was designed as a
manual system, data transmission is, by and large. automated.
Although some advanced methods today involve variable length codes. traditionally, automation has required the use of
fixed length symbols. Since Morse's variable length proved an
advantage, going to a fixed length code must seem a
retrograde step. However, considering that early automated
data transmission was based on electro-mechanical
equipment, it's clear that using variable -length symbols would
have been almost impossibly complicated. This legacy remains
with us: by far the most common coding system in today's
computers, ascii, is a fixed length code.
But ascii wasn't the first such code. The first widely adopted
code was Baudot, and the equipment used to generate and
decode it was the teleprinter. This is like an electric typewriter
that transmits codes for the characters typed on the keyboard
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Figure 2: on -off keying (Morse) contrasted with frequency shift
keying (Baudot) and audio frequency shift keying (Baudot). The
frequencies are no typical, and have been chosen to stress the
differences.

and prints out the characters corresponding to the codes
received. The Baudot Code, otherwise known as the Murray
Code, is a five bit code, so it is more efficient than Morse. even
though it is fixed -length. Nevertheless, it still only copes with a
limited character set containing upper case letters only. But if
you've done the binary calculation, you've probably figured out
that a five -bit code allows only 32 different characters,
insufficent even for 26 letters and 10 figures. This apparent
anomaly is explained by the fact that two characters are
assigned to each code - normally one letter and one figure or
punctuation - and special "shift" codes are used to switch
between letters and figures. Some codes are also assigned to
control functions such as carriage return, line feed, and bell.
Much could be said for the use of teleprinters over land lines, but our main interest here is radio teletype, also called
RTTY.

Although Baudot Code could be transmitted. like Morse, by
on -off keying, it is actually almost always transmitted by
frequency shift keying. Here, the carrier is modulated (using
AM, FM or SSB) with one audio tone to indicate mark - the
binary ones in the code - and a different audio tone for space the binary zeros. Strictly speaking, what I've just described is
audio frequency shift keying, and is far more common than the
alternative method of shifting the carrier frequency. In the case
of SSB modulation, however, audio frequency shift keying
produces what is essentially a frequency shifted carrier.
Compared to on -off keying, frequency shift keying (of either
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type) is much less susceptible to interference, and in fact offers
a 6dB improvement in signal to noise ratio. On -off keying is
contrasted with frequency shift keying and audio frequency
shift keying in figure 2. The relative frequencies used in this
diagram, however, are not typical - I've picked them purely to
make the diagram easy to read. In particular. the carrier
frequencies are much too low compared to the modulating
frequencies, and the frequency shift is much too great for FSK.
Until quite recently, and certainly for short-wave data
transmission, frequency shift keying was the normal
transmission mode. Certainly it's used for many other coding
schemes. But there is an interesting twist here. Frequency shift
keying is one of the techniques used by modem manufacturers
to provide a means of transmitting data on a communication
channel meant specifically for speech. In particular (and unlike
Morse), RTTY is normally transmitted and received on
equipment designed for AM, FM or SSB speech transmission.
DAB is the exact opposite. As we'll see later, DAB involves
encoding an audio signal such that it can be transmitted as a
data stream on a communication channel devised for data.
One negative aspect of RTTY is the speed at which codes
are sent. In the light of today's 56K modems, typical RTTY
speeds of 50, 75 or 110 baud - up to 1,000 times slower than
state of the art telephone modems - seem positively pedestrian.
This is partly a result of its electro-magnetic origins. However,
it's also due to the difficulty of data transmission on short-wave.
As we'll see shortly, this can be improved by modem data
transmission modes, but short-wave data transmission will
never be fast. And despite the fact that Baudot Code is well
past its "best before" date, it's still in widespread use. If you
tune around the short-wave bands, you are likely to come
across far more commercial RTTY than Morse.

SITOR
Although it's much less of a problem in the VHF and UHF
bands where much of our broadcasting, local mobile
communications, and satellite communication takes place,
data transmission on the short-wave bands is problematic.
Some of the main difficulties are selective fading, electrical
noise, and interference from other stations. If a burst of static
coincides with the transmission of a character by RTTY, it will
probably cause the received signal to be misinterpreted. In
plain speech, an odd wrong letter can usually be corrected by
looking at the context, although this may be more of a problem
on a very poor link which results in a high error rate. However,
when a "letters" or "figures" control code is corrupted, all the
characters up to the next control code will be misinterpreted.
When transmitting coded groups of letters - not uncommon one wrong character can be disastrous: there's no possibility of
spotting and correcting such an error manually.
The coding system called SITOR (Simplex Teleprinter Over
Radio) commercially and AMTOR by radio amateurs takes a
first step to addressing this drawback. There are two different
SITOR modes; first, let's take a look at aspects of SITOR which
apply to both modes.
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Figure 3: a diagram of a typical SITOR mode A transmission, showing the ACK and NAK codes used for error correcting
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SITOR uses a 7 -bit
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
code but, unlike 7 -bit ascii,
0
this does not allow 128
different characters to be
encoded. SITOR uses just
o35 characters, much like
RTTY with only figures,
10
00
10
00
01
11
upper case letters, limited
punctuation and a handful
11
10 of control codes. This
01 apparent inefficiency
00 introduce a degree of
necessary redundancy 000
101
110
100
only 7 -bit codes with four
marks and three spaces
111
10
Top: Data Rate = Baud Rate
101
100(4M/3S) are used. giving
Middle: Data Rate = 2 x Baud Rate
011
010 Bottom: Data Rate = 3 x Baud Rate
the receiver a check on the
001
000validity of received
characters. Interference
would be likely to
Figure 4: different applications of "data rate" and "baud rate"
transform a valid SITOR
unusual as it can only work between a pair of stations both
character into one which the receiver recognises as invalid.
equipped for transmission and reception. In general terms, the
However, of far more use is a means of allowing an incorrect
originating station sends a block of characters and then
character to be corrected at the receiver. The two SITOR modes
switches back to receive and awaits a response from the
go about this in different ways.
receiving station. The receiving station responds with either an
Mode B is used for broadcasting, that is, multiple receiving
acknowledge
code (ACK) or a negative acknowledge code
stations which are not equipped to transmit back to the
(NAK)
depending
on whether the block consisted solely of valid
originating station. The error correcting scheme in mode B is
characters
or
whether
it contained a corrupted character. If the
primitive in the extreme - each character is transmitted twice.
originating
station
receives
an ACK code, it transmits the next
Bearing in mind that the commonly used speed is 100 baud, it's
block
of
characters.
If
a
NAK
code is received, the originating
If
clear that the end result is slow. However, there is more to it.
station
re
-transmits
the
corrupted
block. In mode A, the blocks
both occurrences of a letter were to be transmitted one after the
are
three
characters
long
and
the
criteria
for deciding whether a
other, there's a good chance that a burst of static would wipe
character
is
valid
is
whether
it
corresponds
to the 4M/3S
out, perhaps, three or four characters. taking out a repeated
pattern. The final bit of sophistication in mode A is that it allows
character along with the original. In SITOR mode B, however, the
for the ACK or NAK code to become corrupted. If an ACK or
two data streams are separated by four characters. So, for
NAK code isn't received following the transmission of a block,
example. a message starting "SITOR" would be transmitted as
the
originating station sends a block consisting of special repeat
"2 1 2 1 21 21S1I1TSOIRT ...". (The characters shown
characters
(RQ) which requests the receiving station to re -send
as "2" and "1" are simply phasing signals which are used to
the
ACK
or
NAK code. A typical SITOR mode A transmission is
synchronise transmitting and receiving stations at the start of a
shown
diagrammatically
as figure 3.
message.)
As
with
RTTY,
SITOR
is sent by frequency shift keying at a
This method is generally known as a forward error correction
low
baud
rate
and
its
use
is virtually restricted to the short-wave
scheme (FEC), but in mode A, an alternative method called
bands.
Commercially,
SITOR
is about the most sophisticated
automatic repeat request (ARQ) is used. An ARQ scheme is
data transmission scheme used on the short-wave bands,
although radio amateurs use various other modes which aim to
improve on speed and/or resilience to interference. For example,
extensions to AMTOR have been introduced to facilitate the
transmission of lower case characters, allowing short-wave
AMTOR links to be used for packet radio as an alternative to a
satellite link for inter -continental traffic. Generally, however,
sophisticated techniques tend to be restricted to the higher
frequency bands where propagation characteristics are more
reliable.

Packet radio

You may recognise this demonstration screen from the BBC's
'Perfect Day' advertisement

With a more sophisticated error detection and correction
scheme than the ones we've seen so far, higher speed data
transmission can be achieved, even on the noisy short-wave
bands. Packet radio is used on short-wave at 300 bits per
second, but this is really a sensible limit. But when the more
sophisticated protocol of packet radio is combined with the
quieter conditions on the VHF and UHF bands where packet
radio is mainly used, 9600 baud communication is quite feasible.
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Unlike most of the other methods of data transmission
we've looked at so far, packet radio is used for e-mail and
bulletin board type applications. As such, it's a common
requirement to transmit digital images, data files and computer
executable files and here, of course, no corruption of the data
can be tolerated. So messages are sent in blocks - otherwise
called frames or packets - of up to 256 bytes, each frame
having a 16 -bit cyclic redundancy checksum. We won't go into
all the details; suffice it to say that it's extremely unlikely that a
frame will be corrupted in such a way that it still has a valid
checksum. This is not the case, of course, with SITOR, where
it's not improbable that a character will be corrupted into
another character still valid within SITOR rules. Like SITOR
mode A, however, packet radio uses an ARO scheme of error
correction in which the receiving station requests retransmission, as necessary, until a frame is received intact. In
fact, amateur packet radio uses a protocol called AX.25 which
is based closely on the X.25 computer networking protocol.
There's another big difference between packet radio and all
the other schemes we've seen so far. Like data on an Ethernet
LAN, all packet radio frames include the addresses of the
originating station and the destination. It's possible for multiple
stations to share a single radio channel, greatly increasing the
channel's capacity. If a station needs to transmit, it listens on
the channel, only transmitting when it hears that it is clear. The
first frame is then sent, after which the station listens for an
acknowledgement. As soon as it's been confirmed that this
first frame has arrived at its destination, the transmitting station
prepares to send the next frame by waiting for the channel to
become free once more. In the meantime, other stations will
probably have sent frames. Clearly, therefore, frames which
constitute a single message could well be separated by frames
originating from and destined to other stations using the same
channel. It's the job of the receiving station to reassemble a
message from these isolated frames.
In the main, packet radio is used by the amateur radio
community. Thousands of mailbox and repeater stations mostly on the VHF and UHF bands - are scattered around the
world. These act as a global network allowing, for example,
someone to send a message to the other side of the world by

transmitting it to a local station using low powered transmitting
equipment. This is now seen as very similar to sending Internet
e-mail by connecting to a local service provider. Indeed, a
major commercial use of packet radio is to provide wireless
Internet connections.

Modulation and bandwidth
So far, we've seen a number of mechanisms for transmitting
data by radio and, with the exception of Morse Code, all have
used frequency shift keying (FSK) or audio frequency shift
keying (AFSK). Let's consider the limitations of frequency shift
keying, and investigate some of the alternative modulation
methods which can be used.
Before we start, though, let's clarify some of the
terminology: specifically, a couple of terms which are frequently
confused - baud rate and data rate. Baud rate is defined as
the number of symbols - or signal transitions - transmitted per
second. Data rate is the rate at which information is
transmitted. When is the baud rate the same as the data rate
and when do they differ?
A common method of encoding data is for two different
signal states (which could be amplitude levels. frequencies, or
phases) to represent binary zeros and ones. In this case, a
symbol represents a single bit ; in other words, signal
transitions can take place for every bit. In this case baud and
data rate are same thing: a 1200bps data stream would be
transmitted at 1200 baud. An alternative coding scheme
involves assigning different signal states (once again,
amplitude. frequency, phase, or a combination of these) to
multiple bits. So for example, four signal states could represent
the four combinations of two bits (00, 01, 10 and 11) or eight
signal states could represent the eight combination of three
bits (000, 001, 010, 011. 100, 101, 110, and 111). In this
case, the data rate and the baud rate are clearly different. For
example, with pairs of bits, a 1200 baud signal could carry
data at 2400bps. These concepts are illustrated in figure 4.

Let's turn our attention to the bandwidth required to carry a
signal at a given baud rate. For a given baud rate, the
maximum signal frequency is half this figure in Hertz. So if
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Figure 5: the relationship between fundamental frequency and harmonics in Phase Shift Keying. filtered Phase Shift Keying and filtered
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0
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phase

4 -state AM

16-QAM

QPSK

64-QAM

(for reference)

Figure 6: A common technique of summarising the amplitude and phase combinations is with a constellation diagram in which each
combination is a vector, the length of which is the amplitude and the angle, the phase. Constellation diagrams using a vector with length
= amplitude and angle = phase, for typical QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM systems. The constellation of a four -state amplitude modulated
signal is also shown for reference.

we're transmitting at baseband - that is, if we're transmitting
down a length of wire and don't need to modulate the signal this is the bandwidth of the signal. However, once we generate
a modulated signal for transmission by radio, the bandwidth
increases. What happens when a carrier is on -off keyed (or, for
that matter, phase shift keyed)? If you're familiar with
modulation methods, you'll know that the signal will spread on
either side of the carrier, the width of these two "sidebands"
being equal to the maximum frequency of the modulating
signal. However, a square wave at a given frequency doesn't
just contain that frequency; it is rich in harmonics, that is, it
contains multiples of the fundamental frequency. So the
modulated signal ends up with multiple lobes on either side of
the carrier frequency corresponding to the second, third, fourth
harmonics, and so on. In theory. the signal will be infinitely wide
but in practice, the amount of power in the higher harmonics
will be negligible, and beyond a certain point they can be
ignored. With slow baud rates, this increasing bandwidth due
to harmonics is often accepted since the signal will still be
comparatively narrow. As the baud rate increases, however,
the problem of harmonics has to be addressed. This is done
by filtering the input waveform so that abrupt changes don't
occur. This is an important technique in high baud rate
modulation methods. Virtually all but the fundamental
frequency is eliminated and the width of each sideband is the
maximum modulating frequency. In other words, the complete
signal has a bandwidth in Hertz which is equal to the baud
rate. Parts a and b of figure 5 contrast the spectra of on -off
keying with an unfiltered and a filtered input waveform.
FSK can be thought of as two on/off keyed signals with
slightly different frequencies, each of which has sidebands, the
width of which are equal to the keying frequency. We'll assume
that the input waveform has been suitably filtered as described
above and so the resultant frequency spectrum is shown in
figure 5c. Clearly, the bandwidth of an FSK signal is given by
the following formula:
B = 2F + Af

example, a 1.8kHz channel permits a maximum baud rate of
1200 baud, and a 15kHz channel allows up to about 9600
baud.

For satellite communication in the microwave bands, where
bandwidth is plentiful, high rates of data transmission are
achieved using high bandwidth signals. In the lower frequency
bands, however, bandwidth limits the baud rate and the
technique of coding multiple bits into a single symbol is
employed. Typically, phase, amplitude, or a combination is
used. Common schemes are QPSK - Quadrature Phase Shift
Keying, 16QAM, 64QAM, and even 256 QAM - 16, 64 and
256 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation in which 16, 64, or 256
combinations of phase and amplitude are used. A common
technique of summarising the amplitude and phase
combinations is with a constellation diagram in which each
combination is a vector, the length of which is the amplitude
and the angle, the phase. Constellation diagrams for typical
QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM systems are contrasted in figure
6. For reference, the constellation of a four -state amplitude
modulated signal is also shown, although this is not a common
technique. However, this technique of cramming more
information into a given bandwidth by increasing the number of
bits per symbol can't go on forever. In simple terms, this is
because it becomes increasingly difficult to differentiate
between ever smaller differences in phase and/or amplitude,
especially in poor signal-to-noise ratio conditions. The
information carrying capacity of any communication channel is
given by the well-known equation:
bps = Blog'(1+s/n)

where B is the bandwidth, and s/n is the signal to noise ratio.
Telephone modems have already reached this limit, and 56k
modems exceed it. This apparently impossible achievement is
made possible by data compression. Data compression is,
therefore, an increasingly important weapon in the data
transmission arsenal.

Spread spectrum

where F is the maximum keying frequency and Af is the
frequency shift, that is, the difference between the two
frequencies. As the minimum allowable frequency shift is equal
to the keying frequency, and the maximum signal frequency is
half the baud rate, we can see that the minimum bandwidth of
an FSK signal is one and a half times the baud rate. For

Having spent some time looking at ways of cramming more
information into a given bandwidth, let's now take a look at a
technique which appears to do just the opposite - spread
spectrum.
First of all, modulate a carrier with the data in one of the
ways already described. Now, phase modulate the resulting
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signal at a much higher baud rate using a repeating pseudorandom binary sequence. The end result is a high bandwidth
signal occupying much more space than the original signal.
This is called the direct sequence method of spread spectrum,
and must seem a strange approach to the unfamiliar. Why
deliberately increase the bandwidth having gone to so much
trouble to keep it down? Before justifying the use of spread
spectrum. let's briefly describe another common approach,
frequency hopping.
In frequency hopping. the carrier frequency is shifted at a
high frequency in a pseudo -random sequence. Once again,
the result is a signal which has an artificially high bandwidth.
The original driving force behind spread spectrum
techniques was military. Spread spectrum signals are hard to
jam and also hard for unauthorised parties to intercept. Unless
a receiving station has the binary sequence used to spread the
signal, the signal can't be recovered, and unless you have a
high power, high bandwidth transmitter, the same binary
sequence would be needed to jam a spread spectrum signal.
Today, however. there are many commercial applications of
spread spectrum - wireless LANs, digital cellular networks,
GPS for example. Spread spectrums are often described as
"noise like" and this gives them some unique properties. Since
spread spectrums have a high bandwidth, so long as the
transmitter power remains the same. the signal has a much
lower power density. In other words, there is a comparatively
small amount of power on any one frequency. As a result,
although a spread spectrum signal will contribute slightly to the
background noise received by a narrow band receiver, this, like
atmospheric noise, will rarely be disastrous. Interestingly, the
converse also holds true - a spread spectrum receiver won't
be unduly affected by a narrow band signal within its
passband. What this means, of course, is that spread

spectrum and conventional narrow band signals can co -exist
on the same frequencies.
Furthermore, multiple spread spectrum signals can operate
on the same frequencies, so long as the codes used to spread
the signal have been chosen such that each signal has a low
correlation to the others. All this is particularly important to unlicensed operation such as wireless LANs, for example.
Generally, the regulatory authorities will only permit unlicensed
use of the radio spectrum where non-interference with other
users can be guaranteed.

RDS
Let's turn our attention for a moment back to the benefits of
data communication by radio to the man in the street. Data by
radio first offered consumer benefits in the early 90s in the form
of Radio Data Service (RDS). RDS can be thought of as the
radio equivalent of Teletext on TV. Both allow a small amount of
data to be transmitted alongside a signal which is
predominantly analogue. If your car radio is comparatively
modern, then you probably use RDS, even though you might
not be aware of its official name nor, for that matter how it
works.
RDS involves the transmission of data at 1185.5bps by phase
modulation of a 57kHz sub -carrier on the normal FM signal.
This data includes a code which identifies the station, the type
of program being transmitted (such as sport, news, classical
music etc.), the time and date. and even information such as
the title of a track, the phone number to call for additional
information and so on.
What this means to the user - depending on the facilities
the radio manufacturer has built in - is that the name of the
station will be displayed on the radio. the radio will re -tune to
another signal carrying the same station if you drive out of

A Grundig DAB screen display showing a map transmitted map
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range, the radio will automatically switch to any local station
carrying a traffic report or that accurate time and date can be
shown. And although it wouldn't make sense for a car radio,
on home tuners all the additional textual information can be
displayed.

DAB
We introduced this article by mentioning the launch of DAB in
the UK. Now's the time to see what it will offer and how it
works. First, let's run through the features and benefits.
A good place to start is with the supplementary data that
will travel with DAB. This builds on the foundations laid by RDS
but goes much further. RDS has various ID codes which the
receiver can act on, and short text messages which can be
displayed. With DAB, the sky's the limit. The BBC have already
demonstrated multimedia content by DAB, and there is talk of
distributing HTML pages, maps for navigation purposes and
even still pictures by radio. Exactly what each broadcaster
supplies remains to be seen, but the potential is there.
But this is icing on the cake. The BBC point out that
despite all the talk of multimedia, DAB is not a rival to
television, and that the primary focus is quality sound
broadcasting. High quality sound is being promoted as one of
the major benefit of DAB.
This improved quality takes two forms. First of all, unlike FM
radio with its 15kHz maximum audio frequency, digital radio will
offer what it calls CD quality, that is, audio up to 20kHz.
Secondly, in common with all robust digital transmission
schemes, the signal will be relatively immune to interference
and fading caused by reflections off buildings. There is a limit
to the immunity, but DAB will stand up for much longer than
analogue radio.
The other main benefit of DAB is extended programme
choice. The BBC, for example, are planning to supplement the
existing national radio stations - all five of them - with BBC 5
Live Sports Plus, BBC World Service (currently only available
on short wave) and BBC Parliament. What other services arrive
will depend on the availability and take-up of DAB receivers,
but there is also talk of BBC Now, BBC 5 Live News Plus, and
BBC Music Plus. The commercial broadcasters have also been
guaranteed frequency space, so we can expect to see more
choice here too.
One benefit particularly important for car radios is that it will
no longer be necessary to re -tune as you drive around the
company. A single frequency will carry a given radio station
wherever you might be.
How does DAB make all this possible? One of the main
technical benefits of digitising an audio signal and transmitting
it as binary samples is that it is far more bandwidth efficient.
This is not always true - with uncompressed data, an audio
signal sampled at an acceptable frequency and word length
will need a much greater bandwidth than the original analogue
signal. But the digital signal gains over the analogue because
there is plenty of scope for data compression. Once the signal
has been compressed, it needs much less bandwidth than an
analogue signal and multiple radio stations can be time -division
multiplexed into a single radio channel no wider than those
currently used for FM broadcasting. As with digital TV. a
number of these so-called multiplexes are being licensed, one
for BBC national services, one for commercial national radio,
four for BBC and commercial local radio, and one is still to be
allocated. So the increased bandwidth efficiency is responsible
both for the increased programme choice and the improved
audio quality.

A Panasonic RDS tuner showing a simple digital text display

With analogue broadcasting, it would have been necessary
to use yet more of the crowded bands in order to move to
higher fidelity sound. With data compression, it's proved
possible to increase the audio frequency response while
reducing the bandwidth.
The small catch is that this has only been possible at the
expense of a lossy compression scheme (that is, one that
doesn't allow the exact binary values to be recovered) called
MUSICAM. The aim of this form of compression is to discard
information that the human ear won't notice is missing but, as
always, there is debate among hifi purists as to whether the
compression truly is transparent.
The other advantages of DAB - specifically its relative
immunity to interference and fading and the fact that re -tuning
is not necessary - all relate to the modulation method
employed. Like digital TV, the modulation method is COFDM Coded Orthoganal Frequency Division Multiplexing. Here, a
large number of separate carriers are used, with the signal
multiplexed between them in a pseudo -random sequence. The
modulation scheme on each of these carriers will be any of the
common ones such as 64-QAM. This has similarities to spread
spectrum and some advantages, such as immunity to
interference from conventional narrow band signals also apply.
It also permits multiple transmitters to carry the same program
on a single frequency without constructive and destructive
interference causing problems as it would with an FM or AM
signal. This means that it's no longer necessary to allocate a
number of channels to a single radio station.

Hands on
As the year goes on, it's likely that we will be bombarded with
advertisements tempting you to join the DAB revolution.
Already a number of manufacturers have released products.
Initially, the main offerings will be car radios. Later, home
tuners, some of which will be able to take advantage of the
multi -media content, will appear. These mass market products,
but the most exciting DAB development for the more
technically minded will be DAB expansion cards for the PC.
And here, of course, multi -media will be the major selling point.
If you find the idea of data transmission by radio a
fascinating one, you can do far more than play around with
consumer products. Throughout the short-wave bands,
hundreds of Morse, RTTY, SIMTOR, AMTOR, Packet and other
types of data transmissions can be found. originating both
from commercial radios and radio amateurs. To transmit data,
you'll need an amateur radio licence, but to receive these
transmissions, all you need is a communications receiver, an
interface unit and a PC with the appropriate software. You'll
find many suppliers of this type of equipment advertising in the
amateur radio magazines.
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Getting MORE

out of PICs

Part 5
Robin Abbott
The second of two parts on using the 12C bus: the eeprom programmer.
Byte write.

ast month we looked at some routines to
drive the 120 bus. This month we'll use the
routines to make an 8 -pin I2C bus eeprom
programmer and reader. The project
demonstrates the techniques which can be used to
make a complete and flexible utility for working with
these devices.

L

This mode allows a single byte of data to be written to any
address in the memory. The control byte is written first
with the R/W bit set to 0 to indicate a write, followed by
the address which is transmitted as two byte transfers to
the eeprom, the most significant byte of the address is
written first, followed by the least significant byte. As in all
other transfers the data is written Most Significant Bit first.
The final byte written is the data byte. At the end of each
of the four bytes written the 24LC65 generates an
acknowledge bit. After all four bytes have been written the
master device generates a stop state and the 24L065
initiates an internal write cycle. The time taken to write the
data is guaranteed not to exceed 5ms, so the master may
either wait for this time to allow the data write to
complete, or it may continuously poll the device sending
control bytes until the 24LC65 acknowledges, which
indicates the end of the write cycle. The Byte write cycle is
shown in figure 3.

Microchip (and others) manufacture I2C eeproms in a range
of sizes. In this article we shall construct a programmer for the
24LC65 (and compatible devices), which is an 8K x 8 memory
suitable for data logging applications. For simple storage of
configuration variables, smaller devices are probably more
suitable, however all the devices are driven in similar fashion.

Driving the 24LC65
Figure 1 shows the pinout of the eeprom. The SCL and SDA
pins are for the I2C bus, the address pins AO, A1, and A2 are
connected to ground or Vdd. When the device is addressed
these bits are used as part of the 120 address selector to
choose the particular device. By using these pins it is possible
to use up to eight devices on a single 120 bus, allowing up to
64K of eeprom to be addressed on a two -wire bus.
Thinking back to last month's article, the first byte transferred
on the 120 bus is the control byte which selects the specific
chip to be addressed. Figure 2 shows the control byte for the
24LC65. Note that the bottom three bits of the address within
the control byte for the 24LC65 are the address bits which
match the pins on the
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Figure 1: 24LC65 8K x 8 eeprom

The 24LC65 has a
number of modes to
access the memory array.
We will not go into all
these modes in this article,
but will simply consider the
Byte Write, Random Read,
and Current Address
(sequential) Read modes.
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Figure 2: the control byte for the 24LC65
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Read current address - sequential reads.

this article as the code required to drive it would occupy too
much space.
It is possible to program internal security bits to prevent
further writes to the eeprom array.
The 24LC65 device has two eeprom areas internally, one
has the capability for considerably more write operations than
the other. This is known as the high endurance memory. There
is also a mode available to re -map the high endurance memory

To read a byte from the eeprom, the same control byte is used
but with the RNV bit set to 1. Following the acknowledge bit
from the 24LC65, the master sends an additional eight clocks
to the 24LC65, and the 24LC65 then clocks out the requested
byte. Following the last bit sent by the 24LC65, the master
may either send an acknowledge bit, or will not acknowledge.
If the master acknowledges, then the 24LC65 increments the
current address, and the master may then send a further eight
clocks to read the next byte, this allows the entire contents of
the memory to be read rapidly. The read cycle is illustrated in

internally.

Eeprom Programmer.
The eeprom programmer is based on the circuit shown in the
first part of this series of articles. The circuit is shown again in
figure 6, and the full construction details may be found in the
first part. If you intend simply to make the programmer, PL3
can be omitted, and Veroboard-style construction may be
used. Note that the circuit includes a space for the 24LC65 in
IC2, the address bits in this circuit are all set to 0, and this
socket is also pin compatible with other eeprom devices such
as the 24LC16.
The programmer uses a simple serial protocol to
communicate to the PC. This is illustrated in figure 7. There are
four commands sent from the PC to the programmer. The first
reads from a random address and leaves the programmer in a
state to read the next byte sequentially; the second command
reads the next byte sequentially; the third command writes a
byte to a supplied address. Finally therefore is a simple
command which forces the programmer to return a 'K'
character, this confirms that the programmer is present.

figure 4.

Random read
A random read is performed by setting the current address as
if a write cycle were to be undertaken. However following the
lower byte of the address another start condition is generated
by the master, this is followed by a control byte to read the
current address, and then the contents of the supplied address
may be read. Figure 5 shows the random read cycle. Note
that the random read cycle takes 5 -byte transfers on the I2C
bus, and using the routines shown last month this can be as
much as 500us. Therefore, wherever possible the random read
should only be used when absolutely necessary; otherwise,
use sequential reads which take only one byte transfer per byte
read.

Other modes.
The other write mode which is also very useful is the page
write mode which allows up to 64 bytes to be written
simultaneously, and so can increase write speed by up to 64
times. In similar fashion to the sequential read the master
continues to send up to 64 data bytes before the stop state,
and when the stop is received all 64 data bytes are written to
the memory simultaneously. This mode is not shown further in
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PIC code
The code will use the serial routines from the first article, and
the I2C routines from last month's article. As usual, the routines
will be available on the net, or from the author. The serial and
I2C routines should be combined and assembled successfully
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Figure 5: 24LC65 random read cycle
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Figure 6: the PIC general purpose card - circuit

POWER SUPPLY

before adding any of this month's routines. This is
straightforward: use the I2C routines from last month as a
master, and change the serial initialisation routine from part 1
into a subroutine which should be called as part of the I2C
initialisation. The start of the program should now look like
listing 1. Also, add three new variables - AddrLo, AddrHi, and
DataVal. These will hold information received on the serial port.
Now there are four routines which interface to the serial
eeprom, shown in listing 2. Of these only three routines are
called by applications. These routines call the function in last
month's article which writes or reads a byte to the I2C bus.
This function is called with two entry points - WritelICStart and
COMMAND BYTE
A

PARAMETERS

RETURNS

ADDRESS LOW
ADDRESS HIGH

BYTE AT SUPPUED
ADDRESS

B

NONE

BYTE AT NEXT ADDRESS

C

ADDRESS LOW
ADDRESS HIGH
DATA BYTE

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT (K
CHARACTERS) AFTER iOntS

D

NONE

K

WritellCNoStart. See last month's article for full details on this
function. The four interface routines are described below:

eewrtadd. This routine writes the address part of a random
read or write request. When called, the address is held in FSR.
A start bit state is written to the bus, the control byte is written,
and then the upper and lower address bytes, note that there is
no stop state written after the control and address bytes to
allow for the following read or write information.
eereadrand. This routine reads a single byte from a supplied
address. The address is stored in memory with the lower byte
of the address held first,
the value in FSR points
NOTES
to the memory file where
READS FROM ADDRESS SUPPLIED.
ACKNOWLEDGES INTERNALLY TO ALLOW
the address is held. The
FURTHER SEQUENTIAL READS
routine calls eewrtadd to
SEQUENTIAL READ
write the address, it then
WRITES BYTE TO SUPPLIED ADDRESS
writes a control byte to
the 24LC65 with the
CONFIRMS PROGRAMMER PRESENT
read bit set, finally it
reads the byte from the

Figure 7: the serial protocol used by the programmer
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eeprom. Note that
the bus is left in an
acknowledged state,
so that sequential
reads may follow this
routine. The returned
value is held in both
temp4, and in the W

RAMPAGEO
movlw Oah

; Drive a stop bit, no acknowledg
ment
; Terminate a pending read
movwf temp3
call WritellCNoStart
call Serinit
Listing 2:Eeprom interface routines

register.
OrgrArinirlf

eereadnext. This

PL101

Figure 8: the component layout of the
PIC card

routine performs a
sequential read from
the eeprom, and
returns the next byte
read in both temp4,
and in the W register.
The eeprom
automatically
increments the
address, so this
routine is useful for
rapid repeated reads
to the eeprom.

eewrite. This routine writes a byte to any address in eeprom.
The address is stored ih memory with the lower byte of the
address held first, the value in FSR points to the memory file
where the address is held. The routine calls eewrtadd to write
the address. It then writes a control byte to the 24LC65 with
the write bit set, and finally it writes the byte which is held in
memory writeval to the eeprom. Note that there is no attempt
to verify the acknowledge bit after the write, the calling routine
should wait for 10ms (for safety), or may poll the acknowledge
bit.

; This is the IIC interface stuff, optimised for eeprom
; access. These routines only operate with the 24LC65
..11.1rIntilr**1.11rfr

; Read a random byte from eeprom - address in FSR return in
temp4 & w

eereadrand call eewrtadd
movlw 4
movwf temp3
movlw 0A1h
bsf picio,scl
call WritellCStart

; set write address
; read, ack & start bit
; Address of 24LC65
; drive clock high for start
; Write, ack & start bit

; Read next byte from eeprom return in temp4 & w
; Read from data line
eereadnext bsf STATUS,RPO
; Data TRIS driver to read
bsf picio,sda
bcf STATUS,RPO
movlw Och
; Read, Ack, No start or stop
movwf temp3
call WritelICNoStart ; read byte
Result in temp4
movfw temp4
retee
return
;

Finally, listing 4 shows the main application loop which waits
for incoming serial bytes, decodes them, and then runs the
appropriate routine.
Listing 1: Eeprom Programmer code initialisation

;

Start by org'ing code

eewrite

call eewrtadd
movlw 6
; Acknowledge & stop bit
movwf temp3
movfw writeval
goto WritelICNoStart ; No start bit

; Restart vector

org 0
goto start
;

; Write a byte to eeprom, address in FSR, byte in writeval

; Write address part of read or write algorithm. This
; routine leaves the address written in temp (L) and tempi (H)

Interrupt service routine.
org 4
fr.r.***Anfritf4itirilrertr*****4-Intiel****Aret**

; This is the start up code which sets up the device
grAlr********

ile*****

start

ROM PAGEO
RAMPAGEO

; Set page 0 in the process

movlw Offh

movwf picio

; Set clock bit high

RAMPAGE1

bcf picio,scl

eewrtadd movfw 0
save the lower address
movwf temp
Now the upper byte
incf FSR
movfw 0
Upper address in tempt
movwf temp1
Set bus to stop state
call quikstop
movlw 4
ack & start bit
movwf temp3
control byte
movlw 0A0h
write start & control byte
call WritellCStart
address upper
movfw tempi
call WritelICNoStart
movfw temp
goto WritelICNoStart ; ack, no start bit

; Drive clock bit
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PC application program

PRINT NeatHex$(Address, 4); ":

";

ReadNext (16): PRINT

NEXT

To use the programmer from the PC we shall examine a very
simple Qbasic program which allows the eeprom to be read or a
file to be programmed to it. Qbasic is supplied as part of DOS.
Owing to lack of space for listings the program is minimal and
can be much improved, it is presented here with just the essential
features for reading and writing eeproms. Listing 3 shows the
Basic program, press key 1 to read the first 256 bytes of the
eeprom, press 2 to read the next 256 bytes (sequentially), and
press 3 to write a file. Note that the file is presented as a series of
bytes in ascii decimal, one byte per line, the first byte is written to
address 0, the second byte to address 1 etc. There is little
commenting in the file, or within this article, the program is quite
straightforward and Qbasic has comprehensive on-line help.

waitkey
END SUB

SUB ReadNext (Num)
FOR i = 1 TO Num
PRINT #1, "B";
WHILE LOC(1) < 1: WEND
PRINT NeatHex$(ASC(INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)), 2);
Address = Address + 1
NEXT

END SUB

SUB waitkey
PRINT : PRINT "Press a key to continue"
WHILE INKEYS "": WEND
END SUB

Listing 3 - BASIC programmer application
DECLARE SUB WriteFile 0
DECLARE FUNCTION NeatHex$ (xI, places!)

SUB WriteFile

DECLARE SUB waitkey 0
DECLARE SUB Read256 0
DECLARE SUB ReadFirst 0
DECLARE SUB ReadNext (Num!)
OPEN "COM1:19200,N,8.1,RS,DS,BIN" FOR RANDOM AS #1

Address = 0
CLS
PRINT "Enter filename >"; : INPUT f$
OPEN f$ FOR INPUT AS #2
DO WHILE NOT EOF(2)
LINE INPUT #2, a$
IF a$ <> "" THEN
IF (ASC(a$) >= 48) AND (ASC(a$) <= 57) THEN

DIM SHARED Address
WHILE 1
CLS

x = VAL(a$)
PRINT #1, "C"; CHRS(Address MOD 256); CHR$(INT(Address
/ 256)); CHR$(x);
WHILE LOC(1) < 1: WEND
IF INPUTS(LOC(1), #1) <> "K" THEN PRINT "Error on
Receive"

PRINT "EEPROM Programmer": PRINT
PRINT "1 -Read 1st 256 bytes of EEPROM"
PRINT "2 -Read sequentially - next 256 bytes of EEPROM"
PRINT "3 -Write file to EEPROM"

PRINT "Programmed "; NeatHexS(x, 2); " to ";

a$ = "": WHILE a$ = "": a$ =1NKEY$: WEND
IF (a$ = "1") THEN ReadFirst
IF (a$ = "2") THEN Read256
IF (a$ = "3") THEN WriteFile
IF (ASC(a$) = 27) THEN STOP
WEND

NeatHex$(Address, 4)
Address = Address + 1
END IF
END IF
LOOP
CLOSE #2
waitkey
END SUB

FUNCTION NeatHex$ (x, places)
a$ = HEX$(x)
WHILE LEN(a$) < places: a$ = "0" + a$: WEND
PRINT a$; " ";
END FUNCTION

Listing 4: Application main routine

SUB Read256
CLS

Application call

Receive ; Wait for a command

ExecCmd

movwf temp
movwf tempi
moviw LASTCOMM+1
subwf temp,w
skpnc
; Out of range - back to
goto Application

FOR = 1 TO 16
PRINT (NeatHex$(Address, 4)); ": "; : ReadNext (16): PRINT
NEXT

waitkey
END SUB
main loop

moviw 'A'
subwf temp,f
btfsc temp,7
goto Application

SUB ReadFirst
Address = 1
PRINT #1, "A"; CHR$(0); CHR$(0);
WHILE LOC(1) < 1: WEND
CLS
PRINT "0000: "; NeatHex$(ASC(INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)), 2);
ReadNext (15)
PRINT

; Out of range - back to

main loop

movtw CommTab»8 ; Find command routine
movwf PCLATH
movfw temp

FOR = 1 TO 15
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addlw CommTab
call GetVal

movwf PCL

Resistors
; Commands
; A - Random Read
; B - Read Sequential
; C - Write byte to address
; D - Return K
org Ox100
GetVal

CommTab

equ

CommOK

movlw 'K'
call TxW

220k
22k

R202,

10k

R204
R205

2k7

Cl

10u

C2
C3

47u

100n
22p
100u

IC1

PIC 16C58 or 16C84

IC2

eeprom

IC3

78L05

0201

BC548
BC559

01, 0202
D201

call Receive

Others

movwf AddrLo
call Receive
movwf AddrHi
movlw AddrLo
movwf FSR
call eereadrand
call TxW
goto Application

XL1
PL1
PL101

PL3

1N4148

4MHz
Veropins
9 -pin PCB mounted D connector
16 -pin dii socket

On using 12C eeproms
Note that the circuit application has a brown out reset circuit.
This was originally inserted because the board was intended
for use as the basis of the ETI PIC Basic series. In this
application the eeprom is nearly always being read, and
glitchey I/O lines during power down caused corruption of the
eeprom. It is recommended that such a circuit should always
be used.
Even with a brown -out circuit it is possible for corruption
and failure to occur if the power supply disappears during a
write operation. In important applications it is recommended
that eeprom data should be protected with a checksum, or by
writing data three times - a vote being taken to decide on the
correct data.
There are a number of other eeprom devices with l2C
interfaces which may be used, they are similar, and can be
driven with little change to the application program.

call eereadnext
call TxW
goto Application

; Write to eeprom
call Receive

movwf AddrLo
call Receive
movwf AddrHi
call Receive
movwf DataVal
movwf writeval
movlw AddrLo
movwf FSR
call eewrite
DELAY .10000
movtw 'K'
call TxW
goto Application

300R

Semiconductors

; Do a sequential read

CommC

1M

R6
R201, R203

C201

; Do a random read

CommB

10k

R4, R5

C4, C5

return

CommA

22k

R3

Capacitors

movwf PCL
retlw CommA
retlw CommB
retlw CommC
retlw CommD

LASTCOMM

R1, R2

; Address

; Address
; Data
; Data to be written

Next Month
Next month we shall take a look at various teC
mathematical operations and for handling data.

Obtaining code
At the end of this series a disk with all the examples shown
In the series will be available, the programs may also be
wnloaded from the web: www.aaelectron.co.uk/etiam happy to answer questions on the series by E mall.
to me robin.abbott@dial.pipex.com.

Simply return a K character

CommD

call CommOK
goto Application
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It is (theoretically) possible for a well planned computer upgrade to run smoothly though it cannot be relied upon. One without all the facts can be a real nuisance.
Andrew Armstrong
Socket 7 or Slot 1?

n order to make an upgrade to your PC a practical
proposition, you need to decide on the purpose of
the upgrade, both for the immediate and the more
distant future. For example: do you see the
upgrade a means to get another year or two of
use out of otherwise obsolete hardware? Or do you want to
allow, as afar as it possible, for more upgrades in the future?
In the first case, it is only rational to spend very modest
sums of money. If the performance you want can only be
achieved with quite a bit of expense, and yet the computer is
still in a "dead end" situation, where the next upgrade will
mean throwing most of it away, then it might be better to
spend more now in order to minimise the likely cost over a
two-year period. Of course, this is easier said than done,
because we are still only guessing what the standards might
be in a couple of years time.
Two years ago, I would have expected that CD-RW
(ReWriteable CD) would have been all but obsolete, with dvd
(digital versatile disc, formerly known as digital video disc)
taking over from CD technology. But reality has not kept pace
with my preconceptions, and the use of CD-RW is still
increasing. Problems over setting standards in dvd have been
part of the reason. Users are realising that several competing
variations on a standard can be bad news for the people who
are trying to buy something to last. Write Once CD media can
cost as little as £70.00 per hundred discs in some places at
time of writing.
So, while it seems reasonable to fit a new CD-RW drive
right now, if you can find a dvd drive which also reads the CDRW format, that may be a viable choice. However, you may
want to stick to a drive that can write to CD-RW media, as
these can also be read by ordinary CD-ROM drives. In that
way, it is possible to back up 650MB of files and use them on
any other computer which runs a CD-ROM drive and the
appropriate software to manipulate the files. This could be
helpful for teleworkers who occasionally need to spend a day
working in the office.
When dvd is more widely fitted to new machines, I suspect
it will be the preferred format, but it is no use having your
work on a dvd if the only readers available on site are for CD-

From one point of view, an upgrade to a slot 1 motherboard is
not so much an upgrade as building a new computer. This is
because most slot 1 motherboards are not the standard AT
style, but the new standard ATX style. (Robert discussed this in
part one of this series.) The main differences are the mounting,
which is stronger, using screws instead of plastic clips, and the
connectors from the power supply. The different connectors
prevent the wrong supply voltage being fed to the
motherboard.
For this reason, a new (and more expensive) case is
needed, as well as the motherboard and processor. Oh yes,
and the old memory may no longer be of any use, because
many of the new boards use dimms (dual inline memory
modules) instead of 72 pin simms. Some can support both,
and some use simms only, but you may not find a
motherboard which does this and also supports whatever
other functions you need.
There are a few slot 1 motherboards available for the AT
case, probably because of demand from upgraders, but bear
several factors in mind if you consider this approach. First of
all, the ATX power supply is specified to a high level of
efficiency, and supplies the 3.3V needed by the Pentium II,
while AT style boards must generate this voltage on board. The
bus speeds available from this type of card are not the right
specification to support the fastest Pentium II processors
correctly, whereas some of the ATX motherboards will support
the 100MHz bus speed.
It is also worth noticing that faster socket 7 processors are
available, so that a socket 7 motherboard and, for example, a
266MHz processor from one of Intel's competitors might be
better value than an AT style slot 1 motherboard.
The choice of a slot 1 motherboard can allow further
upgrades in the future without the need to replace the
motherboard. In particular, if you get a board with the BX
chipset (I believe this is only available in the ATX style), which
can run with a 100MHz bus speed, it should be able to
support processors up to 400 or perhaps 450MHz when these
become affordable. Quite likely the 450MHz processor will be
perceived as "baby's first computer" in a couple of years.
In any case, you can still use the rest of the computer. If, for
example, you upgraded the hard disc only last year, that is
likely to be large enough for your purposes for some time to
come. Equally, graphics and sound cards, CD-ROM and other
drives can all work with the upgraded system.

ROM.

It is also possible to use CD-RW as a backup, using a
utility which formats the disc to around 580MB and treats it as
a high speed, high capacity floppy. This format cannot be read
without the right utility, so it is mainly useful for keeping
running backups.
You do keep offboard backups, don't you? It is vital to
back up anything which you can't afford to lose before making
any changes to a PC, particularly large changes like replacing
the processor or the motherboard.

A tale of several upgrades
A recent upgrade decision to purchase a new motherboard
and case, and to use a 266MHz Pentium II, was based on the
following reasoning:
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card. Windows 98, left to itself, puts both items on to IRQ5,
according to the device manager. (To find the device manager,
choose settings from the start menu, then click on control
panel. When the control panel opens double click on System,
and then click the device manager tab.)
The device manager assured me that one of the valid
settings for the sound card was IRQ9, but it didn't work. At
least the network card did work at that point. Eventually,
documentation downloaded from the manufacturer's website
told me that the card would not work on IRQ9, but would work
on IRQ11, which it happily shares with another device. I had to
set up the card manually and ignore Windows' dire warnings
that it could not set up the card automatically to assure correct
functioning.
The upgraded machine is fast and works well. The use of
an AGP graphics card has speeded up the display to some
extent, and just as importantly freed a PCI expansion slot for
future additions. All I need now is a T1 line to connect to the
internet, a CD writer, and a fortune to pay for it.
While all this was in progress, I took a break to go to the
Woburn Amateur Radio Rally. There I bought 64M of 1 Ons
dimm for X45, cheaper than I have seen it elsewhere. I was
told that memory prices are set to rise again. If this turns out to
be true, then it might be a good idea not to wait too long
before carrying out a planned memory upgrade.

The following upgrade would almost certainly have to be to a
slot 1 motherboard, partly because Intel is likely to stop
manufacturing socket 7 processors, and past experience has
shown that much of the market will fall into line with Intel in the
long run. There are also performance advantages to the socket
1 approach, two of which are related to the cache (see below).
In addition, the socket 7 system is unlikely to jump to a much
higher performance in the future than it has now. The
processor speed may increase, but the motherboard will
increasingly limit the overall performance.
The final straw came when I tried to do bandpass filtering
on an image to remove a regular moire pattern without
degrading the resolution unnecessarily. When it had reached
13 percent after 30 minutes it became clear that the machine
could not do this task in a practical manner. My current
motherboard could only support a processor up to 166MHz,
and it was already running a 150MHz. A new motherboard was
needed, so I chose an ATX socket 1 motherboard with
100MHz bus capability.
Photo 1 shows the motherboard resting on top of its
packaging. The support bracket for the processor has been
fitted, but no other assembly has been done. The support
bracket is retained by four screws, which are supported by two
small brackets beneath the board. I found, on this sample, that
the locating pegs of one of the brackets would not fit into the
holes in the pcb without the application of what I deemed
excessive force, so I very carefully took a little of the plating
from the inside of the holes, assiduously avoiding getting any
filings on the pcb. Then it fitted. The alternative solution, of
locating it and tightening the screws, pulled it off true rather
than pulling the mountings into place. which was highly
undesirable, so there was no reasonable alternative to using a

Another upgrade, carried out recently for a friend, was
intended simply to be the addition of a larger hard disc and
upgrade to Windows 98, but it turned into a nightmare.
Before I took the case apart, I had no doubts that the
machine would be able to use the planned 4.3GB hard disc. It
was already using a 1GB disc in LBA mode (necessary to
address more than about 500MB directly). Early motherboards,
unable to use LBA mode, would require a disc manager on the
disc to permit it to be read. The motherboard would interface
with the disc as if it was approximately 500MB, while the disc
manager, loaded on the first part of the disc, would control
access to the rest of the space.
Once that barrier is past, there is not another one between
1GB and well above 4.3GB.

file.

Fitting the cpu cooler is fiddly. The only way that worked
was to slacken off the mounting screws as far as they would
go, fit the locating pegs of the heatsink into the holes in the
cpu module, and then tighten the retaining screws (visible
either side of the fan in photo 2). In this picture the cpu cooler
is shown fitted to the Pentium 2 processor.
The tower case was an advance over the previous one
(purchased some years ago) in several
ways. One advantage was that the
motherboard mounting plate could be
removed from the case completely.
Another was that the metalwork had
sprung contact fingers all around to keep
interference inside the case. It has made
radio reception in the vicinity of my
computer much easier, so it does make a
difference.

Photo 3 shows the motherboard
mounted on the pullout panel, while
Photo 4 shows detail of the contact
fingers connecting to the USB port, part
of the general design for EMC. Most
modern cases are likely to have this sort
of design, but people upgrading older
machines may wish to consider whether
a new case may be justified for EMC
reasons. Certainly, those interested in
amateur radio may find it worthwhile.
The rest of the upgrade went easily,
until the time came to make the network
card work at the same time as the sound

The Slot 1 motherboard
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separate from the main processor, and the faster it
communicates with the processor, the faster the system as a
whole can work. In socket 7 systems the level 2 cache is on
the motherboard.
Disc information is also cached in main memory, which really
represents a third level of cache. A disc cache keeps recently
used hard disc data in the system memory, and when the
processor requests data the cache manager provides it from this
source if it is available. The hard disc, which is much slower than
memory, is only accessed if the data is not in main memory.
When the processor needs information from main memory, it
first checks to see if it is in level 1 or level 2 cache before waiting
for data from main memory. Therefore sufficient cache memory
is essential for good performance with faster processors.
Advantages of the Pentium II type of processor include the
provision of Level 2 cache right next to the processor, (on the
plug-in module) so that it can be operated faster than if it were
separated by a length of track on a pcb.
There is another cache -related advantage: Socket 7
motherboards handle the memory caching, and in many cases
the cache can only address up to 64MB of memory. (Cache
actually consists of cache ram and tag ram, which stores the
location of the data in the cache. Many socket 7 boards only
have enough tag ram to store 64MB worth of addresses.)
Adding memory above the 64MB limit can actually be slightly
detrimental to some applications, because of the extra delay
imposed by the lack of caching. However, later socket 7
boards are more likely to have enough tag ram to cache up to
0.5GB properly, and in any case the larger memory would
prove an advantage when working on large files, for example
when editing bitmap images of tens of megabytes using a
photograph editing program.
The issue is a complex one, because applications are not
necessarily addressed at the physical memory location at
which they reside, but may be mapped over the 4GB of
address space available. The physical memory is remapped
transparently to the application, but this does make it very
unclear whether a particular application will have its executable
stored in a piece of physical memory which is cached or not.
What is clear is that increasing memory above 64MB on a
socket 7 board is moving into the region of diminishing returns.
With slot 1 (and Pentium pro) motherboards, the cache
addressing is handled on the processor module, and this
64MB limitation does not apply.
Conclusion: If you expect to want to make use of over
64MB of memory in the next couple of years, an older socket
7 motherboard may not be ideal.

The CPU cooler mouned on the Pentium II CPU module

However, the motherboard auto -recognised the disc as
82MB, and stubbornly prevented me from entering the
parameters manually. I used another machine to search the
internet for a bios upgrade, in the hope that would make it
work, but to no avail. Close examination of the motherboard
showed me why: the bios was not upgradeable by means of a
flash memory writer. It was on UV erasable prom, and the
chances of finding a more up to date eprom available looked
slim. Perhaps the motherboard could not cope with an Ultra
DMA drive. It should ignore the Ultra DMA capability and treat
the drive as LBA, but it may have been too old for this
capability to be present in the bios software. There was no
straightforward way of telling in advance, and this can be one
of the problems.
As an interim solution, we tried installing Windows 98 on
the existing hard disc, in the hope of gaining an extra 200MB
by use of FAT32. Unfortunately the motherboard would not
permit Windows 98 to boot, except into safe mode.
Eventually we fitted a new motherboard, and a new
processor, going from a 100MHz '586 made by Cyrix to a
200MHz '686 from IBM. The new motherboard recognised the
disk, and runs the applications visibly faster, as we hoped and
expected. The operating system was installed without any
objections from the motherboard. and the owner has just sent
me an email message saying that all his applications are
reinstalled and running correctly. The data, of course, is on the
old hard disc, now configured as a slave drive,

Bios upgrades
When the computer boots, the bios program starts. This has
to do tasks like reading the hard disk, and must therefore be
able to use the protocol required by modern hard discs.
OB:Sometimes the bios may be unsuitable for the required
function, or it may have a bug. In such cases, if the bios is on
flash memory rather than on eprom, then it may be possible to
upgrade it to a later version written for that specific make and
model of motherboard.
However, if you upgrade to the wrong bios, your computer
may not boot. This will mean that you cannot easily install the
correct bios, and put you in a real corner!
Nevertheless, there are occasions when upgrading the bios is
a sensible thing to do. For example, the current bios may not
make proper provision to boot to a PnP (Plug and Play)
operating system such as Windows 98, or may not be able to

What is cache for?
Processor speeds increase year by year, but actual computer
speeds do not increase pro -rata. The reason is, of course, that
other parts of the machine do not speed up by the same
proportion. The processor sits idle for part of the time, and its
speed is not an advantage to the user.
One way to minimise the time when the processor is not
doing anything useful is to use cache memory. A small and
very fast cache, the level 1 cache, is on the processor itself.
This cannot be very large because the semiconductor
processing technology needed to make fast ram at a low cost
and on a small chip area is quite different from that required to
make fast processors. For this reason, the level 1 cache is
supplemented by a much larger level 2 cache. This memory is
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Large graphics files can do this to you! A single partition on a
large disc can be inefficient or impossible unless you use
FAT32, in which case some compatibility with older DOS
games is lost. One answer is to partition most of the disc as a
single FAT32 partition, leaving a small partition to use with DOS
games. The small partition will be FAT 16 anyway, because
Windows will not use FAT32 for partitions so small that it is of
no benefit.
If you choose one large partition for your hard disc, then a
well designed directory structure can make it as easy to
navigate as a setup with several partitions. Conversely, if you
choose multiple partitions, it may be worth having a utility
which can repartition discs without having to reformat and lose
all the data. Partition Magic is one which I have used
successfully in the past.

recognise some modern hard discs correctly at all.
If you think that you do need to upgrade the bios, first try
Wim's bios page http://www.ping.be/bios/ (linked from the ETI
website) to help you to identify the motherboard, and to help
you find a source of an upgraded bios if such exists.
Before you actually upgrade the bios, go through the setup
and write down the settings. When you have run the upgrade,
you can restore any which may have changed. You may also
need to auto recognise the hard discs again.
Tip: Using the AMI bios flasher, I have received the error
message that the file I want to install does not exist. I have
always run this program from a bootable floppy disc, with which
I booted the machine to DOS mode. When I copied the data file
to the hard disc, and pointed the flasher program to that, it
worked correctly. This has happened twice, on the same type
of motherboard, and may not affect your hardware. If you do
see this error message you could try the same solution.

Copying your installation
If you are happy with the software installation you have at
present, but are running out of hard disc space, then it will be
easiest for you to simply copy the whole installation to a new
hard disc of a larger size. Subsequently the old hard disc can
be used to store large scans, sound files, or anything else
which is not convenient to save on the boot drive.
There are utilities which allow you to do this, such as
Partition Magic, and a related program which just copies a
drive. However, if you only want a copy of the software and
data, basically a booting duplicate of your boot drive on a
larger hard disc, then the following procedure could be useful
to you:

Partitioning revisited
How you partition your hard disc is partly a matter of personal
taste, but there are constraints on the number of practical
choices. If your operating system is Windows 95 upgrade
version, then it will not support hard disc partitions above
approximately 2.1GB. With partitions this size, you will have a
cluster size of 32K, which means that a 1 -byte file will still use
up 32K of the disc. Temporary files, windows shortcuts and the
like are all small files which exist in great profusion on the hard
disc, and it is easy to end up with a nominal 1GB of data filling
a 2.5GB drive.
FAT32 reduces the partition size to 4K, and can support
partitions of up to approximately 8MB. At the time of writing,
4.3GB discs seem to be the largest that you can buy before
the price per megabyte rises alarmingly, so FAT32 is ideal for
this. The question is, do you want to use FAT32, which is
incompatible with DOS (except for the DOS which comes with
FAT32 versions of Windows), or do you prefer to waste the
space and retain the ability to boot from (say) a DOS 6 disc to
run a game, while still being able to access the hard disc?
The good thing about large partitions is that you are less likely
to find that you have enough room on the hard disc for a large
file you want to save, but not enough room in any partition.

1) Install your new, blank hard drive as a slave. It is necessary
to leave the boot drive, whose system you wish to transfer,
installed as the master disc.
necessary to reset the configuration links to be "master disc
with slave present" instead of "master disc - no slave". Most
discs do not have such a setting, but if you have difficulty in
making the computer recognise the hard disc, then it is worth
searching for this link to see if (a) it exists and (b) therefore
needs resetting correctly.
2) Format the new hard drive (using FDISK and FORMAT, for
instance).

3) From a DOS window inside Windows 95, type the following
command:

XCOPY C:\*.* D:\'.* /s/c/h/e/r/k
Notes: If you get a "switch not recognized" error, you have
probably made a typing error. To find out what these switches
do. type xcopy /? from a DOS window. The command above
assumes that your new hard drive was assigned the letter D:\.
Choose "yes" when asked to overwrite any files.
4) When copying is finished, turn off the computer, open it up,
and reconfigure so that the new hard drive is the Primary
Master drive.
5) Boot to the Win95 startup disk. Using FDISK (or other such
utility), and set the Primary Partition on the new drive as Active.
6) Eject the Startup disk and reboot. If Windows95 does not
boot from the hard drive, put the startup disk back in and boot
to it. At the A: prompt, type:
SYS C:

This will recopy the system files to the new hard drive.
7) Reboot to the hard drive. It should boot to Windows95.

The motherboard mounted on the removable panel
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Windows 98 upgrade?

current installation, make a Windows 98 startup disc, and
then format the hard disc and reinstall to a clean partition.
When you reach this stage, re -boot the machine from the
startup disc and check that you can access the cdrom
drive. If you can, then it is safe to run fdisk to repartition the
hard disc, or just run format if the partitioning suits your
requirements. If you cannot, it may be necessary to copy
the CD-ROM driver from your hard disk to replace the
generic one loaded by Windows 98 (I have only seen this
problem once, and it was for a very obscure type of CD-

My own take on Windows is that there is more software for
desktop computers to run under Windows than other
operating systems, so most people need the most effective
Windows setup possible. If you are running Windows 95,
will Windows 98 be more useful to you?
There are several variants of Windows 95. You may or
may not have support for FAT32, and for USB (the Universal
Serial Bus, covered in ETI 1997 No. 7). If your copy of
Windows 95 does not support FAT32, then your only route
to FAT32 is to upgrade to Windows 98. There were never
any upgrade versions of Windows 95 which supported
FAT32 - the only copies which did were only sold with
hardware. This would often mean a new computer, but a
new hard disk and motherboard was normally assumed to

ROM drive).

qualify.

Some versions of Windows95 do support USB, but it is
reported that Windows 98 supports it more effectively. After
a long time during which USB peripherals were not available
because they were not supported, they are now gradually
becoming available. Digital loudspeakers are among the
first, which could be good because sound cards have
arguably wasted more time than any other add-on, owing to
widespread compatibility problems.
If you do upgrade to Windows98, the quickest way to do
it may be to run setup to install it over your present system.
This can work well, but if you have run Windows 95 for a
long time, perhaps since 1995, the registry is likely to
contain a number of entries which are no longer valid, and
there may be many files on the hard disc which are no
longer needed. Unfortunately it is almost impossible to
identify and remove these manually.
If you think this is the case, you might consider doing a
clean install. To do this, you must first, clearly, back up
anything on the hard disc that you want to keep. Then
make sure that you have all your installation disks for the
software applications that you will need to re -install, and
also check that you haven't lost any of the CD-ROM
security codes for software that came on CD-ROM. This is
the point at which your filing system will be tested to its
limits! Think carefully about whether this is a wise move or
not.

Installation of a new system can reconfigure hardware
settings which you were perfectly happy with. It is prudent
to open control panel, system, and device manager, then
note the IRO and address settings of items which have a
reputation for compatibility problems, such as sound or
network cards (or, of course, anything which caused
problems when you installed it). To see the settings, it may
be necessary to check the manual configuration box under
resources tab, when viewing the properties of the device.
Sometimes software is security protected by limiting the
number of times it can be reinstalled. If this is the case, you
should uninstall it back to the original installation discs first.
(I would think twice about purchasing such software, as
disk corruptions can happen repeatedly if you are unlucky,
and you could lose your last possible installation.)
When you are sure you can re -install everything you
need, the next step is to make a bootable floppy disc. To
do this from Windows 95 you open control panel, then
add/remove programs, and select the startup disc tab.
If you want to use any partition larger than 2.1GB, you
will either need to be running a FAT32 version of Windows
95 already, or you will need to install Windows 98 over the

Then run setup in the normal way, and after that reinstall
your applications, and then the data.
If there are any hardware problems which you did not
have previously, open the control panel, then double click
on the system icon, and look at the device manager. Check
that the obvious suspects, such as sound and network
cards, are set to use the correct IRQ. addresses etc. and
change them to the settings you wrote down earlier if there
is any discrepancy. In some cases, even to see the settings
requires you to check the manual configuration box under
the resources tab. Don't forget to uncheck it if the
automatic setup was satisfactory.
Everything should now be in proper working order.
We have tried to cover the subject of upgrades fully, but
inevitably with new systems, questions will arise which none
of us have seen before. If you run into a problem not
mentioned in this series, and solve it we would appreciate
an email telling us what you did. If, on the other hand, you
cannot solve the problem, send an email and our experts
will see if they have any suggestions. No promises - the
variations that computers can throw up, if not infinite, can
be very idiosyncratic.
Tell me if you would like to see a follow up to this series
in a few months, if there are new questions which we are
able to answer.
Equally, would you like a short series on constructing
your own web site?
Email us at eti@aaelectron.co.uk with your comments
and queries. It may take a little while to get back due to
pressure of editorial deadlines, but we are interested in your
views.

Note the contact fingers grounding the shield over the USB ports
(lower right)
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A PC -Controlled
Sine Wave Generator
Mark Roberts
This audio project plugs into the PC printer port to provide an accurate audio generator.
he accompanying Softmark software generates
the on -screen display and allows straightforward
adjustment of the generator settings.
The project consists of a small number of parts
(which helps to keep the cost down). The
generator consists of one is and a crystal oscillator. There is no
need for an external power supply.
The project is designed first and foremost for modem and
other telecommunications applications that need low-cost,
accurate generation of precise test tones.
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The ML2037, IC2 [check this against his letters] uses direct digital
synthesisers and has been designed to generate sine signals
whose full scale amplitude can be set to 0.5 Vpp, 1.0 Vpp, 1.5
Vpp or 2.0 Vpp, and frequency from 2Hz to 64kHz. The sine
wave output is derived from an external crystal. Frequency is
programmed by a 16 -bit data word. The relation between the
output and the crystal is given by the following equation:
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Figure 1: the circuit of the sinewave generator

Pout = fxtal x DATA/2^23. The sinewave is available at pin 10 of
IC2 (figure 1).

The sine wave is available at IC2 pin 10 (figure 1).

Interfacing

1.4

Int

S CU<

S DATA IN

MI=

D2

014

The timing of serial data input SDATAIN, the serial clock (SCLK)
and the enable input -SENABLE is shown in figure 2.
The serial data word on
SDATA is clocked into the 16 -bit
shift register on falling edges of
SCLK. The LSB is shifted first.
The data that has been shifted is
loaded into the 16 -bit data latch
on the falling edge of SENABLE.
The device was tested to
015
operate with a cable of about
1.5m in length.

Construction

S ENABLE

The Sine Wave Generator is built
on a printed circuit board. The
component layout is shown in
Figure 2: the timing of the serial clock, serial data input and the enable input
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figure 3. DS2401 is used as a

Figure 3: the component layout

detector to see if the PCB is connected to the printer port (in
case of errors or discontinuities the software automatically runs
in Demo mode), and also that the hardware project is built as

Complete hardware and software: assembled £33 + £3
postage; unassembled £28 + £3 postage.

designed.
One reason for this solution is that if other PC -based
devices running under the same software were in use, such as
oscilloscopes, power supplies, voltmeters and so on, the
software would automatically detect which device was

Cheques must be made out to Softmark and sent to:
Softmark, PO Box 1609, Hornsby NSW 2077, Australia
Tel/Fax (Australia) +61 2 9482 1565

connected and start the appropriate program.

The software
software comes on three 3.5 -in disks and runs in Win3.1x,
Windows 95 and Windows NT. To install it, run setup.exe on
the first disk and follow the on -screen instructions.

Resistors
R1

120R

R2

1OR if extra current
wanted; otherwise w

Kit and parts
Some of the parts (including the software) for this project are
specialised and only available from the author. Parts can be
bought as a kit or separately. Prices are listed below. Local
constructors who wish to enquire about other currencies should
contact Softmark.

Capacitors
Cl,C2,C3
C4,C5

100n ceramic
10u electro

Semiconductors
IC1

Software kit: three disks with the DS2401. (Software runs
under Windows 3.1/Windows95/VVindowsNT
£16.00
ML2037 (101)
£8.00
PCB
£4.00
4.194304 crystal
£2.00
BNC+DB25 connector
£3.00
Postage per order
£3.00
LPT2 card (option)
£6.00

1C2

Xtal

DS2401 DALLAS code -specific IC
available from the author. The software
will run only in demo mode with a
different DS2401.
ML2037 (Microlinear)
4.194304 crystal

Miscellaneous
"Dl"
"Bl"

DB23M male connector
Coax BNC connector

Reference: MicroLinear 1997 data book

Main specifications:
Frequency range 0 to 64kHz
Frequency steps 2Hz, 10Hz, 100Hz
Waveform: sine
Output level: 0 to 2 Vpp (0.5 Vpp, 1 Vpp, 1.5 Vpp, 2
Vpp steps)
Spurious frequency components: less than -55dB
Three -channel memory that can preserve settings:
voltage, frequency, PC port.

Ala
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proven advantages of smart cards, our wallets are q ite likely to
umerous magnetic cards well beyond the end of t century.

Despite t
contai

Patrick Gueulle
ou can use a PC to look at what is encoded
onto the mysterious dark stripes of, say, loyalty
cards, or even credit cards.
Magnetic or "magstripe" cards are very
standardised items, with only a few exceptions
like some of the old fashioned phonecards (The
Jerseycard or the now obsolete Mercurycard). Figure 1
shows how the ISO 7810 and ISO 7811 standards
precisely define the position and contents of three "tracks"
on the magnetic stripe located 0.223 in from the upper
edge of the plastic card.
This stripe is similar to an audio or video tape, half an inch
wide, but is recorded in a completely different way.
A magnetic card only contains bits (ones and zeros)
instead of analogue data. Numeric characters are encoded
as groups of five bits (a nibble of data and a parity bit), but
alphanumeric characters use an ascii-like seven bits code
(six bits of data and a parity bit).
Track No2, the most widely used, is recorded at a
"density" of 75 bits per inch (bpi), but because of the
mandatory leading and trailing zeroes, its useful content is

4

0.223"

RECORDING DENSITY

NAM

(BfTS PER INCH)

0.110"

TRACK 1

0.110'
0.110"

IATA

CHARACTER CONFIGURATION
(INCLUDING PARITY BIT)

21013F1

7 BITS PER CHARACTER

TRACK 2 ABA

75 BPI

5 BITS PER CHARACTER

TRACK 3 THRIFT

210EIPI

6 BITS PER CHARACTER

-

PARC D'EXPOSITIONS DE
VILIFPINTE
Visual inspection of a chemically treated magnetic track, showing
the "flux reversals" at 75 bpi

only 40 x 5 -bit characters and not the easy -to -calculate
physical maximum of 50.
Track No1 is normally encoded at 210 bpi and
accommodates up to 79 x 7 -bit alphanumeric characters. I
believe the name (IATA) is something to do with airline
ticketing applications.
Track No3 is seldom used,
despite
its huge capacity of
INFORMATION CONTENT
(INCLUDING CONTROL CHARACTERS)
107 numeric characters at 210
79 ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS
bpi (535 bits, more than can be
stored in most low -end chip
40 NUMERIC CHARACTERS
cards). Each bit is recorded by
107 ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS
means of magnetic flux
reversals, as shown in figure
2.
2.125"

iso7810 / iso7811

4-

3.375"

Figure 1: The three tracks of an ISO magnetic card
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The tracks are evenly
populated, like recording tape,
with small, aligned magnetic
domains whose polarity can be
switched, during the recording
process, from "north -south" to
"south -north" and vice versa.
Adjacent N -S or S -N poles
mutually neutralise themselves,
but N -N or S -S combinations
determine so-called "flux
reversals", acting like very tiny
permanent magnets.

Purpose -made chemicals or films can be used for a visual
inspection of the flux reversals (see photograph). but
electromagnetic reading is by far the commonest way of
reading magnetic cards.
As the stripe is swiped along a magnetic head, each flux
reversal generates a slight voltage pulse of the corresponding
polarity. Quite simple electronic circuits (amplifiers and flipflops) can convert such pulses into clean logic levels (the
"shaped signal").
Extracting the data is a much more complex matter, since
each and every bit is coded in the so-called "F/2F" format.
Figure 3 shows how a "zero" is coded as a single flux
reversal, and a "one" as two consecutive flux reversals. This
is a very robust encoding scheme, and allows the card
sweeping speed to vary widely during the reading process.
Much more intricate circuits are required to decode the F/2F
message into strings of ascii characters reliably. PC -compatible
readers often make use of an embedded microcontroller and
are interfaced through either a RS -232 port or a keyboard
input.

Interfacing a TTL reader
TTL readers are much cheaper than RS -232 ones, and can be
bought at around £10 (The BAR -31 model from Bull Electrical
of Hove, Sussex is a perfect example). Figure 4 describes the
signals present on the /CLOCK and /DATA lines, a valid (but
logically inverted) bit being available on the /DATA line at every
trailing edge of the /CLOCK signal.
A third line (/CARD PRESENT) is usually driven low as long
as a properly encoded card is being swept into the reader. The
two remaining wires of most TTL readers are, obviously, the

The BAR -31 reader hardware

ground (GND) and the + 5 volts supply (Vcc). Interfacing such
a reader to a PC is quite straightforward on the hardware side.
Figure 5 shows that the games port or joystick connector
lends itself ideally to such an application, thanks to the + 5
volts and the four logic inputs available here.
Please note, however, that the "/CARD PRESENT" line of
the reader can remain unconnected (N.C.), because the
software will easily derive the same information from the clock
signal. Connecting a BAR -31 rader to the games port is just a
matter of replacing its connector, or adapting a male DB-15 to
an extension cord, since the original cable is rather short. The
colours indicated for the wires are only valid for the BAR -31,
and would probably be different on readers from another
source. Make sure a wiring diagram is supplied, and check the
wiring with that.
In any case, it is
relatively easy to identify
the five wires of virtually
any TTL reader with just
a multimeter and an
oscilloscope. One will
generally need to open
the case to locate the
ground and supply wires
(connected to wide
tracks on the internal PC
board, and to one or
more electrolytic
capacitors).
With the reader being
connected to a (possibly
current -limited) 5 -volt

power supply, swiping a
Figure 2: Reading a magnetic track
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Figure 3: Decoding an F/2F signal
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TRACK
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card through the slot should locate the /CARD
PRESENT wire (a steady logic level), the /CLOCK
signal (short regular pulses) and the /DATA output (an
irregular rectangular signal). Some readers come with
extra wires, either for signalling lamps or for a second
or even a third track.
Most easily available readers only read track N-2, but
we will soon discover that simple tricks can be tried for
the reading of the other ones, especially track N-1.
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The software

/1 91806
Because of the potentially unstable and often over -fast
S/1 63542-0795
manual sweeping of the card, the decoding process is
highly time -critical. On 386 computers running at 25
MHz or faster, the Turbo -Pascal program listed here
will work fine, but only under MS-DOS (please
completely exit Windows before running it).
An "American Magnetics" dual -track reader
MAG2.PAS should be compiled into an executable
contents of the track twice. First, as the raw binary data
MAG2.EXE, then used in conjunction with the BAR -31 for the
encoded on the card, including all leading and trailing zeroes
reading of track N-2. By the way, two other (and much longer)
(the reader hardware needs them for synchronisation
programs, MAGI .PAS and MAG3.PAS were developed for the
purposes). Then, as the ascii string obtained when matching all
reading of tracks Nil and N-3 respectively, provided that the
significant groups of bits against the ANSI 5 -bits code of
available reader does support them.
figure 6, all leading and trailing zeroes being trimmed off. The
The BAR -31 can be temporarily modified for the track Nil
first group of 5 bits after the leading zeroes should be 11010,
by inserting a small plastic ramp, exactly 3.3 -mm thick, at the
the "start flag". Sixteen other combinations should be found
bottom of its slot. Reading track N-'3 would actually involve
later, the remaining 16 corresponding to parity errors, as the
cutting 3.3 mm off the card.
total number of bits in a character must always be odd.
Once run, the program waits (forever) for a card being
Ten combinations are used to code the 0 to 9 figures, 3 are
swept (in the direction of the arrow!), and may hang if the card
"specials",
a "field separator" is available (10110), and an "end
is blank or defective. If this happens, please sweep a known flag"
(11111)
marks the end of the data stream. However, a
as -good card in order to terminate the execution.
last group of five bits is usually added between the "end flag"
Our real examples show that the software displays the
and the trailing zeroes. It is an
"LRC" (Longitudinal Redundancy
Check) used to verify the integrity
of the data. Most times, the
decoding process will run very
smoothly, but problems may
occur with damaged cards or
when the card is not correctly
swiped. Should the program
hang during the decoding
process, hit any key to terminate
and, if you wish, examine the
binary dump to pinpoint the fault.
Figure 4: The /CLOCK and /DATA signals from a card reader
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Figure 6: The 5 bits numeric ANSI code

Figure 5: Interfacing a BAR -31 reader to the games port of the PC
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FUNCTION
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Special

Start Flag
Special
Field Separator
Special
End Flag

(0000000000011010011011100100100000010000100100000010000100001100000110100001000
1000011100100001011011001110110000010000100001 0000100001110010000101101100110000
10000100001000010000100001000010000100001111111101000000000000000000000000000000
;634004000160003069-0000030690000000007;

iso-2

)

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001010001011 01 0011 001 00001 01 01 00001

00000010000101010000100000010000001001000101011010000001000000100000010011001000
00010001101001001100101110100001000000100000010000001000000100110010000001000110
10010011000000100000010000001000000100000010000001000000100000010000001001111100
10100010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
%634004000160003069=000003069000000000?%

iso-1
Figure 7: The contents of a TESCO Clubcard
10000000000000110110000010000111001001001000011100010011111100000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
:0034174?1

iso-2
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000101000111100111010111101001
01010111001101000110101010010111100100001110111000101101101001100000001000000100
00001000000100000010000001000000100000010000001000000100000010000001000000100000
01111110011001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
%GUELLEJP.MR

?3

iso-1
Figure 8: The contents of a P&O Motorpoints card
00000000000000001101010000000010100000001101100000110000000010000100100100000000

10110110000000010000100001000010000100010100001010110101000010000100100011010000
10000100001101011000010000101011010111100101011111110101000000000000000000000000
:1020=01004106100000815500460005115575?5

iso-2
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000010100011000011100001
10000100000010000101011011011110011101000110110010110101110100101001111010101011
01110001011011000010100110110100010100101011110011101111000100001000010011010010
10101010000011010010011001011001001100010101001011010101001110101010001100101011
11001111001000000100110010011000100000100000010000001000000100000010000001000000
10000001000000100000010000001000000100000010000001000000100000010000001000000100
00001000000100000010000001000000100000010000001000000100000010000001000000100000
0100000010011001001100010111001111001001111100100000000000000000000000
%AA004MSBFKEYJF#R+E)NC(R158DTR4T57B4G303C0000000000000000000000000003CG3?1

ISO -1

Figure 9: The contents of a "Premier Points" card
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Some practical
examples
The tracks on a credit card
roughly contain the same
information as the ones
"embossed" into the plastic
(card number, cardholder's
name, expiration date, and a few
encrypted data). It can be used
to make sure that both sets of
data match, in other words that
the card is "good", without
erased or worn spots.
Loyalty cards of all kinds are
much more interesting to
explore, many different schemes
being in use. Many of them are
merely "ID" (identification) cards,
all the value data being stored in
the central computer of their
issuer. The card is only used, at
the point of sale level, to grant
access to the data bank, either
on-line or off-line.
A well-known example is the
Tesco Clubcard, with exactly the
same numbers being recorded
on tracks 1 and 2, and
embossed on the plastic card
itself (figure 7). A similar
principle applies to P&O Ferries
MOTORPOINTS cards (figure
8), but the alphanumeric
capabilities of track N-1 are used
to store the name of the
cardholder.
Premier Points ARGOS and

BP cards, for instance, seem to
make use of a much more
complicated scheme, possibly
with the points being stored on
the card itself. The data are
obviously encrypted, and a copy
of them is likely to be kept safe
in a central computer.
Here is a clue: should you
wish to try to work out the
contents of figure 9. this card
actually carries 5 points. In fact,
such a system is the direct
competitor of smart cards. The
main difference is that magnetic
cards can be freely read and, to
some extent, written with more
basic equipment.
In contrast, smart cards can
be fully protected, in whole or
part, against reading or writing
without the appropriate access
code. They are, however, much
more expensive and do require
specific point of sale terminals.
The battle is not over, it is
only just beginning!

CLUBCARD
634004 00016000309

TESCO
Example: a Tesco Clubcard

Example: a P&O Motorpoints card

Software

repeat

A diskette containing the source and
executable forms of all three programs
can be ordered from the me. Just send
a strong SAE and a blank formatted
disk, along with a £5 banknote, to:
Patrick Gueulle
PO Box 279
76055 Le Havre Cedex
France

Of course, readers in France may send a
cheque for 50 FRF.

Magnetic card reader:
Turbo Pascal listing
program mag2;
uses crt;

var t: array[1.240] of byte;
e,i,j,k,v: byte;
procedure shape;
begin
cIrscr;
sound(880);delay(500);nosound;

until port[513] and 32 = 32;
end;
end;
procedure decode;
begin
j:=0;
repeat
j:=j+1;
until keypressed
or((t[j]=1)and(tfj+11=1)and(t[j-12]=0)and(t[j+
3]=1)and(t[j+4]=0));
repeat
v:=0;

for i:= 0 to 4 do
begin
v:= v*2;

v:= v + t[i+j];
end;
if v = 26 then write(';');
if v = 22 then write('=');
if v = 31 then write('?');
if v = 11 then write(';');
if v = 7 then write('<');

Example: a BP Premiercard

if v = 14 then write('>');
if v = 1 then write('0');
if v = 16 then write('1');
if v = 8 then write('2');
if v = 25 then write('3');
if v = 4 then write('4');
if v = 21 then write('5');
if v = 13 then write('6');
if v = 28 then write('7');
if v = 2 then write('8');
if v = 19 then write('9');
j:=j+5;
until keypressed or (j>235);
end;
begin
cirscr; ,
writeln('PLEASE SWIPE THE CARD');
read;
shape;
decode;
writeln;writeln;
end.
(* Copyright (c) 1998 Patrick Gueulle *)

for k:=1 to 240 do
begin
t[k]:=t[k] and 16;
if t[k]=0 then t[k]:=1;
if t[k]=16 then t[k]:=0;
write(t[k]);
end;
writeln;writeln;
end;
procedure read;
begin

For the Magnetic Card Reader
Reader assembly
BAR -31 from Bull Electrical,

250 Portland Road, Hove, Sussex
BN3 5QT. Tel 01273 203500.

Connector
Male DB-25 with hood

for k:=1 to 240 do
begin
repeat
e:=port[513];
until e and 32 = 0;
t[k):=e;

Miscellaneous
5 -conductor cable (optional), max 1 m

TELL THEM YOU SAW IT HERE...
Readers: Please mention

En
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THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS
19" RACK CABINETS
IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES

:onverts your colour monitor into a QUALITY COLOUR TM

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER
CABLE COMPATIBLE'

T -re TELEBOX is an attractive fully cased mains powered unit, con-

ran.ng all electronics ready to plug into a host of video monitors
owe by makers such as MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY,
COMMODORE, PHILIPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc. The composite
sow output will also plug directly into most video recorders, allowing

OBSOLETE -SHORT SUPPLY -BULK

Superb quality 6 foot 40U

6,000,000 items EX STOCK

Virtually New, Ultra Smart

Less than Half Price!

For MAJOR SAvINGS CALL OR SEE OUR WEBSITE

Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK by

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
One of the highest specification
monitors you will ever see At this price - Don't miss it!!

Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door,

full height lockable half louvered back door
and louvered removable side panels. Fully
adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched

for any configuration of equipment mounting
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp

Mitsubishi FA3415ETKL 14" SVGA Muldsync colour monitor with fine
socket switched mains distribution strip make
028 dot pitch tube and resolution of 1024 x 768. A
these racks some of the moat versatile we
variety of nputs abris ccrnectbn to a host of comp/I- have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
ers inducing IBM PC's ri CGA EGA, VGA & SVGA require only two side panels to stand singly or in multiple bays.

adoption of TV channels not normally receivable on most televiVon receivers* (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls on the front
:oriel allow reception of 8 fully tuneable 'off air' UHF colour television
!darnels. TELEBOX MB covers virtually all television frequencies
nodes. BBC, COMMODORE (nducing Amiga 1200), Overall dimensions are: 7714' H x 32W 0 x 22' W. Order as:
10 -IF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by most cable
ARCHNEDES and APPLE
features: Etched
OPT Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels. £345.00 (G)
Tif operators. A composite video output is located on the rear panel
TON MPR
. leoaplea. tea swat:ha-1g and LOW
£245.00 G
Ix diect connection to most makes of monitor or desktop computer
OPT Rack 2 Rack Less side -ne s
Fully guaranteed, supplied m EXCELspecification
systems. For complete compatibility - even for monitors withOver 1000 racks, shelves, accessories
eut sound - an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level Hi Fi LENT ittie used condition.
Tit &Swivel Base £4.75
Only £119 (E) m°r(4.serIZA
output are provided as standard.
£36.95
LEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors
£39.50
LEBOX STL as ST but fitted with integral speaker
LEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cabla/Hyperband tuner £69.95
,fi--J overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification
i"Fca cable / hyperband signal reception Telebox MB should be con a cable type service. Shipping on all Teleboxe's, code (B)
elected

19" 22" & 24" wide 3 to 46 U high.

VGA cable for IBM PC Included.
External caPies for other types of computers CALL

Available from stock !!.

As New - Ex Demo
17" 0.28 SVGA Mitsubishi Diamond Pro monitors
Full multlsync etc. Full 90 day guarantee. £325.00 (E)

0

State of the art PAL (UK spec) UHF TV tuner module
with composite 1V pp video & NICAM hi ti stereo sound
"Outputs. Micro electronics all on one small PCB only 73 x
60 x 52 mm enable full software control via a simple 2 wire link
ic any IBM type computer. Supplied complete with simple working

Just In - Mlcrovitec 20' VGA (800 x 600 res.) colour monitors.
Good SH condition - from £299 - CALL for Info
PHILIPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14"
colour monitor with both RGB and standard composite 15.625
IPTAm and documentation. Requires +12V & + 5V DC to operate.
Khz video Inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks.
Only £49.95 cods (B)
ND NEW - Order as MYOO.
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses.
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all
video monitoring / security applications with direct connection
to most colour cameras. High quality with many features such as
Massive purchases of standard 514' and OW drives enables us to front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc. Good

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 21/2" - 14"

present prime product at industry beating low prices! All units (unless
sated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equip Itand are fully tested, aligned and stripped to you with a full 90
guarantee. Call for over 2000 unlisted drives for spares or repair.
PanasonIc JU363/4 720K or equivalent RFE

Mitsubishi MF355C-L 1.4 Meg. Laptops only
£25.95(13
£18.95(B
Mitsubishi MF355C-0. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop
Teec FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE
£18.95(B)
Teac FD -55F -03-U 720K40/80 (for BBC's etc) RFE £29.95(B)
£22.95(B)
' BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501 B 360K
die top case with Integral PSU for HH 5W Flopp or HD £29.95 B
£210.00
r Shugart 80W801 8 SS refurbished & tested
£195.00 E
r Shugart 810 8' SS HH Brand New
£260.00 E
r Shugart 851 8' double sided refurbished & tested
£295.00 E
I' Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided NEW
£295.00 E
I' Mitsubishi M2896 -63-02U DS slimline NEW
£499.00(E(
Duel 8" cased drives with integral power supply 2 Mb

HARD DISK DRIVES
2W TOSHIBA.(19 mm H) MK2101MAN 2.16 Gb. New

£199.00

used condition - fully tested - guaranteed
Dimensions: W14' x H1214'5 15W D.

Only £99

(E)

PHILIPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9" colour video monitor with standard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket. Ideal
for all monitoring / security applications. High quality, ex -equipment
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen bums). In attractive square black plastic case measuring WIT a WIT x 13W D.
240 V AC mains powered.
Only £79.00 (D)
KME 10' 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 0.28' dot

pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling.:;;,.
Operates from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video
source, with RGB analog and composite sync

such as Atari, Commodore Amiga, Acorn

is constructed of double walled steel with a
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to

enable status indicators to be seen through the
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing

members to take the heaviest of 19" rack

equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts
(extras available) are pre punched for standard
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internally mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 x IEC 3
pin Euro sockets and 1 x 13 amp 3 pin switched
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by
fully louvered back door and double skinned top section
with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fitting
of Integral fans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: fitted
castors and floor levelers, prepunched utility panel at lower rear for
cable / connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used

condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions
mm1625H x 6350 x 603 than25" D x 2314" W
a third of makers price ft
Sold at LESS

superb buy at only

£245.00

(G)

Only £125 (E)

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS

BATTERY SCOOP - 50% off !!

Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors,

A special bulk purchase from a cancelled export order brings you
the most amazing savings on these ultra high spec 12v DC 14 Ah
rechargeable batteries. Made by Hawker Energy Ltd, type SBS15
featuring pure lead plates which offer a far superior shelf & guaranteed 15 year service life. Fully BT & BS6290 approved. Supplied
BRAND NEW and boxed. Dimensions 200 wide, 137 high, 77 deep.
ME bolt terminals. Fully guaranteed. Current makers once over £70

complete with composite video & optional sound Input. Attractive
teak style case. Perfect for Schools, Shops, Disco, Clubs, etc.In
2W to 3W conversion kit for Pc's, complete with connectors £12.95 EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.
£59.95
3W FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM I/F RFE
22"....£155 26"....£185(F)
20"....£135
£59.95
3W CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE I/F (or equiv.) RFE
CONNER CP3044 40mb IDE OF (or
£69.00
3W ' RODIME R03057S 45mb SCSI I/F (Mac & Acorn)
£49.00
3W QUANTUM 40S Prodrlve 42mb SCSI I/F, New RFE
E185.00
314* WESTERN DIGrTAL 850mb IDE I/F New
£49.95
SW MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM I/F (or equiv.) RFE
£69.95
SW SEAGATE ST -238R 30 mb RLL I/F Refurb
SW CDC 94205-51 40mb HH MFM I/F RFE tested
£69.95
£99.00
SW HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested
£195.00
SW HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested
£199.00
r NEC 02246 85 Mb SMD interface. New
£195.00
r FWITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD I/F RFE tested
£345.00
8' FUJITSU M2392K 2 Gb SMD I/F RFE tested

DC POWER SUPPLIES

Virtually every type of power
supply you can Imaglne.Over
10,000 Power Supplies Ex Stock
Call or see our web site.

LOW COST PC's
Always over 1000 PC's from stock.
1000's of spares and accessories.
Call or see our web site for Info.
Many other drives In stock - Shlipping on all drives is code (0)
TEST EQUIPMENT & SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS

FA3445ETKL 14" Industrial spec SVGA monitors £245
£POA
1 kW to 400 kW - 400 Ite 3 phase power sources - ex dodo
£760
IBM 8230 Type 1. Token ring base unit driver
£2500
Wayne Kerr RA200 Audio frequency response analyser
£750
BM 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules
£95
BM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N
£550
AIM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE
£250
ALLGON 8360.11805-1880 MHz hybrid power combiners
£POA
Trend DSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 Vo
Alarcon! 6310 Programme le 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500
£1550
Marconi 2022C 10KHz-IGHz RF signal generator
Marconi 2030 opt 03 10KHz-1.3 GHz signal generator,New £5150
£3750
111,1650B Logic Analyser
£POA
HP3781A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts £1800
£675
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V la 20A metered PSU
£POA
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel test set
£8500
HP8130A opt 020 300 MHz pulse generator, GPIB etc
£950
MP Al, AO 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotters - from
£650
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp
£POA
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system
£1100
Sony DXC-3000A High quality CCD colour TV camera
£POA
Keithley 590 CV capacitor / voltage analyser
£3750
Racal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system
£9500
Rakers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS - New batteries
£POA
MCI R5030UV34 Cleanline ultrasonic cleaning system
£2200
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line printer
£945
Intel SBC 488/133SE Multibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram
Siemens K4400 64Kb to 140Mb dernux analyser
£2950

side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with
five secure 5 Fever barrel locks. The front door

42U version of the above only £345 - CALL

2Vs* TOSH.(12.5 mm

MITS.

rack features all steel construction with removable

A

Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 13W x 12' x
11'. Good used condition.

32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab
Made by Eurocraft Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec,

£1450
Intel SBC 486/125C08 Enhanced Multibus (MSA) NEW
£1150
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4 pen HPGL last drum plotters
£1450
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE I CALL £POA
£550
Trio 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New
£1950
Fujitsu M3041R 600 LPM band primer
£1250
Fuitsu M3041 D 600 LPM printer with network interface
£500
Perkin Elmer 299B Infrared spectrophotometer A
£3500
Perkin Elmer 597 Infrared spectrophotometer
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter £3750
UghtBand 60 output high spec 2u rack mount Video VDA's £495
Sekonlc SO 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995
£750
Taylor Hobson Tallysurf amplifier / recorder
£1450
ADC SB200 Carbon dioxide gas detector / monitor
£485
System Video 1152 PAL waveform monitor
£5,650
ANRITSU 9654A Optical DC-2.5G/b waveform monitor
ANRITSU MS9001131 0.8-1.7 uM optical spectrum analyser £POA
£990
ANRITSU ML93A optical power meter
£POA
ANRITSU Fibre optic chracateristic lest set
£1850
VISION ENGINEERING TS3 Dynaacopic microscope
£650
R&S FTDZ Dual sound unit
£775
R&S SBUF-E1 Vision modulator
£5750
W1LTRON 6630B 12.4 / 20GHz RF sweep generator
£1250
TEK 2445 150 MHz 4 trace oscilloscope
TEK 2465 300 Mhz 300 MHz oscilloscope rack mount
£1955
£600
TEK 1502 Portable TDR (time domain reflectometer)
PHILIPS PW1730(10 66KV XRAY generator & accessories £POA
£325
CLAUDE LYONS 12A 240V single phase auto. vott. rags
£2900
CLAUDE LYONS 1COA 240/415V 3 phase auto. volt. rags

each Our Price £35 each IC) or 4 for £9910)

RELAYS - 200,000 FROM STOCK
Save Mrs by choosing your next relay from our Massive
stocks covering types such as - Military, Octal, Cradle,
Hermetically Sealed, Contactors, Time Delay, Reed, Mercury
Wetted, Solid State, Printed Circuit Mounting, CALL US WITH
YOUR NEEDS. Many obsolete types from stock. Save EEff's

LOW COST RAM & CPU'S
INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board. Full length PC -XT
and PC -AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board.
Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (286 processor
and above) memory. Full data and driver disks supplied. RFE.
£59.95
Fully tested and guaranteed. Windows compatible.
Half length 8 bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands
memory either 256k or 512k in 64k steps. May also be used to fill
in RAM above 640k DOS limit. Complete with data.

Order as: XT RAM UG. 256k. £34.95 or 512k £39.95

SPECIALSOnly

£8.50
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chipW 12OnsM
£11.95
1 MB x 9 SIMM 3 chip SO ns £10.50 or 7Ons
£11.75
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 80 ns £10.50 or 7Ons
Only £35.00
4 MB 70 ns 72 pin SIMM -with parityINTEL 486-0X33 CPU £19.95 INTEL 486-DX66 CPU £59.00
FULL RANGE OF CO -PROCESSORS EX STOCK - CALL FOR £11

MOTOROLA 25 Mhz 68040 (XC68040RC25M) CPU'S £59.00

shipping charges for RAM / CPU upgrades is code B

SOFTWARE SPECIALS
NT4 WorkStation, complete with service pack 3
and licence - OEM packaged.
Special Price ONLY £99.00

Microsoft - Windows for Workgroups 3.11 & DOS 6.22. Supplied

on 3W disks with licence & concise documentation.
DOS 5.0 on 3W disks with concise books cfrw OBasic .

£39.95
£14.95

Wordperfect 8 for DOS supplied on 3W disks with manual £24.95

shipping charges for software is code B

DISTEL on the web II - Over 16,000,000 Items from stock - www.dIstelco.uk

...
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25

TEAPS

ALL MAIL & OFFICES
Open Mon - Fri 9.00 - 5:30
Dept ET, 32 BiggIn Way
Upper Norwood
LONDON SE19 3XF

LONDON SHOP
Open Mon - Sat 9:00 - 5:30
215 Whitehorse Lane
South Norwood

DISTEL©

!Visit our web site

ALL `II" ENQUIRIES

On 68A Bus Rout.

www.distel.co.uk

0181 679 4414

Salhurst Park SR Rall Stations

*mall adminedistel.co.uk

FAX 0181 679 1927

Pt Thornton 14th
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Scroll multi coloured text through this large matrix display. The built in
programmable controller can provide some spectacular effects.
Robert Coward
his project in three parts describes the building of a
professional -quality 24 -character by 4 -line dot matrix
LED display system. The display is fully PC
controllable via an RS232 serial port. It is based on
three QEDD9008 display modules. These were a
surplus part, and they are available ready built from myself or from
Greenweld Electronics (telephone 01703 236 363), part number
X6877. See the end of this article. Together with the control board
design described here, and suitable power supplies, they form a
large display system costing a fraction of the price of an equivalent
commercial unit.
The LED displays can show the full ascii character set in red,
green and yellow, and are very bright at full contrast. The entire
display can be dimmed almost to extinction under software
control, allowing impressive fade effects. Other effects such as
scrolls and wipes can be achieved using PC software commands.
Two independent "flash clocks" allow individual words or letters to
be flashed at different rates, adding to the visual impact of the
display. The size of the characters means that the display should
be readily visible up to 20 feet away, making it excellent for
advertising and presentations.
This is a fairly large project, even though the display panel

Figure 1: the circuit of the QUICC-10M controller board

Anatomy of the display panel
Each QEDD9008 display panel is a self-contained subsystem
based on a HD64180 processor. It is designed to form a tile in a
larger system (up to 15 panels, though this project - you may be
relieved to hear - only uses three), and communicates to the
outside world via a 26 -way IDC connector, supporting an RS422
serial protocol at 12500 baud. On -board links select the tile
number and other operating parameters, allowing up to three
panels to be daisychained along one ribbon cable. All panels
receive the same software commands, and work out what to
display from their tile select links.
Four PCBs make up a working display panel; two identical
display modules plug into the main processor board, and a mosfet
transistor card plugs on the back. The latter provides drive to the
seven rows for each colour, making a total of 14 transistors.
Column drives are provided via a number of ULN2003 transistor
arrays on the main board, which are fed from a giant shift register
formed from 74HCT595 devices; the row drive data is also loaded
into this shift register. The processor scans each row in turn,
illuminating the appropriate column LEDs, and repeats this
operation for the red and green colours. The entire scan cycle is
repeated so that a red or green display is formed by scanning the
appropriate colour twice, whereas yellow is achieved by alternating
them; this way the yellow intensity is similar to the red and green

comes ready assembled. As a mains project with some high
wattage power supply capability, it can be hazardous if not
treated carefully, and for this reason I do not recommend it
for inexperienced designers. Some of the components, such
as the power supplies, are not strictly specified, so you will have to
make some decisions in choosing these items, though some
advice is given later in this article.
The first part of this project gives an overview of the system
components. and detailed information on constructing the control
board. The second part will cover choosing suitable power
supplies, making cable assemblies, and assembling a working
system. The final part will describe how to manufacture a suitable
enclosure and assemble the system within it.

PC control interface
Full ascii character set in red, green and yellow

Dim, fade, scroll and wipe effects under software
control

intensity.

Two independent "flash clocks" allow words or
letters to be flashed at different rates

The LEDs are scanned at a rapid rate and at very high peak
currents (circa 150mA); this runs them extremely efficiently,
achieving high intensity for only 4mA approximate average current.
The contrast is altered via pulse width modulation under processor

Balanced red/green and yellow display intensity
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MUlti- 1-lur 24'x 4 line
Fully PC Controllable

SPLAYSTEN.c

choosing a suitable supply are given in the second
part of this project.
Note that since the display panels are ready built,
and the design belongs to the original manufacturer,
a detailed description of the panel circuit and
firmware is not included. Connection and
configuration information is provided later in this
article.

by Robert Coward

The PC Software
To drive the displays from a PC, you will require
specialised software, For DOS -based systems, I
have written QDSL (QEDD9008 Display Script
Language), which allows you to quickly display
messages and various special effects using a simple but flexible
scripting language. The advantage of DOS software in this context
is that you can get away with an extremely cheap and low power
PC; a 286 system with only 640K base memory should be fine.
Script files can be edited with an ordinary text editor, and are fairly
intuitive once you have understood the basic concepts.
For a more user-friendly approach, you can used Windows based WinDSL, written by a friend of mine, Huw Walters. This
offers a full wysiwyg interface, and works like a proper word
processor, even allowing you to paste in text from other Windows
applications. While it does not yet offer the full feature set of
QDSL, it is much more stylish and pleasant to use, and can
output QDSL scripts, so you can still use a low performance DOS
PC when actually running the system. You can, however, run the
scripts directly from WinDSL if your PC is adequately powered.
Finally, there is IDMUTIL, a DOS -based utility program that
allows you to fully test and configure the QUICC-IDM control
board. More details on using this program are given later in this
article. The latest releases of these programs can be downloaded
from Huw Walters' web site, on
http://www.realspace.demon.co:uk.

Figure 2: the QUICC-IDM component layout

control; this can be altered independently for red and green on a
row by row basis, though the current firmware only allows the
overall display contrast to be altered by software.
The processor subsystem consists of the HD64180 high
integration CPU, 32K eprom and 16K ram, though unfortunately
only half of the eprom is addressable in the existing design.
Communication with the outside world is provided via a number of
RS422 drivers and receivers; the panels can "talk back" to the PC
if required, though the existing firmware only supports this in
debug mode. There is also a special watchdog output, which is
fed from a monostable on the transistor card; this is triggered by
the row drive signals, so it only indicates a healthy status if all the
row drivers are scanning correctly, and the display has power. It is
designed to protect the system against a shorted row drive
transistor or other fault which could result in excessive currents
flowing (possibly damaging the display), by indicating the fault to a
control circuit which would then shut the power down.
The watchdog signal is fed to the outside world via one of
three link -selectable channels on the RS422 cable. This allows up
to three panels to share the same cable. The processor reset is
also controlled via an RS422 input from the ribbon cable, and this
is used to put the system into a low power standby mode when
not in use.
The display firmware accepts a simple set of software
commands to display characters, set colour/flashing attributes and
change the overall contrast. These are covered in detail in the
documentation that comes with the PC driver software.
Characters are sent as straight ascii codes, which closely match
the PC character set for codes below 128. The full range of PC compatible accented characters are also supported, along with
special graphics and kanji characters which do not correspond to
PC characters, but can still be displayed by sending the
appropriate ascii codes. Attributes define the colour (red, green or
yellow) and one of two flash modes for each character.
Two "flash clocks" are also fed to the display, and are
continually scanned by the firmware. Any characters with one of
the flash attributes set will be extinguished when the
corresponding flash clock is in the "off" state. In this project, the
flash clocks are driven in antiphase by default (though can be
adjusted via special commands to the control board - see later),
resulting in alternate flashing of characters with the corresponding
attributes set.
Each display panel requires three power supply rails: 5V at
approx. 300mA for the logic, 24V at approx. 20mA for the
transistor drives and 8V at up to 5A for the LED drives. This latter
supply is the most tricky to provide, as the current consumption
can vary from almost nothing to approximately 15A for a three
panel system, ruling out a supply with significant minimum load
constraints. For safety, it also needs to be logic controlled, so that
it can be shut down in the event of a fault. More details on

QUICC-IDM Control Board
The original display system was not specifically designed for PC
control, though it runs at a baud rate very similar to what a PC can
achieve (12500 baud as opposed to 12800 baud). It
communicates via RS422 rather than RS232, and there are other
signals that need to be managed, such as the flash clocks and
display reset. For safety, the display power supply needs to be
shut down in the event of a fault, so some form of protection
circuit is necessary. Hence the extra control and interface circuitry
that is needed.
Originally, I undertook the design of a simple control board.
which was basically an RS232 to RS422 converter, with a
monostable circuit to start the power supply and provide
automatic power down facilities. This was called QUICC
(QEDD9008 Universal Interface and Control Circuit), and a
significant number have been sold to date via Greenweld, but
stocks are now almost exhausted, and that design is being
discontinued.
While the basic QUICC design was effective, it had some
shortcomings, and was not particularly flexible or configurable for
different operating environments. Therefore, I undertook the design
of a more elegant and sophisticated board called QUICC-IDM
(Intelligent Display Manager). This is based on a PIC16C84 (or
PIC16F84) microcontroller, and provides significantly enhanced
features, such as programmable timers, fault diagnosis,
configurable flash clocks and software -controllable power -up and
power -down. The PIC firmware contains a full software UART,
allowing it to accept a number of PC commands. and provide
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Figure 1: the circuit of the QUICC-10M controller board
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2.5GHz frequency counter
for £99 inc vat & delivery
Features
10Hz - 2.5GHz frequency
8 digit LCD display
Auto power off
Period measurement
Data hold, relative
Memory, min/max/average
3 input ranges
4 gate times per range
Optional rf antenna available

Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
The test & measurement specialists
www.vanndraper.co.uk
Use this coupon for your order
Please supply me:

FC2500 frequency counter(s) at £99 inc vat & del
AT -20 antenna(s) at £6.95 inc vat & del

Vann Draper is offering the FC2500 2.5GHz frequency counter to readers of Electronic s Today
International at a special discount price.
The FC2500 normally sells at an already low price of £116.33 but is available to readers of ETI at
only £99 fully inclusive of vat & delivery.

Name:

Address:

An optional telescopic antenna for rf measurement is available for just £6.95 fully inclusive.
The FC2500 is supplied complete with operating instructions and a 12 month guarantee.
To order simply post the coupon to Vann Draper Electronics Ltd at Unit 5, Premier Works, Canal
Street, South Wigston, Leicester LE18 2PL.
Altematively tel 0116 2771400, fax 0116 2773945, email sales@vanndraper.co.uk

Key Specifications
Frequency range
Display
Measurements
Gate times
Sensitivity
Frequency accuracy
Power requirement
Size & weight

AN 5150
AN 5515

= 299

AN 5521
AN 7174

=

BA 5405
BS 7766
BU 27515
CNX 62A
CNX 82A
CNX 83A
CNY 70
HA 11377
HA 11744
KA 2101
KIA 6289H
LA 3180
LA 4120
LA 4270
LA 4505
LA 7225
LA 7830
LB 1294
LM 1881N
M 29381
M 71081
M 523075P
MB 8719
MDA 2050
MEA 2050
OM 370
SAA 1025
SAA 1250
SAA 1293-3
SAA 1293A -311T
SAA 3004P
SAA 7000
SAA 9057
SAF 1039P
SMR 4000
STK 441
STK 463
STK 4046/v
STK 4151/2
STK 4162/2
STK 4843
STX 5481
STK 7233
STK 730-060
STK 730-080
STK 78603
STR 5412
STR 7001
STR 16006

=

=
=

=
=

=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=

160
100

495
180
175
1400
080
060
080
350
250
650
100
200
120
270
300
220

250
= 090
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=

125
375
1500
610
900
360
350
250
1515
250
250
515
850
400
550
475
590
825
980
850
1200
850
790

2100

= 470
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

550
845
600
850
280
500
500

10Hz - 2.5GHz
8 digit 0.5" liquid crystal display
Frequency. period, data hold. relative, memory, min/max.ave
4 gate times per range
76MHz - 2.5GHz <50mV
4PPM + 1d
4 x 1.5V AA batteries (not supplied), or 9V 300mA adapter
173 x 80 x 35mm, 340g inc battery

STR 44115
STR 90120
STRD 5441
STRD 6802
STRM 6545
STRM 6546
STRM 6549
STRM 6559
SIRS 5701

=

SIRS 5717
SIRS 5741
SIRS 5941
SIRS 6307
SIRS 6309
SIRS 6525
SIRS 6545

=

STRS 6707
STRS 6708
STRS 6709
STRZ 2152
STV 5180D
STV 2102B
STV 2110B
STV 2118A
STV 2118B
STV 2145
STV 2151A
STV 2160
STV 8224A
STV 9379
STV 9379F
TA 7280P
TA 7318P
TA 7898AP
TA 8216
TA 8218N
TDA 1170S
TDA 2579A
TDA 3502
TDA 3780
TDA 4505M
TDA 4944
TDA 7256
TDA 8218
TDA 8740
TDA 8880
TEA 2114
TEA 5114
TEA 6101
TEA 8170
TFMS 6300
TFMS 1380
TFMS 3360

475
440000

=

375
775
795
725
900
1700
550
600
700
450
550
1350
725
800
550
850
1000
400
650
685
1000
1085
400
950
500
450
400
415
190
490
400
300
500

=
=
=

210
360

=
=

=
=

=
=
=
=

=

=
=

=
=
=

=
=

=
=

=
=

=
=
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=

=
=
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=

=
=

135

450500

175

= 400
=
=

=

=
=
=

=
=
=
=

300
500
500
250
200
550
240
170
085
170

Tel No:

Total £

Cheques payable to Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
or debit my visa, mastercard or switch card'
Card type:
Card No:

Signature:

Overseas readers can still obtain this discount but carriage
charges vary according to the country. Please telephone,
fax, email or write to Vann Draper.

1998/1999

NEW STOCK - SMD
COMPONENTS

CATALOGUE

(A) SMD Transistors Kits - 7 types,
10 of each BC 807v40. BC 817v40, BC 8468,
BC 850C, BC 856B. BC 8608. IN 414B.
Order Code: KIT08. Price £7.85.

335 PAGES A4 SIZE
AVAILABLE FROM
SEPTEMBER 1998

(B) SMD 0.2W Preset Kits - 13 valves,
5 of each 100R, 220R, 470R 1K, 2K2. 4K7,
10K, 22K. 47K, 100K, 220K. 470K, 1M.
Order Code: SMOPreset. Price £32.50.

(C) SMD Electrolytics 105 PBG Kit - 15
valves of 5 each 22/47/100 at 6.3V,
10/22/47/470 at 16V, 33/100 at 25V.
12.214.7/10/22/47 at 50V.
Order Code: KIT20. Price: £20/25

HURRY, HURRY,
FOR REMOTE
CONTROLS
DUE TO LARGE QUANTITY
PURCHASE, PRICES HAVE BEEN
DROPPED TO:

£4.50 + p&p + VAT

Switch iss No:

Expiry date'

-

To secure your copy please send
£3 p&p and is refundable after
purchase of £100 within
3 months

Order your copy by
Post/Fax/Phone

FOR MORE BARGAINS AND
NEW PRODUCTS PLEASE USE
OUR 1998/1999 CATALOGUE
IT'S A MONEY -SAVER...

Ring for makes and
models while the stocks lasts.

up-Aal

KONIG
TRANSFORMERS
AND VIDEO HEADS
AT VERY COMPETITIVE
PRICES

11111

11,1[1.11,1

-

III

Please phone Us for the types not listed.
RCMP add £1 p&p for orders over £3 and £2.50 for
orders under £3 plus p&p and VAT at 17 54. on the total.

Trade counter now open:
Mon -Fri 9am-5.30pm. Sat 9am-3pm

Please ring for makes and
models

J.J. COMPONENTS

KONIG FOR QUALITY
AND REPUTATION FOR
THE LAST 35 YEARS

Rear of 243/247 EDGWARE ROAD.
COLINDALE, NW9 6LU
Sales Hotlines" 0181 205 9055
Fax Admin: 0181 205 2053
Free Fax Order Line: 0800 318 498
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Figure 2: the QUICC-IDM component layout

way IDC plug PL1, and received RS422 signals are processed by
101, a 34C86 CMOS quad line receiver. Note that this device has
fail-safe inputs, and will read a logic high for disconnected or
inactive inputs; the cheaper bipolar 3486 equivalent does not have
this feature, and must not be used. Transmitted RS422 signals are
processed by IC2, a 34C87 CMOS quad line driver. The cheaper
3487 bipolar part can be used instead, but at the expense of
significantly higher power consumption.
Signals received by the display panels are RX data (PL1 pins 3
and 4), display reset (pins 23 and 24), and the two flash clocks
(pins 11, 12 and 15, 16). The PL8 links are provided to allow you
to preset the flash clock polarity (or selectively disable the flash
clocks altogether), but since the PIC offers software configurability,
they are generally left at their default settings (pins 1, 2 and 3, 4
shorted for flash 1, and pins 9, 10 and 11, 12 shorted for flash 2).
Signals transmitted by the display panels are TX data (PL1 pins
5 and 6), watchdog 1 (pins 1 and 2), watchdog 2 (pins 17 and 18)
and watchdog 3 (pins 21 and 22). When you come to configure
the display panels (described in part 2), you will find that each
panel can output its watchdog signal on one of these three
channels. The recommended setup is for the watchdog to
correspond to the panel number, which makes fault diagnosis

information via response messages. The board also has an
optional opto-isolated relay drive circuit to facilitate the logic
control of the display power supply.
The rest of this month's article is given over to a description if
this board, and full constructional details are provided. While PCB
foil patterns are provided in this magazine, I recommend that you
buy a ready-made board from Greenweld or myself, since this is a
double -sided board. The ready-made board is a high quality, silk
screened, double sided plated through hole board. (See the end
of this article.)

The circuit
The full circuit diagram is given in figure 1, and a component
layout diagram in figure 2.
The PC serial port is connected to 9 -way male D -type CONN1,
and the RS232 signals processed by IC3, a MAX233 dual
transceiver. This has on -board charge pumps, so does not need
external capacitors. The PL7 links allow the serial connector to be
configured as DTE (requiring a reversed or "null modem" cable), or
DCE (requiring a straight through cable). For DTE, pins 1, 2 and 3.
4 and 9, 10 and 11, 12 are shorted, and for DCE the shorting
links are moved to the other four pairs of pins. The recommended
setting is for DTE, as this is normally associated with a male
connector. Note that you can of course plug gender reversers into
the D type, but you cannot replace it with a female one (the pinout
would not match). Apart from the RX and TX signals, DTR from
the PC is used to drive the flash clocks to the panels, and DSR is
used to indicate the display PSU status. Other handshake lines
are unused, and RTS is connected to CTS to allow PC terminal
programs to work.
Meanwhile, the display panel ribbon cable is connected to 26 -

much easier.

At its simplest level, the board acts as an RS232 to RS422
converter, and transmitted data from the PC is fed directly from
IC3 pin 3 to IC2 pin 1. Received data from the panels is fed from
101 pin 13 (via switch SW1h) to IC3 pin 2, but this time via AND
gate IC5a; this is necessary to allow the PIC comms to be gated
in. Note that switch SW1h allows the received panel comms to be
disabled for debugging or fault finding use (this was not present
on early issues of the OUICC-IDM board).
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PIC microcontroller
The heart of the system is the PIC microcontroller, C6. This
receives data from the PC via pin 6, and transmits it to the PC via
pin 12, which feeds into the other input of IC5a. Thus the PIC
receives all data transmitted from the PC (including that to the
panels, which it ignores), and can transmit back to the PC, but
only while the display panels are not transmitting. This is not a
problem in practice, since the existing panel firmware does not
transmit at all, except during debugging, and any new firmware
would be designed to transmit only in response to a direct PC
command. This is the way the PIC itself works, in that it only
transmits a status message back to the PC in response to a valid
PC command.
The PIC controls the display power supply via pin 2, feeding
into common emitter stage 01. This in turn provides a drive to the
PSU logic control signal via PL2, suitable for the original 8V
supplies that came with the display system, or any other PSU with
an opto-isolated input control. Alternatively, you can use the optoisolator drive circuit formed by IC4, either by connecting directly to
the output pins via PL6, or using the output drive transistor Q3,
also connected via PL6. Part 2 of this article contains more details
on controlling PSUs via this circuit.
The PSU control signal also illuminates LED3, indicating that
the system is running, and is fed to IC3 pin 1, which in turn
generates the DSR signal to the PC. This allows the PC software
to directly monitor the PSU status, to check that the system is
running correctly, and flag an error if it shuts down unexpectedly.
In this case, the PSU software would usually interrogate the PIC
for further details regarding the fault.
The PIC also controls the reset to the display panels from pin
1, and this is fed to IC2 pin 7 which in turn generates the RS422
signal on pins 5 and 6. This signal is asserted low while the
system is in standby mode, in order to blank the display panels
cleanly (otherwise they would fade out while the PSU voltage
decayed away), and minimise their power consumption from the
logic supply (typically 25 percent saving compared to when the
panels are running but blank). It therefore illuminates standby
LED2, via common emitter driver stage Q2; the transistor is
required to prevent the LED from pulling the PIC output voltage
out of tolerance.
The PIC reads the DTR signal from the PC, via pin 11 (from pin
20 of C3). This is normally toggled by the PC software when the
system is running, to provide the flash clocks to the display, and to
kick the PIC's internal standby timer to prevent it going into
standby mode. The PIC generates the two flash clocks on pins 17
and 18, which are converted to RS422 by IC2. Normally, the PIC
will simply set them to follow the PC DTR signal, so that they will
run in antiphase, but internal dividers can be set up on software
command, so that the clocks can run at entirely different rates,
with varying mark -space ratio.
Switch SW1d feeds directly into pin 10 of the PIC, and is used
to enable or disable standby mode. Because this is a common
function, it is also brought out to the outside world via PL4 pins 3
and 4, so that an external switch can be connected. The PIC also
directly drives LED4 (system booting) and LED1 (fault indication);
resistor R24 converts the open collector to a logic level for
monitoring via TP7. Note that link PL10 is provided so that LED4
can be disabled if, for example, it drains too much current for the
in -circuit programming to work (see below).

shown out of order on the circuit diagram - this made the layout
simpler). They also pass through switches SW1a to SW1c,
allowing the watchdogs to be selectively disabled for fault finding.
The other inputs to the AND gates are fed from config switches
SWle to SW1g, the other side of which are directly connected to
the reset line from pin 1 of the PIC. This reset line also feeds into
the enable signal on 101, which will tri-state its outputs when it is
asserted low. The net result is that the PIC monitors the display
watchdogs when the panels are out of reset, but reads the config
switches when they are in reset, effectively doubling the amount of
I/O available. In practice, the PIC only reads the switches when it
starts up, so needs to be reset or power cycled in order to pick up
changed settings.
Note that an intrinsic feature of the fail-safe nature of the
34C86 part (101) is that watchdogs for disconnected or absent
display panels will read "good", indicating a panel being present.
This is a deliberate aspect of the design, so that less than three
panels can be used with the board without having to manually
disable the watchdog signals; forcing the user to disable the
watchdogs for absent displays could be a hazard in the eventuality
of more panels being added at a later date, as they may forget to
re -enable them. The downside of this design is that certain panel
faults, such as an absent 5V supply, will not be picked up, but
these are not dangerous faults. Any single fault compromising the
safety of the system, such as a shorted 8V supply or failed row
drive transistor, will be detected. Since the PIC also uses the
watchdogs to report the number of panels fitted to the PC, the PC
software could check for a specific number of panels, and report
an error if less were discovered (this would provide close to 100
percent fault coverage).

Clocks and reset
The PIC is driven by a 4MHz clock, derived from XTAL1. This may
be a crystal or ceramic resonator; if using the former, then
capacitors C2 and C3 are typically chosen to be 33pF
Alternatively, if using a resonator, they are typically 47pF. Note that
you can use a three -terminal resonator, in which case the
capacitors are not required.
Though the PIC has an internal power -on reset circuit, this is
not adequate for slowly rising supply voltages, and provides no
protection against brown -out conditions. Therefore, the board
contains an external power -on reset circuit, consisting of C4, R16
and D2. A manual reset is available via button SW2, also brought
to the outside world via PL4 pins 1 and 2. R15 protects the button
from discharge currents from C4, while R19 protects the PIC
MCLR input from noise spikes. D2 ensures the capacitor is
discharged as the supply voltage falls.
An optional brown -out protection circuit can also be fitted (this
was not present on early issues of the QUICC-IDM board), based
around IC7, a DS1233-10 Econo-Reset device (this must be a
DS1233 device, not a DS1233A or DS1233M device). This will put
the system in reset whenever the supply voltage drops below 4.5V
(other tolerances are available, but this 10 percent tolerance
device is recommended because the PIC can work down to
4.0V). Link PL9 is present to allow the device to be disconnected
when the in -circuit programming feature is used (see below), as
the high voltages present on the PIC MCLR pin would otherwise
damage it (D5 attempts to provide some protection if this is done
inadvertently).

Watchdog signals

Miscellaneous

In order to provide fault monitoring capability, the three display
watchdogs are fed to the PIC pins 7, 8 and 9, via AND gates
IC5a, IC5b and IC5d respectively (note that the watchdogs are

The board provides full in -circuit programming capability via PL5.
More details on using this facility are given at the end of part 3 of
this project, but it basically allows you to program the device in -
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situ using any commercial or home-brew programmer that
supports the modern serial programming protocol. When using
the facility, 12.75V is applied via PL5 pin 4 to the PlC's MCUR pin,
so link PL9 must be opened to protect IC7 and allow
programming to take place. Programming clock and data signals
are applied via PL5 pins 2 and 3, respectively. The ground
connection should be made via PL5 pin 5, but you would not
normally connect to the supply voltage on pin 1. Note that LED4
will illuminate during programming, acting as a handy
programming indicator, but could present too much of a current
drain for some programmers to work. In this case, it can be
disabled via PL10.
The PIC firmware has three configurable timers stored in
internal eeprom. These can be adjusted via software commands
from the PC. The Standby timer determines how long the system
waits before going into standby mode since the last toggle of
DTR, or the.last "wake up" message sent from the PC. The two
other timers are concerned with booting the system from standby
mode:
When the system receives a "wake up" message from the PC
(or the standby switch is open), the PlC attempts to perform a
clean startup of the displays (to prevent their "sign on" message
appearing). Firstly, it takes the displays out of reset, extinguishing
LED2 (Standby) and illuminating LED4 (Boot). It then waits for the
Boot timer interval, giving the PC software a chance to blank the
display data, and switches on the PSU. illuminating LED3 (Run). It
then waits for the PSU Override timer interval before extinguishing
LED4 and beginning to monitor the display watchdogs. The PSU
Override timer therefore gives the PSU time to reach full output,
and defaults to 300ms; it may need to be lengthened for
particularly slow PSUs. The Boot timer defaults to 400ms, but can
be lengthened if required to prevent the PSU from being turned on
too rapidly after previously being turned off (especially if the PSU is
being switched at its mains input - some PSUs do not like short
interruptions to their mains supply).

is in parallel with SW1d (position 4 on the DIL switch), so this will
have to be left open circuit for the external switch to work;
alternatively, you could cut off pins 4 and 13 from the DIL switch
package (and file them down to ensure they don't short to the
board) before soldering it to the board. Note that the other DIL
switch positions are not brought to the outside world, as they are
for testing and debugging purposes only.
If you do not envisage changing the hardware flash clock
configuration (it can be programmed in software via commands to
the PIC, anyway), you can simply use four wire links for PL8,
linking pins 1,2 and 3,4 and 9,10 and 11,12. Also, most
programmers will have no trouble driving LED4, so PL10 can be
replaced by a wire link if desired. And if you always want a fixed
configuration for the PC comms, then PL7 can be replaced with
wire finks (see circuit description for configuration details).
If using a crystal for XTAL1. then the meta! can should be
anchored to the board by soldering it to one of the square pads
on the topside of the board; this is best done before C2 and C3
are fitted. For crystals, C2 and C3 are typically 33pF, but check
with your crystal manufacturer if in doubt. If using a 2 -pin ceramic
resonator, these capacitors are typically 47pF, though again this
may depend on the specific device being used. For the most cost
effective solution, use a 3 -pin resonator, and dispense with C2
and C3 altogether. Note that the XTAL1 pads are deliberately very
small, to prevent short circuits to the underside of the crystal body
(however, it is still best to use an insulating washer if possible). so
you should take extra care when soldering them.
If you never intend to use the in -circuit programming facility,
then you can dispense with PL5 and replace PL9 with a wire link.
D5 can also be omitted, and C4 reduced down to approximately
220nF, since it no longer has to provide power -on reset when PL9
is open. Alternatively, if full brown -out protection is not required,
you can simply omit IC7. D5 and PL9.
The optional opto/relay drive circuit 104, 09, R7, R8 and D4 is
highly dependent on the sort of power supply being used, and
can be omitted altogether if one of the original 8V supplies (or
another supply compatible with the drive from PL2) is being used.
Part 2 of this project gives details on choosing a suitable PSU, so
it is best to wait until the choice has been made before
constructing this part of the circuit.
When mounting PL1, it should be secured to the board using
M2.5 screws before soldering the pins, to prevent the solder joints
being stressed. This also applies to CONN1, if it is not a snap -in
design. For snap -in D types, solder the retaining lugs as well as
the data pins to provide additional mechanical strength.
IC sockets are recommended for all devices, including the
optdisolator IC4 (note that 6 -pin optos should be fitted to the right
hand side, with PCB pads 1 and 8 unconnected). Also, there are
a number of test points provided, but you don't have to fit them
all. To facilitate testing, fitting supply and ground points TP1-TP4 is
recommended.
Note that IC7 must be a DS1233-10 (or at a pinch DS1233-5).
The DS1233A and DS1233M devices cannot be used, as the
former is for 3.3V systems, and the latter has a completely different
pinout. As the device is physically small, the part number may be
difficult to see, so check it very carefully before fitting it to the board.
In order to see what the board is doing, you really need to
connect LEDs to the five Molex connectors along the front of the
board (LED1 to LED5). To save time and effort, you might as well
make up the LED assemblies that will go into the final system.
These are basically 30cm lengths of lightweight twisted pair wires,
with the LED soldered at one end (use insulating sleeving on the
joints), and a 2 -way Molex header on the other. Make sure that pin
1 of the connector goes to the LED anode.

Construction
A PCB layout diagram is shown in figure 2. This is identical to the
silk screen on ready made PCBs. The ready made board is a
double sided plated through hole design, so if you are
manufacturing your own non plated -through board, you must
ensure that all through -board connections are made by soldering
on both sides of the PCB. Via holes will have to be soldered via
pins or small wire links, and some components, such as IC
sockets, will have to be carefully chosen so that you can get
access to solder the component side of the PCB.
Assuming you are using a ready made board, construction is
very straightforward. The board has small pads, so you need a
reasonably fine soldering iron and good soldering skills. You
should also note that plated through boards are far more difficult
to desolder than single sided ones, so correcting mistakes could
be difficult and expensive, especially with multi -pin components
such as is sockets. I strongly recommend that you do not try to
solder ics directly to the board, as replacement in the case of
malfunction will then be impractical.
For this project, the board will be mounted in a case, with the
LEDs and some switches brought out to a separate control panel
via flying leads. Thus the five LED positions should be fitted with 2 way Molex headers, pin 1 to the anode connection on the left (the
plastic polarisation tab toward the front of the board), so that the
LEDs can be mounted remote from the board. ft is also a good
idea to use two 2 -way Molex headers for PL4, rather than one 4 way one, so that the Standby and Reset switches can be
individually plugged into the board. Note that the Standby switch
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For the proposed system, I recommend that you use high
brightness water clear LEDs, as they look very smart through
the clear freznel lenses that I also recommend. In order to
identify which colour is which, you could make the anode wire
match the LED colour (use grey or a different shade of green for
the second green LED). The cathode wire can be another
colour such as black. Once the assemblies are complete, plug
them into the appropriate connectors, as follows:
LED5 (Power) - green
LED4 (Boot) - orange
LED3 (Run) - green
LED2 (Standby) - yellow
LED1 (Fault) - red

program should indicate the presence of the board, and display
a block of information regarding the timer settings and switch
configuration (you can use the /v option to obtain more detailed
information). If the software fails to detect the board, then you
should check the cable and connections, and failing this U3
and the PIC itself (U6).
The three configuration switches SW1e to SW1g (labelled
C1 to C3) are only read by the PIC after reset or power -on, and
with the current PIC firmware, control the following:

Switch Cl - Force QUICC compatibility mode (when open). The
PIC will start the system whenever DTR is toggled by the PC,
rather than when it receives a specific start-up command. This
makes the board behave like the simple first generation QUICC
board.

You will need to power the board in order to test it, so you
should make up a twisted pair cable assembly to plug into PL3.
In order to minimise voltage drops, you should use moderately
thick wire, and terminate it in a 3 way Molex header, with +5V
going to pin 1 and OV to pin 2. Pin 3 is left unconnected. The
cable assembly should be approximately 50cm long, and the
wire colours should be red for 5V and black for OV.
Assuming you have configured the board as DTE, you will
need a serial cable in order to test the board with a PC. Such a
cable can be bought commercially, as a 9 way female - 9 way
female reversed or "null modem" cable. It may also be called an
"AT data transfer cable", because it can be used to connect
two PCs together. If you want to make up your own reversed
cable, the following connections are required:
RX pin 2 - TX pin 3
TX pin 3 - RX pin 2
DTR pin 4 - DSR pin 6
GND pin 5 - GND pin 5
DSR pin 6 - DTR pin 4

Switch C2 - Force "dumb" mode (when open). The PIC will no
longer send any responses to the PC (so it will think the board
is not present), but will still act on PC commands. If there is
something wrong with this switch, or connection to the PIC, the
board will not be detected by IDMUTIL..

Switch 03 - Write protect eeprom memory (when open). Any
attempts to adjust the timers will fail, because the PIC will not
update the stored settings in its non-volatile eeprom memory.
You can check the operation of these switches by changing
them, and resetting the PIC afterwards. As long as switch C2 is
closed, IDMUTIL will report whether any of the switches
(including the Standby switch) are open. IDMUTIL can also be
used to test LED1 (Fault) via the /t option, as long as you are
using the latest firmware (1.06 and above).
Further testing of the board can be done once you have
assembled a proper system, and this is covered in part 2 of this
project next month.

Hardware

If using the board as DCE, simply use a cable with the above
pins wired one to one between the two connectors.

The Display Panels can be purchased from myself or
Greenweld Electronics as surplus items, and currently cost £15
each inclusive. Some units suffered minor damage while being
removed from the original system, so it is a good idea to
request panels in good condition. I have also found
manufacturing faults in a few of them, including unsoldered
joints, an eprom leg bent under the device, and a reversed
polarity reset capacitor that was causing the panel to shut
down intermittently. It is a good idea to inspect each panel
carefully for this type of fault before using it in this system.
The double -sided Controller PCB currently costs £40: the
price includes the pre-programmed PIC (not copy protected),
and a disk containing all the PC software, documentation, and
the PIC hex files. The PIC source code is not included, though
you can buy it directly from myself - please enquire. If you
intend to make your own board, I can supply the PIC and
software for £20. If you wish to obtain display panels and/or
QUICC-IDM controller PCBs from myself, please write to: R. A.
Coward, 22 Alexandra Park, Queen Alexandra Road, High
Wycombe, Bucks HP11 2HJ or email enquiries to
rcoward@dev.madge.com. Service by mail order only; please
do not telephone or call. Please make cheques payable to R A.
Coward and add £9 postage and packaging to any order that
includes, or £5 if you are only buying boards and software.
Display panels have not been inspected or tested. While I would
attempt to ship the order as quickly as possible once payment
has been received, please allow up to 28 days for delivery.

Testing the board
Once assembly is complete, it is a good idea to take time
check carefully that all polarised components are the right way
round, and that all solder joints are sound. with no bridges or
splashes. It is also advisable to use a multimeter to check that
the supply rails are not shorted. Finally, ensure that DIL switch
position 4 (SBY) is open, and all others are closed.
Next, apply power to the board, preferably from a current
limited supply set to no more than 100mA (unless you have
used a bipolar device for IC2, where the limit should be more
like 200mA). If the power consumption rises above
approximately 60mA (150mA for bipolar 102), then there is a
fault, and you should turn off and re -check the board for
assembly faults.
Assuming everything is OK, you can do some basic testing:
LED5 (Power) should be lit, and when the reset button is
pushed, LED2 (Standby) should light briefly, then go out and
LED4 (Boot) should light. Shortly after this, LED3 (Run) should
light, and shortly after that LED4 (Boot) should extinguish. LED3
(Run) should remain lit, and LED1 (Fault) should not light at all.
If you have observed this operation, then the PIC is basically
functioning, though there could obviously be faults in the PC
and display panel communications. To test the PC interface,
you should connect the board to a COM port, and run the
IDMUTIL program (use the /2 option to use COM2). The
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Resistors
R1,3-5,16,22-24
R9-13, 17-18
R2, R14
R15, R19
R20-21
R6

R7-8

10k resistor 0.25W 5 percent
330R resistor 0.25W 0.25W 5 percent
1k resistor 0.25W 0.25 W 5 percent
220R resistor 0.25W 5 percent
3k3 resistor 0.25W 5 percent
10k 8 -way 9 -pin resistor network
Application dependant (see text)

Semiconductors
IC1

IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5
IC6
IC7

01

02, 03
D1,D3,D4,D5
D2

34C86 quad RS422 line receiver (Farnell 406-843)
34C87 quad RS422 line driver (Farnell 406-430)
MAX233 dual RS232 transceiver (Farnell 407-215)
4N32 opto isolator (see text)
74HC08 quad 2 input AND gate
PIC16C84 PIC micro (pre-programmed)
DS1233-10 econo-reset 10 percent (Maplin LE15R)
BC182L NPN transistor
BC212L PNP transistor (see text for 03)
1N4007 1A rectifier diode (see text for 04)
1N4148 signal diode

External LEDs (water clear, high brightness):
LED1

LED2
LED4
LED3, LED5

Red 5mm LED (eg RS 260-9485)
Yellow 5mm LED (eg RS 260-9508)
Amber/Orange 5mm LED (eg RS 260-9514)
Green 5mm LED (eg RS247-1678)

Connectors
J1

PL1

PL2, PL4a+b, PL9
LED1-LED5
PL3
PL5
PL6
PL7, PL8
PL10

9 -way male right angled D type (Farnell 150-750)
26 -way right angled IDC header (Farnell 249-245)
2 -way Molex header (PL4 in 2 parts) (Farnell 143-139)
2 -way Molex header (see text) (Farnell 143-139)
3 -way Molex header (Farnell 143-140)
5 -way Molex header (Farnell 146-698)
6 -way Molex header (Farnell 143-142)
Dual 8 -way pin header (Farnell 672-063)
2 -way pin header/wire link (see notes)

Capacitors
C1

C2, C3
C4
C5 - C9

100uF electrolytic capacitor 16V
33pF or 47pF ceramic capacitor (see text)
2u2 tantalum capacitor 10y
10-100nF polyester or ceramic capacitor

Miscellaneous
TP1-TP9
PL7,PL8,PL9
U3
6
U1, U2
U5
PL1
XTAL1
SW1

SW2

2144 or 2145 1mm dia. Veropin (see text)
Shorting links for headers
20 -way DIL socket
18 -way DIL socket
16 -way DIL socket
14 -way DIL socket
M2.5 screws and nuts
4MHz crystal or resonator (see text)
8 -way dil switch (Farnell 145-432)
click switch (Farnell 151-143)

Suppliers:
R. A. Coward, 22 Alexandra Park, Queen Alexandra Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP11 2HJ. Email:
rcoward@dev.madge.com.
Greenweld Electronic Components, 27E Park Road, Southampton, S015 3UQ. Tel. 01703 236363 Fax 01703 236307.
4

Farnell Electronic Components: Canal Road, Leeds, LS12 2TU. Tel 0113 263 6311.
Electromail: PO Box 33, Corby, Northants NN17 9EL. Tel 01536 405555.
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Tracking Filter
Unit
This unusual guitar effect reminiscent
of a Theramin uses a phase locked loop
and switched capacitor filter to track
changes in the guitar's pitch.
Robert Penfold
am always reluctant to claim that anything is new,
particularly when dealing with guitar effects, but
this tracking filter effect is certainly one that I have
not encountered previously. Its primary effect is to
filter the guitar so that it has a much more pure
sound. It does not quite filter the signal to the point where a
sinewave is obtained, but it comes quite close to achieving
this! The purity of the sound, together with a slight tremolo
effect as the filter initially locks onto each note from the guitar,
gives a weird and wonderful effect. Although there is no slide
from one note to the next, the sound is reminiscent of a
Theramin, or a synthesiser set up to give that sort of effect.
The unit has a second mode of operation which "notch"
filtering. This results in the fundamental frequency disappearing
as the filter locks onto each note from the guitar. To my ears at
any rate, the "notch" effect is less musical than the lowpass
type, but others might not agree.

another. For example, applying heavy lowpass filtering to a
squarewave type can produce something approximating to a
triangular signal.
This type of sound manipulation is easy with an analogue
synthesiser because both the tone generators and the filters
are voltage controlled. With some simple adjustments of the
synthesiser's controls the filter will automatically track the tone
generator. This ensures that the effect remains constant over a
wide range of pitches. Matters are more difficult when this type
of filtering is applied to a guitar, because there is no easy way
of making the filter track changes in the guitar's pitch. Without
accurate tracking neither the "notch" nor the lowpass filter
effects are usable over a range of more than a few semitones.
Although there is no way of producing a really simple tracking
filter, a circuit of this type does not need to be particularly
complex either. Tracking filters are actually quite common in
test equipment and communications.

Keeping track

Phased locked loop

Repetitive waveforms consist of a fundamental frequency plus
harmonics (multiples) of that frequency. A sinewave is a tone
where harmonics are totally absent, giving this type of
waveform its characteristically pure sound. With all other
repetitive waveforms at least one harmonic is present, and with
many waveforms there are numerous strong harmonics.
Harmonics tend to be strongest with waveforms that have fast
leading and/or trailing edges, such as squarewaves and pulse
types. In the world of analogue sound synthesis it is quite
normal to use filtering to modify one waveform and produce

There are purely analogue approaches to the problem, but
most circuits of this type are based on a phase -locked loop
(PLL). A phase -locked loop uses the arrangement shown in the
block diagram of figure 1. The basic action of the circuit is to
maintain the output of the voltage -controlled oscillator (VCO) at
the same frequency has the input signal, and also in phase
with that signal. The output of the VCO and the input signal are
applied to the inputs of a phase comparator. The output signal
from the phase comparator consists of a pulse stream, and
these pulses are smoothed by a lowpass filter to produce the
control voltage for the VCO. If the VCO lags behind the input
signal in phase of frequency, the output voltage from the
lowpass filter goes much higher. Conversely, the output voltage

S1

OUTPUT

INPUT

OUTPUT

INPUT
C1

I

(.1

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) conventional C -R low-pass filter and (b) the switched
capacitor equivalent

Figure 1: the simple arrangement used in a phase -locked loop
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Getting it together

from the lowpass filter goes much lower if the output from the
VCO leads the input signal in terms of phase, or is at a higher
frequency. This locks the phase and frequency of the VCO to
the input signal by means of a conventional negative feedback
action.
On the face of it, this is all very clever but does not help to
produce a tracking filter. However, together with some
additional circuitry a phase -locked loop can provide an
extremely effective tracking filter. The other main ingredient is a
switched capacitor filter. A conventional C -R lowpass filter uses

the arrangement shown in figure 2a, and the switched
capacitor equivalent of this is shown in figure 2b. In a practical
switched capacitor filter the switch is an electronic type and a
clock oscillator controls it. In the C -R version of the filter the
resistor limits the rate at which current and flow into and out of
the capacitor. If the input voltage changes slowly the signal
across the capacitor is virtually the same as the input signal,
but at higher frequencies the capacitor cannot charge and
discharge fast enough to accurately track the input potential.
The higher the input frequency, the lower the output amplitude
will be for a given input level. The ultimate attenuation rate for a
single stage filter is just six decibels per octave, which means
that each doubling of the input frequency halves the circuit's

The block diagram of figure 3 shows how a phase -locked
loop and a switched capacitor filter are used to produce the
tracking filter used in this effects unit. A phase -locked loop
is very good at handling input signals that contain
substantial amounts of noise. However, it is still necessary
to produce a reasonably "clean" input signal if the circuit is
to lock quickly and reliably onto the input signal. Guitars
represent awkward signal sources for this type of thing due
to the strong harmonic content of their output signals, and
the changes that occur during the course of each note.
Some signal conditioning is therefore required ahead of the
phase -locked loop.
The first stage is simply a preamplifier with a preset gain
control. This stage merely acts as a buffer when the unit is
used with high -output pick-ups, but with low -output types it is
used to boost the signal by a factor of about 10. The next
stage provides further voltage gain, together with a substantial
amount of lowpass filtering. Although only a single stage filter
is used, the cut-off frequency is set quite low so that the
harmonics on most input signals are severely attenuated. The
signal is then applied to a trigger circuit that provides a (more
or less) squarewave output signal.
Unaided, the phase -locked loop will provide a clock signal
for the switched capacitor filter that is equal to the input
frequency. In this case, we require a clock frequency that is
one hundred times input frequency, and this is achieved by
including two divide by 10 circuits between the output of the
VCO and the input of the phase comparator. The phase locked loop still operates in much the same way as normal,
but it is the signal at the output of the divider chain that is
kept in phase with the input signal. This provides the required
clock signal from the output of the VCO, at one hundred times
the input frequency. This is used as the clock signal for a four stage switched capacitor filter that can operate in the lowpass
and "notch" modes. A bandpass output is also available, but
is not used in this case as it provides much the same effect as
the one available at the lowpass output. The output signal
from a switched capacitor filter is stepped type that is
effectively modulated slightly by the clock signal. A lowpass
filter at the output of the unit removes the stepping to produce
a "clean" output signal.

gain.

The switched capacitor filter operates in a similar fashion. If
the input voltage rises, C1 charges to this new potential when
the switch is set to the left, and discharges into C2 when the
switch is set to the opposite position. If the input potential falls,
C1 charges from C2 when the switch is in the right hand
position, and discharges into the input circuit when SW1 is set
to the left. In the practical filter the value of C1 is made very
much lower than that of C2, and it therefore takes several
switch cycles for the output voltage to respond to changes in
the input potential. Like the resistor in a C -R filter, the switch
and the capacitor restrict the rate at which current can flow
between the input and output of the filter. The crucial factor in
this case is that the faster the switch is operated the higher the
cut-off frequency of the filter. The ratio of the clock frequency
to the cut-off remains constant over a wide frequency range. In
practical switched capacitor filters the circuit values are
normally arranged to give a ratio between the clock frequency
and cut-off frequency that is either 50 to 1 or 100 to 1.

GAIN
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Figure 3: the block diagram for the Tracking Filter Effects Unit
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Figure 4: the circuit of the Tracking Filter Effects Unit
In practice there is a slight flaw with this arrangement in that it
works very well when a reasonably strong input signal is present,
but it gives unpredictable results when there is little or no input
signal. What tends to happen is that the VCO drops to a low
frequency as the input signal drops below a usable level, giving
slight but noticeable audio tones and noises on the output. The
easiest solution to this problem is to include a simple noise gate
action in the circuit. An electronic switch is included between the
output of the switched capacitor filter and the input of the lowpass
filter. The control signal for the electronic switch is generated by first
amplifying the input signal, and then rectifying and smoothing it to
produce a DC output level that is roughly proportional to the
strength of the input signal. This voltage is used to operate a simple
trigger circuit. If the input level is high enough, the output voltage
from the smoothing circuit will activate the trigger circuit, which will
then turn on the electronic switch. When the input signal drops
below a certain threshold level, there is an inadequate voltage to
operate the trigger circuit, and the electronic switch is turned off.
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The circuit
The main circuit diagram for the tracking filter effects unit appears
in figure 4. and the circuit for the switched capacitor filter is
shown in figure 5. Starting with the main circuit, IC1a is used in
the preamplifier stage and operates as a straightforward non inverting mode amplifier. It provides an input impedance of about
50k, which is a good match for most guitar pickups. The voltage
gain varies from the unity with RV1 at minimum resistance to
about 46 times with this preset at maximum value. Output levels
tend to vary substantially from one guitar to another, but the gain
range available from RV1 should enable the unit to work well with
any normal electric guitar. 101b is used in the amplifier/fitter stage,
and it operates in the inverting mode. The lowpass filtering is
obtained by including C6 in the negative feedback loop. At low
audio frequencies, IC1b has closed loop voltage gain of about 25
times, but at high frequencies C6 produces increased feedback
and reduces the gain of the circuit.
IC2 acts as a conventional inverting trigger circuit. R8 and R9
bias the non -inverting input to about one-third of the supply
potential, which is lower than the (approximately) haft supply output
voltage from IC1 b. Under standby conditions the output of IC2
therefore goes low, but on negative output haft cycles from IC1 b
the input voltage goes below one-third of the supply voltage and
the output triggers to the high state. Although the input signal to
the trigger will normally be to some extent clipped, and will always
be heavily filtered, it will almost certainly contain some irregularities.
R10 is therefore used to provide a substantial amount of hysteresis
in an attempt to further combat these irregularities.
The phase -locked loop is based on the CMOS 40468E low power phase -locked loop chip (IC3). The timing components for
the VCO are resistor R11 and capacitor C7. The only other discrete
components that are required are those in the single stage lowpass
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This gives the required noise gate action, and the gain control in
the amplifier stage enables a suitable threshold level to be set.
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Figure 5: The circuit of the switched capacitor filter
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Figure6: the component layout for the stripboard

characteristic to the output signal. Capacitor C9 couples the
output of IC6 to a simple half wave rectifier and smoothing
circuit based on D1 and D2. Due to the low source impedance
the smoothing circuit has a very fast attacked time, and the
gate therefore opens almost instantly when a new note is
played. In order to produce a properly smoothed output signal
the decay time must be much longer, but it is still kept
reasonably short so that the gate responds quickly when the
output from the guitar decays to a low level. IC7 is used in the
trigger circuit, which is a conventional non -inverting type. The
hysteresis provided by R19 helps to avoid instability when the
output voltage from the smoothing circuit is close to the
threshold level.
The electronic switch in the gate circuit is one of the four
CMOS analogue switches in IC8. No connections are made to
the other three switches. The output of IC8 is coupled to a
third order lowpass filter that has IC9 as the buffer amplifier.
With the clock circuit operating at 100 times the input
frequency, the clock frequency will be at the upper end of the
audio range when low notes are played on the guitar. The cutoff frequency of the lowpass filter therefore has to be set quite
low so that audible breakthrough of the clock signal is
avoided. The cut-off frequency of the filter is at approximately
2.5 kHz. It is important that the gate circuit does not introduce
large switching glitches. It effectively forms a simple "hold"
circuit in conjunction with the lowpass filter, and this helps to
avoid "click" sounds as the gate switches on and off. SW2
enables all the filtering to be bypassed, and acts as the effect
in/out control.
Turning now to the switched capacitor filter, this is based on
the MF1OCN dual switched capacitor filter chip (1010). This has
four filter stages used in two second order state -variable filters.
The lowpass filtering is obtained by using the two fitters in
series, giving an attenuation rate of 24dB per octave. The

filter. These are R12 and C8, but there is an additional resistor in
the fitter (R13). This resistor serves no obvious purpose, and it
would seem to do nothing more th4iincrease the ripple level on
the output of the filter. Without this resistor the phase -locked loop
works well with a noise -free input signal, but in real -world
applications the circuit does not lock reliably onto the input signal.
Instead, it overshoots slightly one way then the other. The practical
result in this application is a strong tremolo effect on the output
signal. Including R13 in the circuit avoids this overshoot problem,
and ensures that the circuit locks onto the input signal quite rapidly.
A slight tremolo effect is generated at the beginning of each note,
but this does not significantly detract from the effect, and if anything
probaby enhances it slightly.
The 4046BE phase -locked loop is rather unusual in that it has
two phase comparators. The one that has its output at pin two
provides normal operation with the VCO operating at its centre
frequency with no input signal. In this rase it is the other phase
comparator that is utilised, and this has its output at pin 13. Under
standby conditions this comparator allows the output frequency to
drop to the point where the VCO cuts off. This second comparator
has the advantage of enabling the phase -locked loop to operate
over a much wider frequency range, which is important in an
application of this type where the input frequency can vary over
several octaves. IC4 and IC5 are CMOS 4017BE one of 10
decoders, but in this application they are both used as simple
divide by 10 circuits. They are driven by the output of the VCO at
pin four of IC 3, and the divided by 100 signal is fed to the phase
comparator inputs at pin 3.

The amplifier at the input of the noise gate is based on IC6,
which is a non -inverting mode circuit. Its voltage gain can be
varied from unity with RV2 at minimum resistance to just under
ten times with this control at maximum resistance. This enables
the threshold level to be set high enough to remove the
unwanted noises, but low enough to give a reasonable sustain
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Construction
The component layout for the stripboard appears in figure 6,
and the breaks in the copper strips on the underside of the
board are shown in figure 7. The board measures 62 holes by
39 strips, which is a standard size in which stripboard is sold.
Construction of the board is largely straightforward, but with a
board of this size it is essential to proceed carefully if errors are
to be avoided. The three mounting holes in the board are
about 3.2 millimetres in diameter, and they will accept 6BA or
metric M3 bolts. The MF10CN, CA3140E, and 4000 series
CMOS devices are all vulnerable to static charges, and require
the standard anti -static handling precautions. It is probably
best to fit all the integrated circuits into holders rather than
soldering them direct to the board, but it is essential to use
holders for the MOS devices. A number of link -wires are
required, and these are made from 24 swg enamelled copper
wire. It is advisable to insulate the longer links with PVC
sleeving so that there is no risk of any accidental short circuits.

notch filtering is provided by the first state -variable filter, and
the second filter is unused in this mode. Mode switch SW3
selects the required output signal. The MF10CN is primarily
designed for use with dual (+/-) 5 -volt supplies, but it can also
work with a single supply rail if some of its inputs are biased to
half the supply voltage. R23 and R24 provide this bias potential.
The MF1OCN can operate with the clock signal at 50 or 100
times the cut-off frequency, and in this case the 100 to 1 mode
is selected by connecting pin 12 to the mid -supply bias circuit.
This mode keeps the clock frequency as high as possible,
which helps to avoid audible clock breakthrough at the output.
The current consumption of the circuit is typically about 15
to 17 milliamps. Although the MF10CN is designed for
operation with a 10 -volt supply, it actually operates quite well
from a 9 -volt battery. Due to the fairly high current
consumption it is best to use a "high -power" PP3 size battery,
or six AA cells in a holder. AA cells represent the cheaper
means of powering the unit.

Provided the polyester capacitors have 7.5 millimetre (0.3 inch)
lead spacing they should fit into this layout quite easily. C7 should
either be a Mylar capacitor or a polyester type having 2.5 millimetre
(0.1 inch) lead spacing. In order to keep the layout reasonably
compact it has been necessary to use vertical mounting for a few
of the resistors. This method is somewhat less strong and reliable
than horizontal mounting, but it should be perfectly adequate
provided the component leads are cut very short. Connect single sided solder pins to the board at the points where connections will
eventually be made to the sockets, controls, and battery. 'Tin" the
tops of these pins with a generous amount of solder.
The circuit board is slightly too large to permit the unit to be
built as a small foot -pedal unit, but it can be housed in a medium
size aluminium box or an instrument case. I would not
recommend using a plastic case for this type of project. A steel
instrument case with an aluminium front panel is used to house

Figure 7: the underside view of the stripboard
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Figure 8: details of the hard wiring (use in conjunction with figure 6)

there will probably be a lack of sustain from the guitar, and it might
be difficult to get much output at all. Advancing RV2 in a clockwise
direction should improve matters, but do not advance it so far that
notes sustain beyond the point where the phase -locked loop locks
reliably. If RV2 is given a suitable setting when playing a high note,
good results should be obtained on all other notes.
Obviously the unit can only track one frequency at a time,
which means that your playing has to be strictly one note at a
time. The more "cleanly" you play the notes, the more quickly and

the prototype. This is tough, but also gives a very neat
appearance. If the unit will be powered from an AA battery pack,
make sure that you choose a case that can accommodate
everything. A PP3 size battery will fit into practically any nook or
cranny, but six AA cells in a holder require more space than you

reliably the unit will track from note to note. If there is a tendency
for the filter to jump an octave high on some notes, increasing the
value of C6 to about 33n should cure the problem. However, this
will reduce the ability of the unit to sustain high notes (making it
necessary to readjust RV2), so do not make C6 any higher in

would think. If SW2 and (or) SW3 are to be foot operated, they
must be reasonably tough pushbutton switches mounted on the
top panel of the case. They can be either momentary action or
successive operation switches, depending on the method of
control you desire. The other controls and the sockets are
mounted on the front panel of the case. The general layout is not
critical, but try to have the sockets reasonably well spaced from
the controls. Jack plugs are quite large, and it is and with
inadequate spacing the controls might be difficult to use once
leads have been connected to the sockets. The circuit board is
mounted on the base panel. and spacers about 6 millimetres or
longer are used on the mounting bolts to keep the connections on
the underside of the board well clear of the metal case.

value than is really necessary.

esistors
II 0.25 W 5 percent carbon
1,2,12,16

100k

3,4

2k2
10k
56k
3k9
1k8
15k
5k6
33k
1M
4k7

5,6,10,15,18
7

8

9,13
11

14
17

To complete the unit, add the hard wiring (figure 8). This
offers nothing out of the ordinary, except that C16 is wired
between SW2 and SK2, and is not on the circuit board. There
should be no difficulty here provided the ends of its leadout
wires are "tinned" with solder prior to wiring it into position. It is
advisable to use a screened lead to connect SK1 to the circuit
board. This should minimise any stray pickup of the clock
signal at the input of the circuit.

19

20,21,22

100k min hor preset
47k min hor preset

1/1

RV2

Capacitors
1,17,19
2,4,11,18
3,16
5

Adjustment and use

6

The unit connects between the guitar and the guitar amplifier using
standard screened jack leads. Start with RV1 and RV2 at roughly
central settings. With SW2 set to the "Out" position, adjust RV1 for
the highest resistance (most clockwise setting) that does not result
in any clipping and noticeable distortion on the output signal. With
low output guitars there will be a significant amount of voltage gain
through the unit, and the volume control of the guitar amplifier will
have to be backed -off accordingly. Next switch in the effect using
SW2 (either mode will do). With RV2 set fully counter -clockwise

7

8

9, C10
C12
C13
C14
C15

100u 10V radial elect
1u 50V radial elect
10u 25V radial elect
4u7 50V radial elect
15n polyester
1n Myler
470n polyester
2u2

33n polyester
47n polyester
3n3 polyester
100n ceramic

Semiconductors
IC1

IC2, IC7
IC3
IC4, IC5
IC6, IC9
IC8
IC10
01, D2

TL072CP
CA3140E
4046BE
40176E
TL071CP
4016BE
MF1OCN
1N4148

Miscellaneous
SW1

SW2. SW3
SK1, SK2
131

Rotary on/off switch
SPDT (2 off - see text)
Standard jack socket (2 off)
9 volt (PP3 or 6 x AA cells in

holder)
Metal case about 180 x 150 x 50mm, 0.1 inch pitch
stripboard 62 holes by 39 strips, 8 -pin dil holder (5
off), 14 -pin dil holder, 16 -pin dii holder (3 off), 20 der battery connector, wire, solder, etc.
pin
"
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Ionising Radiation
and

Ionisation Chambers
Douglas Clarkson

While the techniques for measuring levels of ionising radiation have multiplied
considerably, the core of accurate dosimetry remains with the various types of
ionisation chamber.
hus the series of National and International
standards relating to dosimetry of ionising
radiation specifically relate to the performance
of ionisation chambers of standard design
within known fields of ionising radiation.
It is easier to maintain the physical characteristics of an
ionisation chamber than, for example, a solid state
detector incorporating a semiconductor whose properties
could change with exposure to radiation.
In the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with the
human body, there are levels of photon energy that can
induce ionisation in, for example, air and tissue, and
photon energies which are not energetic enough to do so.
Generally the threshold of photon energy for ionisation is
around 5 to 25 eV (electron volts). The fact that ionising
radiation can induce cellular damage and in particular can
damage DNA that makes the accurate measurement of
ionising radiation so important.
It is not widely appreciated that even though non ionising radiation such as ultra violet does not actually
induce ionisation, these photons still have enough energy
to degrade DNA in living cells by the direct coupling of
energy to the individual chemical bonds within strands of
DNA. Fortunately, the effect normally only takes place in
the very superficial layers of skin.

rate at which the angle of separation of the two gold
leaves decreased. The early quantitative measurements on
radioactivity took place on equipment such as this. These
devices were still in use at Glasgow University in
undergraduate laboratories in the late 1960s.

The modern challenge
Using modest constructional care and operational
amplifiers of high quality as regards leakage current, it is
possible, in theory, to make an ionisation chamber to
detect ionising radiation of the order of background levels.
Some of the theory of ionisation chambers is helpful in
order to appreciate the challenge of detection and the
usefulness of such techniques in investigating the
environment.
At its most basic, an ionisation chamber can be
represented in figure 2. Where ionising radiation
generates ion pairs in air, the established electric field will
tend to sweep the charges onto the plates of the chamber.
The generalised response of the chamber as a function of
electric field strength is summarised in figure 3. On the
first plateau at around a field strength of 100 V/cm almost
all of the ion pairs being generated will be collected. At
higher field strengths current

The early days

The threshold of photon energy capable of inducing
ionisation in, air and tissue, is around 5 to 25 eV

One of the most basic items of equipment used to monitor
levels of ionising radiation was the gold leaf electroscope
(figure 1). Initially a nylon rod would be charged up with a
piece of fabric and the rod brought into contact with the
upper plate of the unit. This would cause a charge of
opposite polarity to be induced on the inner conductive
plate, which was in turn connected to a suspended gold
leaf whose two halves would move apart as a measure of
the initial charge content of the device.
As ionising radiation entered the enclosure, charges
would begin to neutralise the field inside the electroscope
and the angular separation of the leaf would decrease with
time. The activity of the source would be related to the

The fact that ionising radiation can damage tissue
and DNA makes accurate measurement of ionising
radiation important
Early quantitative measurements on radioactivity took
place using gold leaf electroscopes. These were still
in use in undergraduate labs in the late 1960s
High quality op -amps make it possibly, in theory, to
detect naturally -occurring background levels of
ionising radiation
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UPPER METAL PLATE
INSULATOR PLATE
AND COLUMN

SEALED
AIR SPACE

MOVING
GOLD
LEAF
BASE
SUPPORT

Figure 1: the basic structure of gold leaf electroscope

Multiplication takes place as electrons pick up sufficient
energy to cause secondary ionisation of the gas. This is the
mode of operation of the proportional counter. At even
higher levels of field strength, however, avalanche
breakdown takes place as utilised in the Geiger -Muller
tube. With the chamber functioning as an ionisation
chamber or as a proportional counter, the output signal of
effectively collected charge is proportional to the incident
level of ionisation activity. In the Geiger -Muller mode,
however, the information has been degraded to that of
counts and the relative contribution of each initiatory pulse
of radiation is largely lost. Figure 4 summarises the typical
relative response of different types of radiation detection as
a function of photon energy.

Detection modes
The basic options for measuring the output of an ionisation
chamber are to integrate its charge or to produce a direct
readout of radiation activity at any time. The specific
circuits are shown in figure 5a (direct) and figure 5b
(integration).

Figure 2: the basic design of ionisation chamber

Where, for example, the radiation output of an x-ray set
is being determined, the integration mode will be selected
since essentially the system will be integrating only for the
time during which the x-ray set is activated.
One of the earliest measurements of levels of radiation
was that of exposure, defined in units of Roentgen and
equivalent to the amount of radiation that would produce
2.58 x 10' Coulombs of charge per kg of air under
standard conditions. This is also equivalent to 1.61 x 10'5
ion pairs per kg, equivalent to 0.00869 J/kg of air. The
advantage of measuring exposure was the ability to
measure the relative 'activity' of radiation through the
mechanism of air ionisation.
The Radiation Absorbed Dose relates to the actual
energy absorbed (in Joules) per kg by a specific medium.
The unit of absorbed dose is that of the Gray. Working from
the definition of the Roentgen, an exposure of 1 Roentgen
in air will deposit 0.008690 J/kg, which is equivalent to an
absorbed dose of 0.00869 Gy in air.

Dose equivalent
The dose equivalent in units of Sievert is given by :

dose equivalent = absorbed dose (Gy) x Q x N

where 0 is the quality factor which reflects the ability of the
particular type of radiation to initiate tissue damage. For the
present N is assigned a value of 1 and reflects the possible
effect of dose rate or system of fractionation of the radiation
into smaller doses of radiation.
For x-rays, gamma rays
and electrons the value of Q
is unity and for alpha
AVALANCHE
particles Q has a value of
REGION

PROPORTIONAL
COUNTING

mw

2 cc

atr

IONISATION
CHAMBER

00

ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH
Figure 3: response of ionisation chamber as a function of established electric field. At increasing field
value the chamber enters a region of proportional counting followed by an avalanche region as used
in Geiger -Muller configuration
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20.

The key property of an
ionisation chamber will be its
current sensitivity. The
detection of ionisation
currents of the order of
femto-amps (10-1
associated with detection
levels of the order of
background levels is a
severe limitation. When an
ionisation chamber is used
to measure the activity of an
x-ray exposure, the peak
current will be many
thousand times that of
background.

The absorbed dose in dry air is given by:
Da = Qm/dV

2.0

where:

Q is the charge of either sign produced in the chamber
d is the density of air
m is the energy in Joules required to release 1 Coulomb of
charge (33.97 J/C)

ION CHAMBER

--

G -M TUBE

SCINTILLATION
COUNTER (Na I)

It is important initially to determine the typical equivalent
current produced in the chamber at a given rate of
absorbed dose such as 1 micro Gray per hour for a range
of sizes of ionisation chamber.
The ionisation current, I, is given by:
I

/

i

t

I

10

0.1

10.0

PHOTON ENERGY (MeV)

Figure 4: a summary of the response of different types of
radiation detector as a function of photon energy

= Da d V 0.000001/m 3600 A

In terms of recombination, two main types can be
distinguished. In initial or columnar recombination,
ion/electron recombination can take place where
recombination takes place in relation to a specific charged
particle track. This effect is primarily taking place due to the
initial proximity of the charged species. In what is known as
general or volume recombination, the effect is one of
interaction between the opposing charge species as they
make their way to the respective electrodes. This form of
recombination has a component of dose rate dependence,
since the greater the number of charge species per unit
volume the greater the chance of recombination taking place.

where Da is the value of rate of absorbed dose in Micro
Gray per hour.
Assuming a nominal value of density of 1.2 kg/m3,
figure 6 indicates the value of maximum current assuming all released charge is in fact collected - for a
range of values of absorbed dose rate and size of
chamber. This approach provides a useful way of
predicting the sensitivity of an ionisation chamber,
although each chamber has to be individually calibrated
against known input radiation field parameters.
With a lower limit of absorbed dose due to background
radiation of 0.1 micro Gy per hour, it is only with relatively
large chambers of capacity several litres and above that
detection of background levels is possible using even ultra
low bias current operational amplifiers.

Figure 7 indicates the typical variation of the ratio of collected
current to produced current as a function of ionisation
chamber potential. It is not possible, however, within the
function of the ionisation chamber, to produce total collection
by increasing the field strength, since with increased field
strength free electrons acquire sufficient kinetic energy during
their mean free path to ionise the next atom encountered which is the effect exploited in proportional counters.

There is also an influence if the radiation is pulsed or
continuous.
The mobility of electrons is typically 1000 cm/sec per
V/cm and that of a negative/positive ion around 1 cm/sec
per V/cm. If the electron can be prevented from forming
negative ions by attracting a neutral gas molecule, then
the electron can be swept out of the chamber rapidly thus preventing recombination from taking place. Some
degree of attaching of electrons to gas molecules will take
place in air which contains the gases oxygen and water
vapour which are described as electronegative. Improved
performance can be achieved by using pure forms of
nitrogen and carbon dioxide or argon and helium which
are non electronegative.

Figure 5a: the basic design of charge integration circuit

Figure 5b: the basic design of current to voltage converter circuit

Recombination Factors
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Photoelectric effect
-12

10

-

In the photoelectric effect a different mechanism is
involved in the transfer of energy to the electron. In this
case the electroh is assumed to be bound within the
target atom with a given value of so called binding energy.
The electron prbceeds to absorb all of the energy of the
photon and is ejected from the atom with the energy of
the photon less that of the binding energy. For carbon, the
Compton effect takes over from the photoelectric effect at

Vol - 1000m1

Vol - 10000m1

10-'3
MAXIMUM

IONISATION 10-14
CURRENT (A)

around 70 keV.
As the charged particle (electron) proceeds through the

1- 6

10

0.1

1.0

10.0

100

absorbing medium, the electron can interact with the
target medium in a number of ways. In so called 'soft'
collisions where the electron passes some distance from
an atom, the coulomb field of the electron will tend to
impart energy to the whole atom - resulting on occasions
in the ejection of a valence electron.
About half of the energy of charged particles will be
absorbed in this way. When the charged particle interacts
with the atom directly, and approaches within an order of
magnitude of the atomic diameter, a direct impact with an
electron can take place - resulting in the emission of a

1000

ABSORBED DOSE RATE (MICRO GRAY PER HOUR)

Figure 6: calculated values of maximum collected current for
'perfect' ionisation chambers of different volume as a function of
absorbed dose rate in micro Gy per hour

Energy can be considered to be lost by a charged
particle as it produces ion pairs and also by the
mechanism of producing excitation of the energy levels of
the atoms/ions. It is relevant, however, to refer to the
mean energy typically in electron volts (eV) of a charged
particle to produce an ion pair. This is given by the energy
of the particle divided by the mean number of ion pairs
produced.
In the example of helium, approximately 60 percent of
initial particle energy is required to produce ionisation, 20
percent into excitation of electrons and 20 percent into
heating the gas without further excitation or ionisation. In
air a typical value or around 34 eV is used as a working
value. For an electric field in excess of 50 V/cm, the
collected charge will be approximately in excess of 70

delta ray.

On the track of a charged particle these can be seen as
spurs on the main track of the particle. Although these
collisions are much less frequent, a comparable amount of
energy is dissipated in this way, since a large proportion of
energy is lost in such a 'hard' collision. The resulting 'hole'
in the electron structure of the atom will be filled by
releasing of energy in the atom - resulting in the
production of characteristic x-rays of the absorbing
material.

percent.

Gamma Ray Interactions
The dose of background radiation which it is hoped to be
detected by the ionisation chamber will originate from a
range of sources. The main contribution will be that of
gamma rays which lose their energy by the principal
means of the Compton effect and the photoelectric effect.
The Compton effect is essentially a 'billiard ball' interaction
between the incoming photon of the gamma ray and a
notionally 'unbounded, stationary' electron in a target
atom. The reaction for the Compton effect requires that
both energy and momentum are conserved. The outcome
of the interaction results in the production of an electron
with kinetic energy which is subsequently lost by collisions
within the absorbing medium.
At each Compton interaction a fraction of the energy of the
gamma ray will be lost. The problem for the ionisation
chamber is that the flight of the gamma ray from its point of
origin to its final end point will be quite random and will take
place with a volume typically larger than that of the chamber.

The maximum energy which is transferred to the
electron varies with incident energy and angle of scatter of
the gamma ray. In general, Compton scattering can input
large fraction of energy to the electron for large incident
photon energies for a given scattering angle.
For a photon energy around 100 keV, however, values of
energy transferred to electrons would be at most of the
order of a few tens of key. An electron receiving 10 keV
would be able to produce a total of around 300 electron
pairs if all the energy was translated into ion pair production.

Figure 7: typical variation of the ratio of collected current to
produced current as a function of ionisation chamber potential
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Sources of natural
radiation
The ionising component of
cosmic radiation produces
at sea level an average
dose rate of 0.03 micro Sv
per hour. This cosmic
radiation originates within
and outside our own
galaxy and with a variable
component of lower energy
species from the sun. A
value of around 0.05
micro -Gray per hour would
be typical of the absorbed
dose rate from this
component. This
component increases with
altitude as the air gets

Figure 8: option of cut out
windows on the surfaces of the
ionisation chamber surfaces

thinner.

Gamma background from the ground principally
originates from potassium 40, uranium 238 and thorium
series in ratio 35 percent, 25 percent and 40 percent
respectively. There is generally slightly more activity at
ground level than on the first floor of a house. Typical
exterior absorbed dose rates will be around 0.05 micro -

Figure 9: an area of foil should be cut away from areas where
pillars are placed. Also a section should be available for securing
with a crocodile clip

and does not bend as readily as cardboard. It is available
up to sizes 100 by 75 cm. Slots can be cut out of its area
to improve the 'window' access to beta radiation though
no more than about 50 percent of the available area
should be cut away with a design as indicated in figure 8.
Aluminium foil is an excellent material to use for the
electrode on each side of the ionisation chamber. The foil
thickness available today, however, is astonishingly thin,
which is a disadvantage for ensuring a crinkle free
electrode surface and an advantage in providing low
absorption to beta radiation. Glue such as PVA can be
used to apply to the board surface to attach the foil taking care that it is applied as evenly and thinly as
possible. Readily available 'glue sticks' can also be used.
Alternatively, the aluminium foil can wholly or in part be
secured around its exterior by insulating tape. This allows
the foil to be tensioned over the surface in which it is
brought in contact.

Gray per hour.

The total absorbed dose rate corresponding to
background conditions will be around 0.1 micro -Gray per
hour for 'average' conditions.

Constructing the chamber

At the heart of everything is the ionisation chamber. The
temptation is to make its volume as large as possible so
that as large as possible a baseline ionisation current can
be established. We could also make the physical structure
of the flat electrode areas as 'transparent' as possible to
radiation. In terms of detecting gamma rays, little
absorption is going to take place through cardboard,
though beta rays may suffer some absorption. Alpha
particles are going to be stopped by even short
thicknesses of most materials. Also, if the electric field in
the collecting cavity is too low, then the efficiency of
collection of charge will be correspondingly low. A
nominal one -centimetre gap with a voltage of
around 100 V will give the electric field required of
V100 V/cm to achieve reasonable charge collection
efficiency. A 2 -centimetre gap would give a reduced
Vo
collection efficiency though there could be a gain in
overall sensitivity.
+
CONNECT TO PROPER
CIRCUIT NODE. DEPENDING
One small unit was constructed from two
8
ON CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION
sections of plastic used to locate an air extraction
a) DIP PACKAGE
tube - providing an area 15 by 15 cms with an
central aperture of diameter 10 cms. The total
vvolume of the chamber is approximately 200 cm'. It
is useful to walk round large Do -It -Yourself stores to
Vo
see what novel use such mass produced items can
V+ CONNECT TO PROPER
be put to. This small chamber was tested with some
CIRCUIT NODE, DEPENDING
low activity Cobalt 60 sources, but would generally
8
ON CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION
be struggling to detect background rates of activty.
b)
SOIC
PACKAGE
Fibreboard, available in art shops, is also a useful
medium with which to work to make the larger
parallel plate chambers. It is fairly light, being
Figure 10:a) standard connection configurations: b) corresponding board
essentially foam -filled, though it has good rigidity
1

layouts for input guard for OPA129
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circuit diagram of the ionisation chamber and
associated electronics
Figure 11

:

The foil should be cut away from the corners where
separate pillars will be placed to keep the plates apart as
shown in figure 9. Connection to the foil surface itself is
readily undertaken using crocodile clips. The structure can
also be made to stand vertically with suitable support on
one side and with a single distance piece separating the
two sections.
A key component of the design is to minimise the
leakage current across the two sides of the chamber. Even
if, say, a value of impedance of 10000 megohms is present
across the gap of the chamber of 100 V, a current of 10 nA
would flow - several orders or magnitude larger than
activity levels it is required to measure. Thus the practical
problems of minimising such leakage current are very real
and at the heart of developing of a usable system.
For a small chamber, then support pillars of dry cork
some 10 mm by 4 mm in cross section and 10 mm high
are adequate. Small sections of polythene film can also be
introduced at the opposite ends of the pillars. Some trial
and error is required to stabilise the system and minimise
the leakage currents.

The battery supply
It is simpler to use a battery supply which will provide
around 100 V for the gap in the ionisation chamber. This
involves using eight of the V23A 12 V batteries. This is the
battery commonly used to power car alarm control
devices. It is a relatively expensive exercise, however, to
buy all eight batteries at once.
While small individual battery holders are available for
this battery, there appears not to be a readily available unit
that will hold eight such cells. The next best thing is to
take a flat 4 x AA cell holder and carefully cut it in half at
right angles as it were to each battery axis, separate the
two halves by an additional 0.5 cm or thereabouts and
glue the two sections to a section of stout card or plastic.
When completed, this will provide a fairly compact power
source for the field of the chamber. Ensure that there is
sufficient tension in the springs of the battery holder to
secure the batteries in place.
Take care not to touch the 100 V output lines of the
battery at the same time - especially with wet hands!

Figure 12: initial results with low activity Cobalt -60 sources for
250 ml capacity parallel plate chamber (open to air)

The circuit
The DIFET technology introduced by Burr -Brown provides
a range of relatively low cost operational amplifiers which
have very low bias currents. The OPA129P, for example,
which is available from RS/Electromail, has an input bias
current between + 30 fA and - 30 fA. For a bias current as
low as this value, the onus is on the circuit designer to
avoid introducing spurious input current into the amplifier.
Observe static precautions in handling the OPA12P.
In particular leakage currents can be increased on
account of factors including leakage in test socket,
unclean package, humidity or dew point condensation and
circuit contamination from fingerprints or anti -static
treatment chemicals. So called triboelectric charge (static
electricity generated by friction) can be a troublesome
source of noise from input cables.
Figure 10a indicates the standard connection
configurations and figure 10b the corresponding board
layouts for input guard.
The actual circuit diagram of the ionisation chamber is
indicated in figure 11. Note that pin 8 should be
connected to pin 1 and 4. As the operational amplifier
functions, pin 2 is maintained very close to ground
potential and in turn defines the potential of the chamber
surface to which this is connected. The other side of the
chamber is kept at a relative negative voltage, with the
direction of the electric field pointing downwards - in the
direction in which a positive charge would move. It is
generally more practical to use the circuit as an integrator
device than with a high value load resistance.
We have included a PCB layout adapted for a surface
mount is option as well as the dil configuration. Please
note - if you use a surface mount chip, the chip is
soldered to the copper side of the board, as given. You
then have the option of mounting the other components
on the non -copper side (as normal) or mounting them on
the copper side and top -soldering. None of the remaining
components need to be specifically orientated.
The values of R1 and R2 were 100 k ohms to prevent
short circuit of the battery should the electrodes of the
chamber touch each other. R3 is simply a load resistance
of 10 kohms. C is nominally of value 680 pF. Use a high
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and amplifier configuration could very well be distorting the
chamber sensitivity by an order of magnitude.
The approach to measuring background levels lies in
achieving collection volumes in excess of 10 litres essentially by using large surface area chambers but with
electric fields not below 50 V/cm and with carefully use of
ring guards on the OP 129P. For essential safety, it is
sensible to maintain excitation potentials below 100 V and
to incorporate current limitation resistors.

Overview
The approach outlined has been to outline something of
the science behind ionisation chambers and also of the
various units which relate to ionising radiation. The actual
process of beginning to understand these terms and
factors stems very much from seeking to make
measurements and with added incentive to learn if the
measurement system is part of this leaning process.
While calibrated ionisation chamber systems to
measure levels of ionising radiation with high certainty are
of necessity of specialist design and expensive to
manufacture, the fundamentals of these systems can be
replicated with very basic components and the skill of a
keen experimenter. It is also the case that a good deal of
patience is required to develop an effective ionisation
chamber - one of good sensitivity and low leakage current
from non -radiation induced sources.
Also, the NRPB document (see references) is an
extremely useful source of information about radioactivity
from all manner of sources in the UK.

13: the component layout of the ionisation chamber. This is
the dil version. The surface mount version is the same, but the is
must be mounted on the copper side of the board (see text)

Figure

quality polypropylene type.
In its key measurement role, the voltage across the
capacitance is given by:

V = 0/C
where 0 is the charge and C is the value of capacitance.
Where this voltage is changing,

dV/dt = I/C
for C = 680 pF and I = 10-13 A the change in voltage is of
the order of 10 mV per minute. This voltage can readily be
measured by attaching a DVM across the output of the unit.
The challenge of measurement is to reduce leakage
currents to a minimum so that real effects of ionisation can
be detected. This can be offset by constructing a chamber
large enough - in excess of say 10 litres capacity.

References
An introduction to radiological physics and radiation
dosimetry, Frank Herbert Attix, Wiley-Interscience
An introduction to radiation protection, Alan Martin and
Samuel A. Harbison, second edition, Chapman and Hall,

Initial measurements

1979.

Radiation Exposure of the UK population - 1993 Review
National Radiological Protection Board. (current issues
available from HMSO Bookshops)

Using a simple Veroboard assembly without guard rings on
the amplifier chip as recommended, initial values of activity
were noted with some low intensity Cobalt -60 sources each of activity around 250 kBq (disintegrations per
second). Initial results are indicated in figure 12.
With a 680 pF capacitance in place in integration mode,
the calculated corresponding voltage change is
approximate 0.3 mV/min at level of 1 micro Gy/hour. The
actual level of 'background' drift measured is some 30
times this value and must be due to additional leakage
factors in the notionally simple circuit implemented without
guard rings on the OP 129P.
The calculated level of sensitivity of the detector of 1
mV/minute corresponds approximately to an activity of 3.3
micro Gy per hour. A single source placed over the
chamber provides a change in rate of 40 mV/min
corresponding to a calculated absorbed dose of 138.6
micro Gy per hour. The actual chamber geometry, however,
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PRACTICALLY SPEAKING
By Terry Balbirnie
This month and next we shall look at some techniques which may
come in handy when using potentiometers in your own designs.

Frequent use
There are basically two types of potentiometer. One is operated by a
control knob outside the case. This type is used when frequent
adjustments need to be made to a circuit, for example, as a volume
control on a stereo system. The other type is a preset (sometimes
called a trimmer). This is a miniature potentiometer mounted on the
printed circuit board and only used when setting -up the circuit
initially. After that, it is usually left alone unless changes need to be
made. Both horizontal and vertical -mounting presets are available in
a range of values from about 100 ohms to over one megohm. The
photograph shows a horizontal preset in a circuit.
PresPts are useful in circuits to allow for component tolerances.
For example, when making a design based on a 555 timer. Here, a
capacitor charges through a known resistance. The voltage across
the capacitor rises, and when it reaches a certain value, the circuit
times out. However, the capacitor value is not usually known to an
accuracy greater than 5 percent. This means that if you calculate
the resistor value needed for a given period, it will probably not give
the correct result. By including a preset, it may be trimmed at the
end to provide the timing required. Normally you would make the
calculation as for a fixed resistor, and then double it. You would now
choose the nearest stock value. This will give the "correct"
adjustment near the centre of the track.

Of course, the fixed resistor does not
need to have the same value as that of
Figure 1 b
the potentiometer. If it had a value of 2
kilohms in figure 2b, the total resistance
would be 3k and the voltage at the bottom end of R1 would be
one third of 9V - that is, 3V In this case the sliding contact will
allow adjustment from 0 to 3V only.
Figure 3 shows a potentiometer with two fixed resistors,
R1 and R2, - one above and one below it. Suppose these both
have the same value as the potentiometer - 1k? There will be
+3V at the top end of R2 and +6V at the bottom end of R1.
The potentiometer will therefore allow an adjustment between
3V and 6V Again, the choice of values of the fixed resistors
can be used to tailor the range to suit the application.
OV

Range narrowing
Look at the 1k potentiometer connected across the 9V supply. In
figure la, the sliding contact is at the bottom of the track so the
voltage appearing between the OV line and the slider is OV. When it
is at the top. as in figure lb, it is +9V Smooth changes from 0 to
+9V are therefore possible. However, there are times when the
potentiometer only needs to adjust the voltage over part of the
range. For example, you might require it to run from, say, 3V to 4V
This type of range -narrowing is easy to achieve using a fixed resistor
or resistors connected in series with the potentiometer.
Look at the arrangement in figure 2a. Since the value of the
fixed resistor, R1, is the same as that of the potentiometer, there will
be +4.5V at the top end of it. The potentiometer will then allow
adjustments between +4.5V and 9V The fixed resistor could be
placed instead as shown in figure 2b. Now the voltage at the
bottom end of it is 4.5V so the potentiometer allows adjustments
between 0 and 4.5V.

-0 +9V
1k

RI
1k

1-0 RANGE OV
TO +4.5V

OV

Figure 2b

o +9V

0

1k

1k

I-0 RANGE .1.3V
TO +6V

R2
1k

OV

Figure 3
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There is no point in allowing
a potentiometer to cover a
range much greater than
required. In fact, this will make it
difficult to adjust. This is
because small movements of
the sliding contact will cause
large changes. Narrowing the
range of adjustment makes it
easier to get the setting right.

Next month, I will look at the
result of a fixed resistor
connected in parallel with a
potentiometer.
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art 4 -Displaying time

m,5

Owen Bishop
Elapsed time clock: Measure the interval between clock
start and clock stop. These are available as analogue or
digital stopwatches, but you can find novel applications for
them that manufacturers have not thought of (yet).
Triggering them electronically is part of the fun.
Process timers: Run for a pre-set period before
indicating that time is up. Range from the hourglass used
for timing sermons to the digital timers in microwave ovens
which revert to real-time when the cooking is finished.
There are always new applications for this kind of clock.

Process timers
I have described two ways of setting the period length.
The simpler way is to use a monostable based on the 555
or similar ic and let it run for a single period. Monostables
are suitable for relatively short periods of microseconds up
to 5 or 10 minutes, but they are inaccurate for longer
periods owing to the wide tolerances and poor stability of
large -value capacitors. For longer periods, of minutes,
hours, or days, use an astable, preferably one based on a
crystal, and count its pulses.
For a visual display (I will look at audible and other
indicators later in this series) LEDs have much in their
favour. An LED can be ON while the timer is running and
OFF at the end of the period, or vice versa. Or the timer
can have one LED for each purpose.
If the circuit is
based on a 555 or
similar ic it has more
+9V
than enough current
D1
RUNNING
output to drive an

Figure 1: various ways of switching an LED from a timer output

The timing circuits described in the first three parts of this
series can be used to drive one of several different types
of display:

Real-time clock: Displays the time as seen on the Town
Hall clock, or any the living -room wall. The display can be
a dial or a digital format. Electronic clocks and watches of
this kind can be bought for less than the cost of
components, so I am not going to say any more about
them here.

+9V

+

TO .9V- ICI PIN14

C2
100n

IC2 PIN 14

TO OV: CI PINS 3 -7.10
IC2 PIN 7
Ov

LED directly. In

R4

figure la the LED

270R

IN 0

IC1
12

R2

3

13

II

4013

10

+9V

2k2

D2
Q1
RST

Ri

8
2

itb

1k0

TIMEUP

4

ZTX300

4
R5

1-0

270R

- Cl
10n

It>

R3
2k2
Q2

ZTX300

-RESET

Figure 2: a circuit for driving the display of a process timer. Pin 13 = Q
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comes on when the
output of the ic is
high, that is, during
the timed period. In

figure lb the LED
comes on when the
output is low, that
is, when the ic is
waiting to be
triggered, and also
after the period is
ended.

3: After a further 30 s the output of the chain goes high.
This makes the output of 101 go low, which triggers the
pulse generator consisting two NOR gates, IC2a and IC2d
(4001). This generator normally has a low output but now
produces a short high pulse. This sets the set -reset flipflop. The output of gate IC2c goes low and that of IC2b
goes high. The 'RUNNING' LED goes off and the 'TIME
UP' LED goes on.
4: Once the set -reset flip-flop has been set, any further
changes in the counting chain or 101 have no effect on it.
The 'TIME UP' button stays lit, until the reset button is
pressed and timing begins again.

The circuit of figure 2 can be used for process timers of
other intervals. For example, adding another 'divide -by -60
chain' produces a 1 cycle per hour signal from the chain
and gives a 1 -hour process timer. For other periods, build
a chain that has an output period of the required length,
and feed its output to the circuit of figure 2.

Unfortunately we cannot connect both figure la and
figure lb to the same output, as this would put the LEDs
in series. Current flows through both of them and they are
both lit at the same time. In this case, or when the timer
output does not have enough current to drive an LED
directly (for example, the output comes from a logic gate),
we use a transistor switch. The way to turn the LED on
when output is high is shown in figure 2, with an npn
transistor. For the reverse action with a pnp transistor, see

Practical process timer

If you are starting from scratch. you can assemble the
whole system on one circuit board. First build the basic 1 Hz clock (555 or crystal version), then the 'divide by' chain
or chains, as described in previous parts of this series.
Add the circuit of figure 2, installing either one or both of
the transistor switches and LEDs. The ZTX300 transistors
are capable of switching up to 500 mA each so there is no
need to limit yourself to LEDs. They can switch filament
lamps, small DC motors, solenoids, or relays. Relays can
be used for switching other devices. This circuit is the
basis of a system for process and timing control. Use it in
darkroom photography, model railways, home security
systems, or many other applications.
Figure 3 shows the stripboard layout. This does not
include a reset button because we are assuming that you
will be connecting the 'RST' pin at H11 to the reset pin on
the board of the divide -by -60 chain. However, if you are
using this circuit with timing circuits that do not have a
reset button, solder a 1-kilohm pull-up resistor between

figure lc.
If the timing circuit is an astable followed by a counting
chain, the approach is slightly different. Its output
alternates between high and low. We need to reset the
counter when we begin timing and arrange that an LED
comes on and stays on at the end.
As an example, take figure 2, which is a 1 -minute
process timer. It is driven by a 1 -Hz clock (the 555 astable
or the crystal clock) followed by the 'divide by 60 chain'.
The output terminal of the chain is connected to the IN
terminal, pin 11 of IC1. The output of the chain runs at
1/60 Hz, so it changes state every 30s. The chain has a
reset line, which is held low by a resistor but can be made
high by pressing a button. The RESET input in figure 2 is
connected to this line. 101 is a D -type flip-flop with its
inverter (Q -bar) output fed back to its data input. This
makes the flip-flop act as a divide -by -2 counter. Its
output changes state at 1/120 Hz. In other words, its
output goes high when it is reset and stays high for 60s.
This is the basis of the 1 -minute timing period.
The LEDs are controlled by a set -reset flip-flop built
from two cross -connected NOR gates (IC2b and IC2c).
The inputs of this flip-flop are normally low and it is
triggered to change state by a high pulse to one of the
inputs. The sequence of timing is as follows:
1: Pressing the button resets both dividers in the chain,
the flip-flop 101, and also the set -reset flip-flop of IC2. This
makes the chain output high. Also the output of gate IC2c
goes high, turning on Q1 and lighting the 'RUNNING' LED,

*************

.........

Dl.

..

.

OO

..... . .....

2: Counting proceeds. After 30s the output of the chain
goes low, but 101 is unaffected by a low -going edge so
there is no change in the remainder of the circuit.

Figure 3: stripboard layout of the process timer of figure 2
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of a dividing chain. Press and release the reset button.
The output of the chain goes high and so does pin 10 of
IC2. Pin 4 of IC2 and pin 13 of 101 are both low. D1 is on,
and D2 is off. If you are using a divide -by -60 chain, its
output goes low after 30 seconds, but there are no other
changes. At 60 s the output of the chain goes high, and
so does pin 13 of 101. The flip-flop of IC2 changes state,
D1 goes off and D2 comes on. Let the circuit run for a few
more minutes; pin 13 of 101 continues to change state
every 60s, but there is no further change in IC2 and the

R10
270R

DO

A

LEDs.
00

Multiple LED display

ZTX300

Figure 4 shows a circuit for driving up to 10 LEDs,
switching them on one at a time. The LEDs could be the
10 units of a bar -graph display or 10 separate LEDs
mounted in a circle, so that a spot of light moves round
the circle once for every 10 input counts. The circuit is
based on the 4017 ic, used in the divide -by -60 chain. In
the chain it functioned just as a divide -by -10 stage. Here
we use the 10 individual outputs that are normally low but
go high one at a time (from 0 to 9) each time the input
rises from low to high.
This circuit has features of both a process timer and an
elapsed time clock, much depending on how the display is
set out. If, for example, we feed this circuit from a clock
with a period of 1 minute, the count is incremented at the
beginning of each minute. It takes 10 minutes for the
display to go through its complete cycle. This gives a
process timer for timing a sequence of processes each
lasting a few minutes, the total not exceeding 10 minutes.
The LEDs are each driven by a transistor, only one of
which is shown in figure 4. Use individual transistors or
two arrays of transistors in a dil package such as the
CA3082. As only one LED is on at a time, a single current limiting resistor R10 can be used.

Figure 4: a process timer with up to 10 LEDs in its display.
D1 - D9 are at top right.

Al2 and H12. Solder the resetting push-button between
the 'RST' pin at H11 and the 0 V line. The diagram shows
two indicator LEDs. You may decide that you do not want
both of these, in which case, omit it together with its
transistor and two resistors.
When assembling this circuit you will notice that
although the circuit diagram has many connections, there
seem to be very few on the stripboard. This is because it
uses the copper strips between and beneath the ics for
making many of the connections. Check the stripboard
layout diagrams carefully and cut the strips only where
shown. Note that there are several places where solder
bridges are used to join pins in adjacent strips. All of these
are important.
C2 is the decoupling capacitor for the supply lines.
Counters are particularly prone to operate incorrectly if
spikes resulting from the sudden switching of currents as
the ics and gates change state are present. When you
have built up a system from several ics, you may find that
although the parts of the system operate correctly
separately, there is erratic behaviour when the whole
system is joined. This depends a lot on how the various
parts are laid out with respect to each other. If you
experience this trouble, one of the first cures to try is to
wire in some decoupling
capacitors. Use 22 nF to
100 nF polyester or ceramic
+9Vo
disc capacitors and solder
them between the positive
13
L
and OV rails. Locate them
close to sensitive devices,
such as counter ics. In
addition, it is often a good
idea to solder a single 10uF
capacitor between the
power lines at the point
where the power supply is
connected to the board.
This can be very helpful if
high -current devices such as
motors or relays are being
switched.
When assembly is
complete, test the circuit by

connecting it to the output

a

IN

ICI
4026

b
C

d

Elapsed time clocks
An elapsed time clock needs a numeric display, normally
LED or LCD. The LED display uses the popular 7 -segment
devices, which come in a range of sizes and colours. LEDs
are best in low light conditions and may be impossible to
read in bright sunlight. LCD displays are more easily read

16
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a

12

b

IC2
4026
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e
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9
CC

2
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LSD

Figure 5: an elapsed -time timer with a two -digit display
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MSD

in bright light. Although in theory it is possible to add a
back -light so that the display can be read in the dark, in
practice the designer is nearly always so mean with backlight wattage that the display is readable only with great
difficulty. We will look at LED displays this month and leave
LCDs until another part.
Figure 5 shows one of the simplest versions of an LED
display. The 4026 is a decade counter/divider. Instead of
producing the usual 4 -bit decade outputs from 0000 to
1001, this ic decodes them to produce the outputs
needed to drive a 7 -segment display. This saves a great
deal of wiring. The fact that the device can drive low current LED and LCD displays directly, without transistor
switches, means a big saving in additional components.
However, this ic does not do some things, such as
'leading zero suppression'. Its counting sequence is
displayed as 00, 01, 02, 03 etc, instead of 0, 1, 2, and 3.
On the other hand, it puts 'tails' on the sixes and nines,
which some decoder ics do not do.
Probably the most versatile and popular display driver is
the 4511. This is a driver only, not a counter, so you need
to feed it with the output from a regular decade counter ic.
This needs four ics for a two -digit display like the one in
figure 5. Features include display blanking (for leading zero
suppression), lamp test (all LEDs come on), and latching,
so that the display can be held for reading even though
the output is changing. It needs a current -limiting resistor
on all seven segments of the display. Although the 4511
has many useful features, we decided that the 4026 has
all that is essential for a simply constructed elapsed -time

+v

0

4026

The 4026 ic produces outputs that are high when the
LED segment is to be lit. We use a common -cathode
display in which the cathodes of all the segments connect
to a common line connected to the OV rail. You may want to
adapt the design for larger displays than our 7.5 mm low current devices (there is room on the board). If so, you may
need to use have each segment driven by a transistor. Then
you should use a common anode display, and connect each
segment as shown in figure 6.
The stripboard layout (figure 7) has room for up to three
counters and displays, counting to 999. You need have only
one or two of each, and make the board shorter. There are
quite a lot of wired connections. Rather than make the
drawing confusing by showing all the wires, we have
marked their ends a to g to correspond with the segments.
Note that the ic for the first digit, the least significant digit
(LSD) is on the left of that for the second digit, the most
significant digit (MSD), but the displays are the other way
round. Get the connections the right length so that the
assembly is tidy. Take care to make all connections correctly
- if these are wrong it will soon show up as a set of strange
symbols when counting begins. As before, a 100nF
decoupling capacitor (C1) is advisable.
The circuit has a reset input intended for connecting to
the reset pin of a counter chain. If you drive this circuit
directly from a 1 -Hz
generator, which does
not have a reset input,
solder a 1k pull-up
resistor between A20
and C20. Solder the
resetting push-button
between the 'RST' pin at
C11 and the OV line.
In the prototype we
found that the ic did not
LSD
MSD
get unduly hot when the
circuit was run at 9V.
With other displays
taking slightly more
current you may find it
necessary to reduce the
power supply to, say, 6

If the circuit of figure 5 is fed with a 1 -Hz signal from the
astable or crystal clock, it counts from zero to 99 seconds
before repeating. It can be reset to zero at any stage by
pressing the reset button. If it is fed from the divide -by -60
chain, it counts minutes instead. It could also work in tens
of minutes, hours or even longer periods.

ST

IC1

LSD

2k2

10

Figure 6: using a transistor to switch an LED segment

Practical elapsed -time clock
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clock.
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Figure 7: stripboard layout of the elapsed -time timer of figure 5
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Timing starts when
the button is pressed
and released. Ways of
starting and stopping the
counter will be described
in the next part.
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ETl can supply printed circuit boards for most of our
current projects - see the list below for boards
available. For recent boards not listed, check the
constructional article for an alternative supplier.

units you are ordering. Make cheques/POs/money
orders, in £ sterling only, payable to Nexus Special
Interest Limited. Please allow 28 days for delivery.
ders may be made on 01442 266551
Acce
ices).

Please use this order form or a copy of it. Check
that all relevant information is filled in, including the
Unit Order Code, and that you have signed the form
if sending a credit card number. Overseas customers
please add postage appropriate to the number of
Unit code

Price

Ell 098/1
E/109812
lomsation Chamber (SMD)
Development Board: see also issue 8 E/69811

£5.09
£5.09

Name and issue of project
E77 PCB Service Issue

Ionisation Cher

below.

ELLErtILSe'
E/998/3

£5.09
£5.09

E/898/1

£5.09

E/898/2
E/898/3
E/898/4
E/898/5
E/898/6
EilW8/7

£6.09
£5.09

PIC 16C74 Developmetfff Board

E/798/1

Surface Mount Diagnostic Interface
Surface Mount Logic Probe
Mains Monitor
Aquaprobe

E/798/2

£5.09
£5.09
£5.09
£12.33
£5.50

O Meter
Bath

EJ,99812

E/398/3
E/398/4
E/398/5

£5.64
£6.77
£5.64

E/298/1

E/298/5
E/298/3

£5.09
£5.09
£7.00
£7.87
£5.64

Centre Desk -Top Unit
I Centre Main Section

E/0198/1
E/0198/2

£8.99
27,87

103t 97
4 -Go Rocket Launcher - main board
cket Launcher - relay board
4-G

EJ1397/1

£5.84
£6.22
£9.54

PIC Based Double Bass Tuner
5 Flange Capacitor Meter
MIDI Drum Pads
isstp22 1998

Smartcam main board
Smartcam opto-sensor board
Both smartcam boards
Switched Mode Internal Power Supply
Cupboard Light

=issue

Erifrre13,Senticeiuea1926
PIC Electronics Security Switch
PIC Multiplexed LED Display
PIC Non -multiplexed LED Display
Easy Parker
Tiny Traffic Lights
Q Meter
ath Duck

here are available from our
Only boards
PCB Service. For past issues of magazines, or
binders, please see page 74 or contact Readers
Services for information.

£6.77
£5.09
£5.09

E1298/1&2

1996

Midget

£5.50

E!298/2

E/1397/2
E11397/3
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Please supply:

Quantity Project Unit Order Code Price Total price

E77 Issue 6120
PIC Development Board
Signal Generator
Headlight Delay Unit
6 -Interval Games Timer

Prices are inclusive of post and packing in the UK. Overseas Post and
Packing (if applicable): Add £1 per unit

lallome11296
UHF Transmitter (DS)
UHF Transmitter Encoder

UHF Receiver Front Eqii -09
UHF Receiver IF stag8'/059,'
Fridge Thermometer
AVR Controller
27C16 Eprom Programmer
Guardian Light

Name
71

E/598/2
E/598/3
EJ598/4

E/598/5
E/598/6
E/598/7
E/598/9

£5.0
£5.09
£5.07
£5.07
£5.50
£5.50
£7.87
£6.22

Address

I enclose payment of £
Sterling only) to:

Er! issue 4 1996
LED Voltmeter
BB Ranger Control Board
BB Ranger Score Board
Line -Up Oscillator with Glitch
Tic Tac Toe

E/498/1
E/498/2
E/498/3
E.1498/4

E/498/5

PCB Service, READERS SERVICES DEPARTMENT. Nexus Special Interests Ltd.,

£5.64
£6.22
£22.89
£8.99
£8.44

Nexus House, Azalea Drive, Swanley, Kent BR8 8HU

Signature:
it 11 Issue 3 1998

Medium Wave Loop
AA Cell Eliminator

E/398/1
E/398/2

(cheque/PO/money order in £

Card expiry date:

£5.64
£7.32
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ETI Issue 12 1997
PC Phonecard Reader: ITT Cannon only E/1297/1
E/1297/2
Minute Minder
E/1297/3
Medium Wave Receiver - RF board
Medium Wave Receiver - Tuning board E11297/4
Medium Wave Receiver - Audio board E/1297/5
E/1297/6
Medium Wave Receiver - PSU board

E77 issue 7 1997
E797/1
£13.32
Eprommer main board (double sided)
E797/2
£5.64
Eprommer. PSU board
E797/3
Eprommer personality modules (double sided):
Any ONE module board: £5.09; two modules: £7.90; three modules:
£11.85; four modules; £15.80: five modules: £19.75; All six modules:

£6.22
£13.98
£11.76
£5.09
£5.09
£6.77

£23.70
Please specify which Eprom modules you require. Modules are for 2716,
2732, 2764, 27128, 27256 or 27512. One order code/overseas postal
charge applies whether a selection or all six personality module boards are

ETI Issue 11 1997

Total Harmonic Distortion Meter
Alphanumeric Morse Touchkey

E/1197/1

U1197/2

£13.43
£5.09

ordered.

ETI Issue 10 1997
The IQ Tester
Fake Flasher

DC Motors (Part 2)
Valve Tester - Main Board
Valve Tester - Socket Board
Valve Tester - Heater Regulator
All three Valve Tester boards
The IQ Tester (previously E/897/2
ET! Issue 9 1997
Eprom Emulator
The Power Supply

Electronic Door Chimes
Digital Power Supply

E/1097/1
E/1097/2
E/1097/3
E/1097/4
E/1097/5
E/1097/6

E/1097/4/5/6
E/1097/7

Are Your Lights On?
Peak Reading VU Meter

£5.64
£5.09
£6.77
£21.22
£5.09
£5.09
£30.30
£5.64

E/997/1
E/997/2
E/997/3
E/997/4

£16.49
£5.09
£5.09

E/897/1

£5.09

E/897/3
E/897/4
E/897/5
E/897/3/4/5

£5.09
£5.09
£5.09
£11.50

E/797/5

£5.09
£5.09

Terms of trade
Terms strictly payment with order. We cannot supply credit
orders, but will supply a proforma invoice if requested.
Proforma orders will not be processed until payment is
received. All boards are manufactured from the foils that
appear in the ETI Foils Pages for the appropriate issue. Please
check that our foils are suitable for the component packages
you intend to use before ordering as we cannot supply
modified boards or replace boards that have been modified or
soldered. Boards are only supplied in the listed units. Sorry, we
cannot break units. Prices and stock may be altered without
prior notice. Prices and stock listed in this issue supersede
prices and stock appearing in any previous issue. En, Nexus
Special Interests and their representatives shall not be liable for
any loss or damage suffered howsoever arising out of or in
connection with the supply of printed circuit boards or other
goods or services by Eli. Nexus Special Interests or their
representatives other than to supply goods or services offered
or refund the purchaser any money paid in respect of goods
not supplied.

£10.11

ETI Issue 8 1997

The Brake Light Tester
DC Motors (3 experimental boards)
DC Motors: The first Control Unit
DC Motors: The 4046 Circuit
DC Motors: The Crystal Drive Circuit
All three DC Motors boards

E1797/4

Microcontroller Development from Forest...
We've changed our ownership, and reduced our prices !
PIC BASIC

PIC & AVR Microcontroller Programmers

FED's PIC BASIC products - straightforward, capable, powerful,
rapid development Operating in a Windows Development Environment

PIC Serial - Handles newer PIC devices in a 40 pin multi -width ZIF socket.
16C55X. 1606X, 16C7X, 16C8x, 16F8X. 12C508. 12C509, PIC 14000 dc.
Also In -Circuit programming. Price : £40/kit, or £45 built 8 tested
PIC Introductory - Programs 8 & 18 pin devices , 16C55X, 16C61. 16C62X,
16C71, 16C71X, 16C8X. 16F8X, 12C508, and 12C509 etc. Price £20/kit
AVR - Programs all current DIP devices in a 40 pin ZIF. Price .. £354tit £40
built 8 tested.

our modules need no assembler or UV eraser to program your PIC's, and
operate from a serial link to your PC. The 16C74 module features - 8k
EEPROM, up to 2000 lines of BASIC. 27 lines of programmable I/O. 8 A/D
inputs. Interrupt driven serial RS232 interface. Peripheral I2C bus interface,
LCD display driver routines, up to 178 bytes for variables and stack.
extendible with optional external RAM and all the standard 16074 features.
16C57 version still available - ask for details.

Note : All our programmers operate on a PC, using a standard RS232 serial
interface (COM1. 2, 3, or 4). No hard to handle parallel cable swapping !
All programmers are supplied with instructions. Windows 3.1/95/98/NT and
programming software for the AVR or PIC.

COMPILER HALF PREVIOUS PRICE !- The FED PIC BASIC compiler for
the 16074. It produces hex code to program your 16074 directly with no
need for external EEPROM. Compatible with the EEPROM versions of PIC
16C74 BASIC modules - develop on an EEPROM based module then
compile and program your PIC chips directly.

AVR, PIC, & HC11 Windows Based Development:
Simulator allows assembly and simulation of your AVR. PIC or HC11 projects

in one Windows program Incorporate multiple files, view help file
information directly from the code, edit within proiect, build and track errors
directly in the source. then simulate Simulator allays 3 breakpoint types.
follow code in the source window. set breakpoints directly in code. Run
programs, or single step, or step over subroutines. Logic Analyser Display !
Track variable values and trace for display on the Trace Analyser. Input

stimuli include clocks, direct values and asynchronous serial data.
Profile your program - examine frequently called routines which are timed and
use the information to optimise out bottle necks. PIC Version Simulates up to
50 times faster than MPSIM I

16C74 Module Kit (8k EEPROM, 4MHz) £36.00, Pre -built £42.00
16C74 Module Kit (8k EEPROM, 20MHz) £40.00, Pre -built £46.00
Compiler - £30.00

Coming Soon....
PIC BASIC - surface mount modules and updated development
system, watch for details !

AVR & PIC devices
£5.00
£10.00
£1.80

PIC16C74/JW Erasable 20MHz £18.00 PIC16C558
PIC16C74A-20P 20MHz
4MHz £8.00
PIC16C74A-04P
PIC12C508-04P 4MHz
4MHz £6.00
RC16F84-04P
Ring for details
AVR

Cost £20.00. Please specify Windows 3.1, or Windows '95 (32 bit) and
either AVR, PIC, or HC11 version

Prices are inclusive, Add £3.00 for P&P and
handling to each order. Cheques/POs
payable to Forest Electronic Developments,
or phone with credit card details.

Forest Electronic Developments
60 Walkford Road. Christchurch. Dorset. BH23 5QG.
httplidspace.dial.pipex.com/robin.abbott/FED

01425-274068 (Voice/Fax)
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MarkColyer

01322 660070

Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department. Nexus. Nexus House.
Azalea Drive, Swanley, Kent BR8 8HY
Lineage: 85p per word (+VAT) (minimum 20 words)
Semi display: (minimum 3cms)
£12.50 + VAT per single column centimetre
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts.
All advertisements in this section must be pre -paid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

Classified

PLANS

FOR SALE

SKVA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
As New Ex -equipment fully shrouded Lrne Noise
Suppressron, Ultra isolahon Transformer with terrnr e
covers and Knock -out cable errnes Pnmary 120.240V
SecorKlary 1201240V 50/60 Hz. .005 pF Capacitance.
Size L.37 x W.19 x H. than Weegfit 42 Kilos. PRICE
2120.00 +VAT

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS
I

PUT 2207240T A
OUTPUT 0-260Y
Price

r/'.

P&P

£45.25

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
TINNED WIRE SILVER
PLATED COPPER WIRE
SOLDER EUREKA WIRE
NICKEL CHROME WIRE
BRASS WIRE LI TZ WIRE
BIFILAR WIRE MANGANIN
WIRE TEFZEL WIRE NICKEL
SAE BRINGS LIST 18 RAVEN
RD LONDON E18 1HW
FAX 0181 559 1114

ex -warehouse Carriage on nearest

PANEL MOUNTING
5KVA 2.5 amp max 233.00
1KVA 5 amp max

SWC SCIENTIFIC
WIRE COMPANY

215.00 (245.83 N10 VAT)

24V DC SIEMENS CONTACTOR

27.00 (261.39 ix VAT)

SHROUDED
0.5KVA 2.5 amp max 234.00
2E00 1247130 inc VAT)
1KVA 5 amp max
246.25
67.00 (262.57 inc VA2KVA
10 amp max
265.00
£8.50 (286.36 inc VA
3KVA 15 amp max
0116.50
£3.50 (£11163 me VAI
5KVA 25 amp max
2166.00 Plus Carnage & VAT
10KVA 45 amp max
£300.00 Plus Carriage & VAT
6KVA 3 PHASE Star
1205.00 Plus Carnage & VAT
Buy direct from the Ins...frt., Keens! prices in the county

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
TRANSFORMERS -LT -ISOLATION & AUTO
:110-240V Auto transfer erlher cased salt American socket and

mans lead at open frame type Avast.le la mrnectite delivery.
500VA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
Rex mend webs C Coe ippon:se we lap pea and solder

Type 311-18022 DB 2 x NO and 2 x NC 2300 AC 10A
contacts Screw or Din Rail fixing. Size H 120 a W 45 a
0.75mm. Brand New Price £7.63 no( P&P and VAT.
240V AC WESTOOL SOLENIODS
1T2 Mod 1 flat I MAx stroke 1i4 m Base mounting 1/2m.

stroke 5(05 pull approx Tr& Mod 1 Rat 2 Max stroke 1/8

n. Front mounting 12in Front mounting 1/2 in. stroke
15Ib5 pull approx. Pnce 1451. p&p & VAT. TT2 £5.88. TT6
ea 81. SERIES 400 27.64.

INSTRUMENT CASE

Brand new Manus by Imhof L31 x H18 x 19cm deep.
Rernoveable front and rear panel for easy assembly of

RANGE OF XENON RAENTUBES

Variable Voltage
Technology Ltd

components. Grey finish complete with case feet.
PRICE £16.45 INCL. P&P &VAT 2 on 22820 Inclusive.

Write/Phone your enquires
ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT BLUE
FLUORESCENT TUBES

DIE CAST ALUMINIUM BOX

(216as inc VAT)
(f 10.58 inc VAT)
120 8 wen fe 80 759 p&p
(£6.52 no VAT
Pin 8 wan £3.96 a 50p p&p
(£624 inc VAT)
fen 4 wan E3.96 50p perp
(£524 inc VAT)
230V AC BALLAST KIT
For tether bin. 90 or 12in tubes £6.05 + £1 40
p&p (£8.75 inc VAT)
The above Tubes am 3500/4000 angst (350
40Ourn) ideal fry detecting savorily markings, effects
fighting b Chenvoel applications.
Other Wave Lengths of U.V. TUBE available
A
for Germicidal & Photo Sensitive applications
Please telephone your enquiries
400 WATT BLACK LIGHT BLUE UV LAMP
GES Mercury Vapour lamp suitable for use
with a 4coW PE Benet
411 40 wan £14 CO (callers only)
211 20 well £9.00 (cellars only)

£39.95 INCL.P&P & VAT

12V D.C. BILGE PUMPS
500 GPH 158 new 3 amp £19.98
1750 GPH 150 head 9 amp £34.55
Also now evadable 24V D.C. 1750 GPH 1511 head 5 amp f35 55.
An otsened lo be reed submerged PRICES INCLUDE P&P& VAT

SUPER HY-LIGHT STROBE KIT
Dealged for Mem. Theatrical uses sic.
APprox 18 pules nehrolablo speed 050.00 C3.00 pap

TRANSFORMERS

with internal PCB guides. Intemal size 265 x 165 x
50mrn deep Price C9.93 incl p&p 8 VAT 2 on £17.80

For valve and transistor circuits
HT Filament chokes high & low voltage
Standard and custom design
large and small quantities

Incl.

2308 AC SYNCHRONOUS GEARED MOTORS

Brand new Ovoid Gearbox Crouzet type motors
H 65mm x W 55mm x D 35mm 4mm die shaft x
10mm long. 6 RPM anti cw £9.99 incl p&p & VAT
20 RPM anti ow Depth 4Ornrn £11.16 mot p&p 8 VAT.

Unit 24E, Samuel Whites Estate. Medina
Road. Cowes, Isle of Wight P031 7LP

SOLID STATE EHT UNIT
Input 2301240V AC. Output approx 151(V Producing Omm

Tel 01983 280592 Fax 01983 280593

spark. 8.44--n 10 sec linter Easily modified for 20sec, 30
sec to continuous. Designed lor bottle grotion. Dozens of
uses in the field of physics and electronics. eg supplying
neon or argon tubes etc Price less case
E8.50 £2.40 p&p (£12.81 Inc VAT) NUS

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

EPROM ERASURE KIT
Build your own EPROM ERASURE for a fraction of Me
price of a made-up unit kit of parts less case includes 12in

including

145.4901

and

in.

VAT 211.20 leech cr 2 for 220.50 inclusive.

SERVICE TRADING CO
Porn
leonneyerney

0 -Electronic Design Associates.
Tel: 0181-391-0545. Fax: 0181391-5258.

ELECTRONIC
MANUFACTURING

. LID

STEVENAGE

Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing
and Suppliers to the Electronics Industry.

Phone Steve on (01438) 360406 or fax
details of your requirements to us on
(01438) 352742.
EQT LTD.. UNIT 5, First Floor, Caxton Point,
Bessemer Drive. Stevenage HERTS SG1 2XT

DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED
PROTOTYPE OR PRODUCTION QUANTITIES
FAST TURNROUND AVAILABLE
PCBs DESIGNED FROM CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
ALMOST ALL COMPUTER FILES ACCEPTED
EasyPC !Anes VuTrax !CadStar
Garber HPGL Draw and many others
ASSEMBLY & TEST AVAILABLE

of purposes Inlet 11.1m. cutlet 1 or. dia Price intrudes p&p &

57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CH SWICK, LONDON W4 5BB
TEL 0181-995 1560 FAX 0181-995 0549
ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN. ORDER £10

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 100 KHz -

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

8 wan 2537 Angst Tube Ballast ltd. par of bvpin leads.
neon indicator. Ort'ott 00I00. safety microsvotch and
CirCurt £15.00 £2.00 p8p i:£19.98 no VAT

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP
(62.28 Inc VAT)
Case and reflector £24.00 v £3.00 p&p (£31.73 Inc VAT) Brand new 240V AC fan cooled Can Ce used for a variety
SAE for further details
dustnal Strobe hex

QUARTZ CRYSTALS

available and technical advice.

TRANSFORMERS

enquiries.

'iSr 13950 Pn.M.00 Can. I? 30114991 .rd.'

projects. For catalogue, SAE to
Plancentre Publications, Unit 7,
Old Wharf Industrial Estate,
Ledbury,
Dymock Road,
Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

100 MHZ at low cost. Full list

AXIAL COOLING FAN
230V AC 120mm square x 38mm 3 blade 10 watt Low
None fan. Price 27.29 incl. P&P and VAT Other cottages
and sizes evartabe from stock. Please telephone your

,vine lose. 0240V AC erm Sa11 Celi0120V a Sveen Sec Al v19(
Sae. H145

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
wind
solar
and
designs,
generators, high voltage teslas,
surveillance devices, pyrotechnics
and com-puter graphics tablet. 150

TELEPHONE 01232 738897
INTERNATIONAL .44 t232 738897

agar

!!!?Circuds

Amnk

FAX 01232 736697

v.'

Vr"'"t

Perlong Space

Pr*

r'fP".nV
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GET
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Broadcast

TRANSMITTERS . AMPLIFIERS, STEREO. R.D.S., ANTENNA'S & MUCH MORE

Wtiduse

1 WATT L.C.D. PI L. TRANSM

IT

'EH

ONLY £84.99

KIT FORM)

FM TRANSMITTERS & ACCESSORIES

FM radio kits. Prebuilt kits, Custom built and Professional
FM broadcast equipmenL In use by broadc.asters wor(dvocte.
We also ship worldwide and accept major credit cards.
Equipment hire and R.S.L.consultatton service available.
AI! equipment is fully guaranteed tot 12 months.

CALL
check out our products online

call for your free brochure. At
VISA
inumwe PHONE / FAX: 0181 2880192 "

FAST

www.broadcast-warehouse.com

MARK

HOBBY, COLLEGE HOSPITAL AND PROFESSIONAL RADIO

NOW
To Advertise in the next available issue of ETI
call Mark Colyer

ON

01322 660070

01322 660070

Remember classified get results fast
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STEVENAGE
Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing & Suppliers to the
Electronics Industry
Do you have a requirement for any of the following services:
PCB Assembly (Conventional and
Surface Mount)
Wave & Hand Soldering
Complete Equipment
Manufacture
Device Programming from hand
written shts or PC 31/2 disc
Cable Harness Assembly/loom
Manufacture
Card Cage and Module Wiring
Full Inspection

Product Design/Consultation
Full Procurement Service
PCB Test & "Bum in" Facilities
Enclosure Design & Manufacture
PCB Artwork Manufacture
Circuits Drawn Professionally
Kit Procurement & Supply
Component Sales
Refurbishment a speciality
Top Quality Work at Reasonable
Rates

Phone Steve on (01438) 360406 or fax details of your requirements to us
on (01438) 352742

EOT LTD. UNIT 5. First Floor, Caxton Point, Bessemer Drive, Stevenage HERTS SG1 2XT

ADVERTISERS INDEX
72

Labcenter Electronics

Ambyr Ltd

72

Maplins

Broadcast Warehouse

72

Milford Instruments

73

Chelmer Valves

51

NCT

32

Crown Hill Associates

51

No. One Systems

72

EPT Educational Software

39
IFC

31

OBC

Plancentre Publications

72

Scientific Wire Co

72

EQT

73

Stewarts of Reading

Forest Electronics

69

Telnet

JPG

51

Van Draper

J.J. Components

43

ROBOTICS

Instruments

BASIC Stamps-

Scenix

Re -Programmable
BASIC language
RS232 Serial ports

Fastest 8 -bit micro
SOMIPS
Flash Eprom

8 or 16 VO lines
SPI/DTMF
Fast development

18/28 pins
PIC16C5x
pin replacement

Serial LCDs
RS232 Serial interface

2x16 to 4x40
Simple 3 -pin connection
Integral Keypad option
Large Numerics option
Driver chips available for OEM use

3 -Axis Machine

Agar

Display Electronics

CONTROL & from
Milford

Robotics
Humanoid
5 -Axis Arm
Walking Insect

Stamp 2 based

Drills PCBs
3 -Axis movement
Stepper drive
4 thou resolution

Servo Controller

Win 3.1
software

Control up
L

to 8 servos

RS232
Commands

IBC
9

IR Decoder
Uses any remote
7 digital outputs
Toggle/momentary
Re -Programmable

43

Milford Instruments 01977 683665 www.milinst.demon.co.uk
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egging in
Understanding
Politicians control the future,

don't they? For better or
worse, the decisions they
e determine how we will we, and if we
don't like it we have the occasional
opportunity to select one pack of policies or
another which may or may not be very
different.

It is true as far as it goes, but engineers,
scientists, and other technical folk are
collectively responsible for providing the
environment about which they legislate.
These are the people who have more effect
n our lives in the longer ten -n. The general
standan-I of living which we enjoy In the
western world is the rssuft-Of igtr8rations of
technological development.
It is a sad fact that few if any of those who
rule Britain have a scientific education, so
they are often behind in understanding what
is happening. Take the proposal made by the
European Commission to tax data transfer
on the Internet. A "bit tax" is probably
unworkable. If it did work, it would simply
hand more of the benefits of Internet trade
over to other geographical regions. Since
phone conversations are also digital, the tax
would also presumably add to the cost of
phone calls as well.

Tek 01322 660070 Fax 01322 615636
Sorry, we cannot answer queries about projects or other
technical queries on the phone. Our administration assistant
Jenny can often help with other queries about this issue

r any civilian to use
In France it is it
egal in Britain. In the
encryption, but it is
use the available
longer term, the
economic and
bandwidth efficien
bably render the
technical reasons,
ant. Shannon's law
question much less
lent use of
tells us that the
even power density
bandwidth involves
s channel. Techniques
over a comm
ill probably involve
that approach
which, while not
complicated
will not be easy to
encryption
ut the specific decoding

Our web Is http.r1wwwaaelectron.cauk'etir
ETNA address-. etigraaelectron.couk
Please motel This is currently only an editorial web sae.
Please send enquiries about subscriptions. advertising
etc. to Nexus Special Interests' postal address above.

EDITORIAL
Editor
Helen Armstrong

Administration Assistant
Jenny Etheridge

Consultant
Andrew Armstrong

PRODUCTION

,

Designer
Paul Forster

Technical Illustrator
John Puczynski

contortions used to get working pgp
tion software out of the USA is another
amusing case of bureaucratic confusion. It
was ruled illegal to export source code or
compiled software, despite the fact that the
mathematics of the encryption is known over
a wide area of the world, but for some
reason it was not illegal to carry out a book
containing the code. This was scanned,
optically character recognised, and put on a
web server not in the USA.
Quite likely the issue of encryption will
cease to be of great political interest,
communications will normally be reliable and
as secure as necessary, and some other item
which the government of the day does not
understand will be the new big concern.

Production Executive
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Volume 27 No 11 of Electronics Today International will be in your newsagents on 9th
October 1998. Tony Howarth describes how to sail round the world on solar power ...
just right for A British summer: Pei An's temperature and humidity logger operates
from the Centronics port of a PC and stores data for future analysis, as well as
displaying the measurements on LD readouts ... multiple circuits for Music Lovers,
those Versatile Diodes doing the unexpected ...
including that "Jimi Hendrix" sound
and much more.
Contents are in preparation but are subject to space and availability.

r
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HOW DOES YOUR EQUIPMENT MEASURE UP? AT STEWART OF READING THERE'S ALWAYS 'SCOPE' FOR IMPROVEMENT!
SUMMER SALE
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KELPS PM3417
Due I -ace 5035f4 Dee,

11, 335d

E2250

TEKTRONIX 24654 CA 300MHZ Delay $1.1.0 Cursors etc

£2

LOOK

050

BRAND NEW OSCILLOSCOPES - NEVER USED LIMITED STOCK

NEW & HARDLY USED

TEKTRONIX 244512445A 4 Ch 150084 DHey Sweep hen Cursors et £1000
TEKTRONIX TOME Mel Trace 100MH7 Delay Cesces
0900

Iscope
Jail() 2 Probes,
ttin 6 Front
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PHILIPS Pli13296A Dual trace 40C/HZ Due TB Delay Cukor! IEEE
FLUKE PM3092 2.2C11 100352 Mimi TB Grans
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110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING. BERK& RG6 1PL
Telephone: (0118) 9268041. Fax: (0118) 9351696
Callers Welcome 9 am - 5 30 pru Monday to Today (other times by arrangement)
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Electronics CAD
for Windows 95, 98 and NT
True Windows graphical user interface
Multi -sheet Schematics - Projects.
Full links to our Analogue, Digital and
Electromagnetic Simulators.
Impressive. high speed, gridless,
shape -based autorouter options.
Design rule and connectivity checks.
Full Windows outputs.
Gerber, Excellon and DXF outputs.
Free technical support! No dongles or
maintenance contracts.
Trade up allowance from other products.
New entry level version available.
New demo' available - please call!

Number One Systems

Overseas dealer enquiries welcome

Ref: ETI, Harding Way, St.lves,
Cambridgeshire, PE17 4VVR,
United Kingdom
Tel: 01480 461778 Fax: 01480 494042
International: +44 1480 461778/494042
email: sales@numberone.com
http://www.numberone.com

MAPLIN

Order your catalogue now

on 01702 554000

ELECTRONICS

or visit and collect from one
of our 48 stores nationwide.
You can also purchase your
catalogue from your local
Maplin store. WH Smith and
John !Menzies.

Over 1,000 new prod
Includes over £50 wo

of

discount vouchers
Order code CA18
Includes FREE datasheet CD -Rom
FREE McAfee anti -virus software

FREE 30 day Demon Internet till
Order code CQ02

THE NEW
CATALOGUE
OUT NOW
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N.,

to

better selection and service
Telephone 01702 554000 with your enquiry
The catalogue costs just £3.99 plus pip' and the CD Rom is available at Just £1.95 plus pap' including free datasheet CD Rom.
*(Add 500 for P&P). Orders outside the UK please send £8.99 or 21 IRCs for Airmail in Europe or surface mail outside Europe. Send £16.04 or 37 IRCs for Airmail outside Europe to:
Maplin Electronics, PO Box 777, Rayleigh, Essex, England. SS6 8LU. Prices include VAT and are subject to change. Al items subject to availability. E+OE. WHEN ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE PRIORITY CODE MAO91

